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Foreword

Digital networks offer unprecedented opportunities to preserve and pro-
mote the world's cultural patrimony. The Getty Information Institute
encourages those who are responsible for preserving the cultural heritage
to take advantage of these opportunities by collaborating to build a cul-
tural information infrastructure. Through its advocacy and education pro-
grams, the Institute cultivates worldwide awareness of global information
infrastructure issues, and addresses barriers that impede universal access to
cultural heritage information.

Foremost among these barriers are intellectual property rights. As
custodians and consumers of vast amounts of intellectual property, cul-
tural heritage organizations are understandably concerned about the chal-
lenges that digital networks present in rights administration and content
distribution. These networks, characterized by speed, ubiquity, and ease of
reproduction, can thwart cultural institutions' efforts to manage their con-
tent effectively.

New management and distribution services are arising in
response to these challenges. Traditional rights and reproduction practices
are yielding to a variety of forms of collective administration, such as con-
sortia, cooperatives, and other intermediary service organizations. The
result is a confusing array of choices. Cultural institutions, which have
minimal experience with collective administration of rights and content,
are uncertain about what strategies to pursue, and which partners to select,
for managing their intellectual property in electronic environments.

To assist cultural heritage organizations in surmounting the bar-
riers that rights administration poses for them on digital networks, the
Getty Information Institute commissioned this report on current and
emerging options for managing intellectual property, particularly in net-

worked environments. The report reviews traditions of rights administra-
tion and content distribution across genres, and offers a generic and
thematic assessment of issues an institution should consider when

vii



viii Introduction to Managing Digital Assets

developing intellectual property management strategies and selecting part-
ners to assist in those strategies.

As cultural materials are digitized and made available on world-
wide networks, intellectual property issues assume greater importance for
reasons of authenticity, appropriation, and economics. Cultural heritage
organizations must take the lead in selecting the mechanisms for adminis-
tering their intellectual property on these networks, thereby ensuring that
the cultural heritage is made accessible for public enjoyment, education,
and scholarly endeavors under terms and conditions that do not compro-
mise their mission and purpose.

Eleanor E. Fink
Director
The Getty Information Institute
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Executive Summary

Intellectual property rights are a major barrier for cultural heritage organi-
zations that wish to place their content on digital networks. Problems are
rooted in the technology as well as the inability of cultural organizations
to administer and distribute intellectual property effectively in this envi-
ronment. A number of new management and distribution services have
emerged in response, and some existing organizations have assumed new
roles. Collectively referred to as intellectual property management service
providers, these organizations serve as facilitators between rightsholders
and users in the administration, organization, and distribution of intellec-
tual property.

Intellectual property management service providers will be play-
ing a larger role in the intellectual property management strategy of cul-
tural organizations. Unlike other creative sectors, however, the cultural
heritage community has little experience with these service providers, and
few guidelines for reviewing their operations. This report seeks to redress
this situation by reviewing the traditions of rights administration and con-
tent distribution in various creative sectors, identifying common structures
and functions of these organizations, clarifying aspects of the service
provider/rightsholder/user relationship, and highlighting issues of particu-
lar relevance to the cultural community and their frequent partners in the
educational community.

The information in this report, based on a strategic analysis of
U.S. organizations that administer intellectual property across various gen-
res, is synthesized and assessed broadly by themes that are relevant to the
entire cultural community. Included as Appendix D to this report is a

questionnaire developed for use by cultural heritage institutions that wish
to consider partnering with individual intellectual property management

organizations.

1



1. Introduction

Cultural and educational institutions are veritable warehouses of intellec-
tual property.* From the research conducted in their laboratories, to the
works placed on their shelves, cultural and educational institutions are
arguably the trustees of the largest and most diverse assortment of intel-
lectual properties in existence. Among the intellectual properties in their
care are works of art, photographs, manuscripts, books, films, videos,
and sound recordings. Equally important are exhibitions, educational and
interpretive materials and programs, databases, Web sites, multimedia
kiosks, catalogs, and other creative works produced by these organizations.

Until recently, in cultural and educational institutions intellec-
tual property was fairly well defined by communities and types of use.
With the development of technologies that allow for digital display, distri-
bution, and replication, both uses and users are changing rapidly, forcing
cultural and educational organizations to reexamine nearly all aspects of
their policies governing intellectual property.

Included in this reexamination is the role of electronic networks
in intellectual property management. Cultural and educational organiza-
tions recognize that their current systems for administering intellectual
property cannot meet the needs of, and demands imposed by, digital
media and network distribution. In response, these communities are
reviewing their current strategies for administering intellectual property
and are exploring new opportunities emerging in other arenas. Among the
latter are intellectual property management organizations,^ which play an
intermediary role between rightsholders and users in the organization,

* Words or phrases that appear in boldface type in the text are defined in the glossary.

t The terms "intellectual property management organization" or "intellectual property ser-

vice provider" are used interchangeably throughout this report to refer to organizations that

offer services for distributing and managing intellectual property Included in these terms

are performance rights societies, publishers, collecting societies, rights and reproduction

organizations, information brokers, collectives, consortia, and proof of concept projects.

Categorizing this diverse cluster under one rubric is a compromise solution chosen for ease

of reference within the text.

2
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administration, and distribution of content on electronic networks. What
services can these organizations offer to cultural and educational institu-
tions? And how do cultural and educational institutions determine which,
if any, of these organizations may be suitable for their intellectual property
management needs? The options are diverse and the assortment of oppor-
tunities and players confusing.

A. Project History and Genesis

This report examines issues associated with administering intellectual prop-
erty over electronic networks, the effect these issues have on cultural her-
itage institutions, and the organizations developing to address these issues.
The report originates in recommendations made by participants in the
Museum Educational Site Licensing Project (MESL).1 The MESL project
was an exploratory effort sponsored by the Getty Information Institute2

and MUSE Educational Media3 to distribute museum images over elec-
tronic networks for use in teaching and research in higher education. Seven
museums and seven universities were selected through a competitive
Request For Proposal (RFP) process to participate in this experiment and
analyze the results.4

Midway through the project, participants expressed interest in
a profile of the options for rights administration, intellectual property
management, and the distribution of digital information. They noted that
cultural and educational institutions struggling with ways to manage their
content on electronic networks needed such a profile to make informed
choices. The MESL participants had identified their own intellectual
property issues for licensing terms and conditions5 and wanted an inde-
pendent review of structures already in use (or in development) for various
types of content in various industries. In 1997, the Getty Information
Institute agreed to fund a study separate and independent from MESL to
examine these issues and to distribute the results to the broader cultural
heritage community. This report reviews the findings of that study in the
context of cultural heritage organizations and intellectual property laws in
the United States.

B. Goals and Assumptions

This report is a reference resource for cultural and educational organiza-
tions that are examining various service providers as possible partners in
the administration of their intellectual property. To bring greater under-

standing and a wider context to the topic, the report explores issues of
administering and distributing intellectual property over electronic net-
works and examines how they resonate in cultural heritage organizations.
The current ways of managing intellectual property distribution, such as
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using professional and commercial organizations to administer content, or
in-house rights and reproductions departments, are described both theo-
retically and practically to underscore the risks and rewards inherent in the
various choices. To inform this work, several dozen intellectual property
management organizations were reviewed; aspects of their structure, func-
tion, and operations are summarized in the latter half of this report.

Because intellectual service providers vary in the types of rights
they administer, an important assumption of this study is that content
owners and content users will have to employ several options to meet their
different needs and purposes. Conceivably, an institution may wish to par-
ticipate in a rightsholders' collective, contract with a stock photography
agency, maintain its own in-house rights and reproductions department,
turn over distribution of its intellectual property to a third-party content
broker, or choose any number of combinations and permutations that are
possible. Because many options are available, and new ones are emerging
rapidly, cultural and educational institutions will have innumerable
choices that can "work" for them in different contexts. Consequently, the
report does not endorse or recommend a particular approach, model, or
intellectual property management organization. By outlining the current
options for managing and distributing intellectual property, the goal is to
help the reader better understand the issues, questions, and steps that
must be considered when selecting any one option over another.

Because this report is intended as a practical introductory docu-
ment for an audience of cultural heritage professionals, it does not address
details of copyright law, technology, or terms and conditions of licenses.
(Readers are referred to the bibliography for references on these topics.)
Nor does it offer a "Consumer Reports™" type of comparison of services
or service providers. As useful as such an analysis would be, there are sev-
eral reasons that this approach was not employed. First, the field of intel-
lectual property management is extremely dynamic. New options emerge
continually in this area: Even the more established providers constantly
retool their services to accommodate new technologies, new markets, and

new rightsholders. Any comparisons made during a review process would
be out of date by the time of publication. (Approximately half of the intel-
lectual property rights management service providers reviewed as back-

ground for this report significantly altered or expanded their service
offerings, markets, licenses, and pricing structures at least once during the

research phase of this study, May through August 1997.) Second, intellec-
tual property management is a service industry, and services—especially
the rapidly evolving ones that characterize this industry—are difficult to
compare on an equitable, objective, and replicable basis yielding meaning-
ful results. But the primary reason that individual providers and organiza-
tions are not compared directly is philosophical: The selection of one type
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of intellectual property management strategy over another is a highly indi-
vidualized choice that depends on the nature, goals, and objectives of each
institution. There is no "one size fits all." Comparisons of various
providers are useful only when undertaken by each institution, based upon
a strategic analysis of its own needs, preferences, and resources.

The report is divided into several thematic chapters. Chapter 2
provides a brief background on intellectual property, the history of copy-
right, the nature and complexity of rights in an electronic environment,
and a description of the two primary ways intellectual property is adminis-
tered (i.e., direct and collective administration). Chapter 3 focuses on key
issues in distributing intellectual property over digital networks, chroni-
cling the role of these networks as new mechanisms for access, and identi-
fying specific issues that affect cultural and educational institutions in this
environment. Chapter 4 summarizes the ways intellectual property is cur-
rently administered in cultural organizations. Chapters 5 through 8 pre-
sent a generalized analysis of the structure, function, and operations of
intellectual property service providers, their management of content and
usage, rightsholder and user issues, and economic considerations. These
chapters are based on a review of more than thirty U.S. organizations repre-
senting several intellectual property genres (the methodology employed in
this review is outlined in Appendix A). A summary of the issues, trends,
and continuing challenges in the area of intellectual property management
is presented in Chapter 9. Chapter 10, written by Riña Elster Pantalony, a
Senior Policy Advisor for the Canadian Heritage Information Network,
highlights some of the report's issues from the perspective of the Canadian
cultural community and illustrates how differences in the copyright law
and in traditions of intellectual property management between nations
affects the structure and function of service providers and their offerings.

Accompanying this report is a series of appendices providing
background or reference information such as the methodology employed
in the review of intellectual property management organizations (Appendix
A), names and contact information of the organizations examined for the
latter half of this study (Appendix B), questions used in the review
(Appendix C); a list of acronyms; a glossary; and a topical bibliography of
books, articles, and Web sites for those who wish to investigate various

issues in more detail.
An important accompaniment to this report is the "Questionnaire

for Reviewing Intellectual Property Management Service Providers" in

Appendix D. Readers are encouraged to use this questionnaire as a data-

gathering instrument when conducting their own review of intellectual
property management organizations. It converts the issues discussed in
this report into practical inquiries, and may be used as one component in
a formal institutional review that includes an analysis of institutional
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needs, formal and informal discussions with various providers, and advice
from legal counsel.

Notes

1 The Getty Information Institute, the Museum Educational Site Licensing

Project [http://www.gii.getty.edu/mesl/home.html#WG] (1997).

2The Getty Information Institute [http://www.gii.getty.edu] (June 1998).

3 MUSE Educational Media, c/o Geoffrey Samuels, 530 Park Avenue, New York,

NY 10021. Telephone: 212/980-5720; Fax: 212/980-2093.

4The institutions that participated in the MESL project were the Fowler Museum

of Cultural History, the George Eastman House, the Harvard University Art

Museums, the Library of Congress, the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, the

National Gallery of Art, the National Museum of American Art, American

University, Columbia University, Cornell University, University of Illinois at

Urbana-Champaign, University of Maryland, University of Michigan,

University of Virginia.

5 See Christie Stephenson and Patricia McClung, eds. Delivering Digital Images:
Cultural Heritage Resources for Education (Los Angeles: Getty Information

Institute, 1998).

http://www.gii.getty.edu/mesl/home.html#WG
http://www.gii.getty.edu


2. What Are Intellectual Property Rights?

A. Intellectual Property Rights in the United States

Intellectual property rights are social and legal ownership rights conveyed
to the creators of works that exist in tangible forms. These rights evolve
from many sources, of which national laws on the use of artistic, literary,
and cultural works are perhaps the most commonly cited. International
treaties and conventions also add to the development of intellectual prop-
erty rights concepts. Case law, the body of legal decisions made by courts
and tribunals in private disputes, plays an important role in the articula-
tion of intellectual property rights because it interprets laws and regula-
tions within a practical legal framework. Legal doctrines such as "fair use"
represent policy principles on certain questions of law, and their tenets are
respected and considered in legal interpretations of intellectual property
rights. No less important are customs and traditions of use, which con-
tribute to the form and substance of intellectual property rights within a
profession.1

Intellectual property rights are codified from country to country
in laws that vary in type, interpretation, and use. Efforts have been under
way for a long time to harmonize these various rights across countries and
legal systems via treaties (e.g., the Berne Convention and Universal
Copyright Convention)2 and organizations (e.g., World Intellectual
Property Organization [WIPO]).3 As more intellectual property is distrib-
uted on electronic networks, these efforts will become increasingly impor-
tant, since it will be difficult to enforce the laws of individual nations

when information freely and continually crosses geographic boundaries.

In the United States, intellectual property rights fall within the
purview of three separate legal regimes: trademark, patent, and copyright.
Many organizations possess intellectual property that falls under all three.
For example, Apple Computer, Inc.™ owns the trademark on its name

and logo, the patent to many of the inventions used in its products, and
the copyright to the software it has created to run on its computers.

7
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Educational institutions, with their research emphasis, tend to have intellec-
tual property that spans all three regimes. In cultural heritage organizations,
most intellectual property falls within the copyright or trademark regimes.

Trademark confers a protection for words, short phrases, names,
symbols, and other devices that identify and distinguish goods and ser-
vices. It signals a "flag of recognition in the marketplace . . . a source of
a product or service, an indication of quality, or an association with a
person, company or institution."4 McDonald's™, Coca Cola™, and
Disney™ all have trademarks on their names and their distinctive cor-
porate logos. A patent is a form of protection for an invention that
excludes others from making, using, or selling the invention without
permission. For a patent to be granted, the invention must be new, not
obvious, and useful. Patents have been granted for items as variable as
machines, software features, and genetically engineered mice. Copyright is
a protection for "original works of authorship" including literary, dra-
matic, musical, artistic, and certain other intellectual works fixed in a tan-
gible medium of expression. Ideas, concepts, procedures, and processes
cannot be copyrighted until they are converted from a mental construct
to a physical form. In other words, copyright vests in the form that con-
veys a thought, not in the thought conveyed.5

Because copyright is the intellectual property regime that cul-
tural organizations most frequently encounter, it is the regime referred to
in the remainder of this report. Trademark and patent address a different
set of intellectual property rights, and merit separate and specialized con-
sideration outside the scope of this report.

The primary objective of copyright in the United States is to
"promote the progress of Science and the Useful Arts."6 However, current
debates and challenges increasingly emphasize economic aspects, which
obscure the Enlightenment values from which copyright emerged in the
United States more than two hundred years ago. These values fostered the
nurturing and distributing of ideas that would serve as the impetus for new
creative pursuits. Copyright was perceived as a balance of rights between
creators' needs for an economic return on their efforts and society's need
for a free exchange of ideas to ensure the production of more creative

efforts. The economic aspect was simply an incentive to promote contin-
ued creative works, and was envisioned as only one part of the equation.

Today, much of the dialogue about copyright in the United
States emphasizes the economic rights of creators, recognizing that they

will have little incentive to create if they will not be remunerated for their
work. This peculiarly American view of copyright has been termed a "cul-
tural bargain" based on a "conviction that encouraging individual creativ-
ity by personal gain is the best way to advance the public welfare."7 Thus
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creators are given a finite monopoly on their works as an incentive or
encouragement to produce and make available more creative works that
can be used for the public good. In other countries, the underlying
emphasis of the legal code for copyright is the natural or "moral rights"
of the creator—those rights that guard the integrity and association of
works and their creators more than their economic interests.

Under current U.S. copyright law, a creator of a work is given
exclusive rights, for a limited period of time,8 to reproduce the work in any
form, create derivative works based on the work, distribute copies of the
work, perform the work, or display the work in public. Copyright is
endowed from the moment a work exists in a fixed or tangible form of
expression (e.g., in a publication, work of art, a performance, a recording,
etc.), whether the creator registers it with the U.S. Copyright Office or not.

Copyright is granted to the creator of a work; it is a right that
exists separately from the work itself. Thus ownership of a work does not
include copyright, unless the creator has explicitly transferred the copy-
right, in writing, with the transfer of ownership.9 This distinction is
important, particularly for cultural and educational institutions. The role
an institution can play in managing the intellectual property in its care is
determined by whether it owns the work, owns the copyright to the
work, or serves as custodian of works whose copyright and ownership
belong to others.

Some of the rights associated with ownership of intellectual prop-
erty include the right to sell, transfer, or dispose of it, as well as the right to
display it where it is located. Those who own the copyright on intellectual
property have the right to reproduce it, to distribute it to the public, to
perform it publicly, to display it publicly, and to create derivative works
from it. Institutions that own intellectual property, but do not own its
copyright, can assert their ownership rights but cannot assert the rights of
copyright ownership. Conversely, institutions that own copyright to intel-
lectual property, but do not own the intellectual property itself, can assert
the rights of copyright but not the rights of ownership. Those institutions
that serve as custodians for intellectual property whose copyright and own-
ership belong to others can assert neither set of rights. These latter institu-
tions are highly constrained in how they use and manage the works in their

care, and can do little more than store and safeguard the intellectual prop-
erty unless they seek permission from owners and/or copyright owners.

For the vast majority of cultural heritage materials, copyright
resides with the creators of works or their estates, has never existed, or has

expired and the works are in the public domain. With works in the public

domain, owners or caretakers cannot assert copyright ownership, but they
may have access policies that effectively restrict or hinder the use of the
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materials in their care. Museums, for example, often prohibit photography
in their galleries, or limit research access to bona fide scholars only. As

owners or legal caretakers of these materials, they are within their rights to

do so, unless other obligations (such as federal funding, donor conditions,

etc.) prohibit them.

U.S. copyright law has recently been expanded to include rights

of integrity and rights of attribution for certain works of visual art. The

right of attribution allows artists to claim authorship of their works and

to have their names used in conjunction with a display. It also allows them

to prevent the use of their names on a work that was not created by them,

or to have their names removed from their work if it has been mutilated or

distorted. The right of artistic integrity prevents any intentional distortion

or modification of a work that is prejudicial to the honor or reputation of

the artist.10

Several exemptions to copyright exist under the U.S. legal code.

The most well known of these is the doctrine of "fair use." This exemption

allows for the use of copyrighted materials, without permission of the cre-

ator or copyright owner, in a limited number of contexts and for certain

purposes, including "criticism, commentary, news reporting, teaching. . . ,

scholarship or research. . . ."n In determining whether a use falls within

this exemption, a series of criteria, popularly called the "four factors,"

identified in copyright law are to be applied when determining whether a

particular use is a fair use. These factors, and a brief explanation of the

issues embedded within them, are:

• The purpose or character of the use
What is the work being used for, and who is using it? Teaching

and research uses are more likely to be considered fair use than is

a commercial endeavor. Works that are "transformed" in their use

rather than merely reproduced are also more likely to be favored
as fair use.

• The nature of the copyrighted work
What forms or attributes are unique to the work, and how does

this uniqueness come into play as it is used? Is the work original,

a compilation, or a derivative work? Factual compilations are

more likely be seen as fair use than are fictional works.

• The amount and substantiality of the portion of the work used
in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole
How much of the work is being used, and is this portion the

most substantive segment of the work? Is a single chapter from a

book being used, or the entire book? If a chapter, is it the "heart"

of the entire book? Fair use is more likely to be accorded for

modest portions that are used rather than complete or nearly
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complete works. This interpretation is problematic for images,
which by their nature do not lend themselves to be used in "por-
tions" or "segments."

• The effect of the use on the market for the work
Will the use interfere with the present or potential ability of the
creator or copyright owner to make a living from the work? This
factor requires some predictions or assumptions about the poten-
tial market for a work or the economic value of the work.

Fair use is a highly interpretive concept, and the simplistic
description outlined here is intended only as a summary. Actual rulings are
much more complex.12 The scope of fair use has been argued both broadly
and narrowly by various constituencies because the doctrine, although
codified in the law, is not specifically defined. Thus proposed instances of
fair use always require a case-by-case analysis.

The fair use exemption is generating resurgent controversy as
the impact of copyright in the digital world is debated anew. In 1994, the
Conference on Fair Use (CONFU) was created as part of the Clinton
Administration's efforts to identify and debate intellectual property rights
issues in the digital arena.13 Before it concluded, CONFU issued a series
of guidelines on fair use that were highly debated, and that many U.S. cul-
tural and educational communities refused to endorse.14 Despite its failure
to result in agreed-upon guidelines for fair use, CONFU did provide the
catalyst for a continuing series of discussions and examinations that have
increased awareness of fair use issues among the cultural and educational
communities.15

B. A Brief History of Copyright

Copyright has changed and adapted to political, economic, social, and
technological circumstances throughout its history. Our present notion of
copyright evolved from political circumstances and a history of legal rul-
ings rather than any rational sense of guiding principles.16 The initial con-
cept of copyright, which emerged in the fifteenth century, bears very little
resemblance to copyright as we conceive of it today. In its earliest manifes-
tations, copyright was granted mostly to publishers and was perceived as a
publisher's right, with no concern for author or creator.

Copyright in the United States has its origins in English statutes
dating to 1709 ("the Statute of Anne") and from precepts set as far back as
the sixteenth century.17 In England during this time, censorship and con-
trol of the press were primary concerns of the monarchy (especially during
the reigns of Henry VIII, Edward VI, and Mary Stuart), who wished to
prevent religious and political sedition being printed. Royal charters were
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granted to the publishing guild, giving them a monopoly in return for
cooperation in controlling the press. Copyright effectively functioned as a
device for maintaining order and monopoly among the book trade. It was
fostered in this form for more than 150 years without any legal inter-
ference because it served the purposes of various governments. Thus copy-
right emerged as an instrument for controlling ideas rather than helping to
proliferate them.18

The demise of censorship in England eventually led to a series
of changes that slowly transformed the concept of copyright from a pub-
lisher's to a creator's right.19 By the time the United States was emerging as
a nation, this transfer was complete. Copyright was perceived as such an
important concept that it was the subject of legislation from nearly the
beginning of U.S. legal history.

Although the development of copyright, and the body of law
that codifies it, has been framed by political and historical circumstances,
the key driver throughout its history has been technology. The invention
of the printing press in the 1400s begat an era of mechanical reproduction
that, with inventions such as photography, the phonograph, radio, televi-
sion, photocopiers, computers, and electronic networks, continues to this
day. These technologies make it possible to reproduce cheaply, rapidly, and
in great quantities original works that people can distribute and profit
from without concern for uses or compensation.

Historically there has been a "lag time" between the creation and
use of a technology, and the appearance of laws protecting newly perceived
threats generated by the technology. The first copyright laws, for example,
emerged in England nearly two and one half centuries after the invention
of the printing press, when a healthy production and trade in books had
already developed and practices (monopolies) emerged that were seen by
society as detrimental to the public good.20 This lag time has diminished
significantly with successive technologies. The debates and legislative dis-
cussions about the effect of electronic networks on copyright law have
emerged only twenty years after the development of these networks, and
only two or three years after the development of the World Wide Web,

which made these networks more publicly accessible.

Understanding the historical context of copyright is useful for

those concerned about present-day challenges to the copyright regime.
The digital era is simply the latest in a long series of challenges that have
shaped and formed the concept of copyright. Technology-induced disrup-
tions have threatened its balance of rights in the past, and solutions of one
sort or another have been found.21 Many of the issues arising from the role
of copyright in an electronic environment are based on the concern that
the "balance" is being disrupted and "corrections" are needed to bring it
into line once again.
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C. The Nature of Rights in Copyright

Copyright bestows what is commonly referred to as a "bundle" of privi-
leges and rights on creators for exclusive use of their creations. This
"bundle" can be reserved ("all rights reserved") or transferred in its
entirety, or it can be divided, conferred, or restricted individually or in
groups, depending on circumstances and inclination.

A creator can divide rights in myriad ways according to a seem-
ingly endless "divisibility principle."22 Among the more common ways
to divide rights is by chronology (e.g., "right to publish until the year
2000"), geography (e.g., "North American rights"), and media (e.g.,
"motion picture rights"). Certain sectors also have subsidiary rights
specific to their industries. Book publishing, for example, usually sepa-
rates hardback, paperback, and serialization rights, and U.S. and interna-
tional publication rights.

Rights are conveyed under exclusive or nonexclusive terms.
Rights conveyed nonexclusively can be conveyed (usually by license) to any
number of individuals or entities any number of times. Nonexclusive terms
are preferred by rightsholders in licensing agreements because they keep
the rightsholders' options open for further economic exploitation of their
rights. An exclusive right is a right or set of rights conveyed to a particular
user to the exclusion of all others. Commercial users often desire exclusive
rights because it gives them a market advantage (none of their competitors
can use the intellectual property) as well as a unique identity in the mar-
ketplace (no other commercial users will have the intellectual property). In
reality, exclusive rights can yield satisfactory results for both rightsholders
and users if conveyed in a very narrow and well-defined context.23

While copyright law is a framework for protecting creators' rights
to the use of their work, it operates in a broader framework of overlapping
rights guaranteed within the U.S. Constitution and the laws of individual
states. The right to privacy is one example. Although the scope of this
right varies from state to state, in general individuals can expect that their
privacy is protected as long as they do nothing illegal. The intersection of
this right with copyright occurs most frequently in photography or films
that depict people. A photographer who shoots a scene that includes chil-

dren certainly owns the copyright to the image, but cannot publish it (one
of the rights conferred to him or her by copyright) without securing per-

missions from the legal guardians of those children. Among cultural orga-
nizations, privacy issues arise most frequently in archival repositories that
contain manuscripts, photographs, and other holdings that portray known
individuals. While a repository may hold copyright to these materials,
their use in certain circumstances may violate privacy laws unless permis-
sion is obtained from the individuals portrayed.
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Another right that intersects with copyright is the right of pub-
licity, which acknowledges the potential economic and social value
inherent in one's name, appearance, and other aspects of one's persona.
In most states, laws exist that allow people to control this value during
their lifetime, and (in some states) allows their heirs to control it after
their death. This is why advertisers must pay celebrities for the use of
their name or image in connection with a product ("endorsements") and
why, in an economic sense, Elvis lives through the income his estate gen-
erates by licensing the use of his image and name. Among cultural orga-
nizations, the publicity right is likely to arise when images or other
aspects of a celebrity's persona are used for commercial ends such as in
merchandising.24

D. The Complexity of Rights in an Electronic Environment

Managing the "bundle" of rights for a creative work becomes increasingly
complex in an electronic environment. The primary problem is the sheer
quantity of rights that must be administered. Web sites, for example, con-
tain text, audio, design elements, and still and moving images that appear
inextricably bound together on the site, but each may arise from separate
sources with separate copyright interests. To legally use these works on
the site, the site's creator must identify and clear the copyright for each
source. Creators of multimedia works struggle with this issue continually.
Multimedia works are created from a series of separate "products" pro-
tected by copyright (images, text, audio, software programs), as well as
materials that are not protected by copyright (background noises, public
domain works), all assembled in a way that itself forms a new, and sepa-
rately copyrightable, creative work.

The complexity inherent in various kinds of intellectual property
adds to the confusion. Images, for example, can have extremely intricate
layers of rights that make their digital distribution legally complicated.
Multiple copies or "generations" of an image can be developed, with
different rights emerging at each step in the process.25 For example, use of

a digital image may involve rights clearance with a publisher, the original
photographer, one or more copy photographers, and the creator of the
work portrayed in the image. Even documentary photographs of works in
the public domain may have layers of rights associated with them.26 The
complex and often futile task of securing rights through all the derivative

forms of a particular intellectual property has been likened to "tagging
migratory animals. " 27

The worldwide scope of electronic networks adds international
copyright law, and the laws of individual nations, to the equation. Materials

distributed over electronic networks will not have a geographically restricted
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audience. The administration of foreign rights will need to be considered
anew. How will they be implemented, monitored, and enforced?

The various traditions for managing intellectual property add
another layer of complexity to rights management in an electronic
environment. The music industry issues blanket licenses that give users
access to all works in a repertoire for one fee. Stock photography agencies
license their images individually for one-time use in very specific contexts.
Software has been licensed by individual computer, or by licenses based on
specifically defined network parameters. Since most uses of intellectual
property in an electronic environment involve content from multiple sec-
tors, conforming to and managing all the variations in licensing traditions
is an enormous undertaking.

E. Current Rights Management Methods

Logistically, it can be difficult for copyright owners to enforce their indi-
vidual rights because the costs of doing so are often greater than any
potential gain. For every children's movie that generates a multibillion-
dollar product line, there are thousands of creators whose works are being
used in small contexts that yield only a few cents per use. These small
rights, or rights for which the cost of administration is large relative to
their value,28 are prevalent in many industries and fields, and make admin-
istering, managing, and enforcing intellectual property rights a compli-
cated task that traditionally has been undertaken in one of two ways: by
direct or by collective administration.

Direct Administration

A rightsholder can manage his or her intellectual property by administer-
ing it directly. In these circumstances, user requests are made to the
rightsholder, who responds to them individually. This method gives the
rightsholder complete control over the use and circulation of the work,
and 100 percent of the royalties or use fees that may result.

But direct administration places substantial burdens on the
rightsholder. Negotiating every license individually is time-consuming.
Monitoring infringement requires experience and incurs legal costs.
Negotiating international use agreements requires knowledge of interna-
tional copyright and contract laws. A large number of licenses must be
negotiated to make direct licensing of small rights economically worth-
while, but administering large volumes of licenses, each with potentially
different terms and conditions, is a difficult undertaking.

Direct administration is also cumbersome for users. Identifying
and locating the rightsholder, negotiating individual rights and uses, and
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managing and administering the rights that are granted can be a difficult
task, exacerbated if many rights are being sought from many different
rightsholders (as is the case with multimedia products). The onerous
nature of this process can be a powerful disincentive for users, who may
respond by 1) abandoning their projects, 2) excluding from their projects
works by creators who cannot be identified or located, or who will not
negotiate acceptable terms, or 3) using works without permission, taking a
calculated risk that the rightsholder will not pursue legal action because
the resources required to do so are too great to justify the return.

Of course, none of these scenarios is desirable. Abandoning a
project because of difficulty with procuring rights runs counter to copy-
right's philosophical intent to foster creativity. Excluding content from a
project because one cannot locate its rightsholders foils the economic
opportunity that copyright offers to rightsholders. Committing a deliber-
ate infringement is perhaps the least desirable outcome for rightsholders.
Often when a work is appropriated without the rightsholders' permission,
the rightsholders find themselves without a realistic chance of seeking
restitution because the cost of doing so exceeds their means.

Direct administration is usually undertaken by large corporations
with sufficient resources to establish legal, marketing, and distribution
channels dedicated to overseeing licensing transactions. The software
industry licenses its intellectual property in this fashion, with individual
software corporations establishing their own in-house licensing bureaus. It
is rarely economically viable for individuals to administer their intellectual
property directly, especially for small rights, because the time and effort far
exceeds the income generated and the distribution that can be achieved.
Of late, some individuals (particularly those in the graphic arts) are using
electronic networks to facilitate the direct administration of their works.
While electronic networks can expand distribution, they do not address
the other key limitations of direct administration: the current inability
to monitor uses, to negotiate a high volume of individual agreements
efficiently, to administer charges and payments effectively, and to ease the
burden on users to locate and negotiate properties from many different
rightsholders.

Collective Administration

Groups of rightsholders often join or form an organization that centralizes
the administration of their intellectual property and, in some cases, the
distribution of their copyrighted works. The interests of the rightsholders
are collectively represented by these organizations, which usually market
the works, license their uses, collect fees, distribute royalties back to the
rightsholders, and monitor infringements on their behalf.
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The benefits of collective administration far exceed the disadvan-
tages for individual rightsholders whose work generates income primarily
from small rights like radio airplay for music, versus grand rights, like
those vested in a Broadway show. Collective administration introduces
economies of scale (e.g., lower transaction costs, more effective marketing
efforts, greater capacity to handle large volumes of requests, etc.) that
foster increased use of copyrighted works while minimizing the burdens
on the rightsholder. By pooling assets from various rightsholders, it also
enhances the economic value of those assets in the marketplace. However,
collective administration provides these benefits only if there is a high
volume and turnover of use for the members' works.

Another important benefit of collective administration is the
ability to pursue international markets and negotiate international rights
agreements for members' works. Most organizations do this by entering
into reciprocal agreements with "sister" organizations in other countries.
Reciprocity arrangements minimize the need to navigate the myriad copy-
right laws of various nations while giving members of the collective access
to international markets. The "terms" of reciprocal agreements vary, but
often include the very services that the collective offers its members in its
own nation.

Collective administration also provides more efficient services for
intellectual property users by providing a single point of contact for all of
their rights needs. Users can locate both rightsholders and content at one
location instead of searching across vast and disparate resources. When a
user identifies the appropriate content or rightsholder, the collective
assists him or her in obtaining rights by negotiating and administering
license agreements. Collective administration offers users more predictable
terms and conditions, as well as more consistent pricing structures than
they would otherwise encounter in multiple direct licensing transactions.
For organizations that distribute content as well as manage rights, such
as stock photography or graphic arts agencies, collective administration
offers more efficient distribution mechanisms so content can be dissemi-
nated to users quickly.

In addition to its economic and management role, collective
administration has important social functions. It offers a source of legal
advice to members and social advocacy for their efforts. By representing

and promoting certain intellectual properties, it helps establish the impor-
tance and legitimacy of this work in society. This social aspect is particu-
larly important for those in arts and humanities disciplines, who rarely
possess the social and economic clout that influences society in its regard
and compensation for creative endeavors.

To provide all these benefits, collective administration imposes
many compromises on rightsholders. It requires them to relinquish some
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individual power and control over their works to a collective body in
return for better management of those works. Individual rightsholder
compensation will be less than with direct administration because the col-
lective must use some of the revenues to cover its overhead costs. (These
losses may be offset by decreased administrative costs and increased usage
and larger royalty figures resulting from the collective's superior marketing
capabilities.) Finally, the collective must operate in the best interests of all
of its members, which may not always be the best interests of a particular
member. For these reasons, collective administration has been called the
most effective overall method for administering intellectual property
rights, but not necessarily the best solution.29

Collective administration has many forms and permutations.
Some collective societies have grown into large organizations that domi-
nate their sectors and have a near-monopolistic control over rights admin-
istration within them. To regulate these and other forms of collective
administration, some organizations (particularly in European countries)
are created by legislation or are under the legislative control of their gov-
ernments, which monitor their structure and activities.30 The United
States is unique in that it imposes few legislative structures on organiza-
tions that collectively administer intellectual property. Although antitrust
laws and consent decrees do impose some regulatory constraints on the
administration and organization of collectives in this country, particularly
in the music industry,31 none of these organizations has been created by
nor is operated under legislative statutes.

The earliest collective rights administration in the United States
began in the music industry, when the American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers (ASCAP) was founded in 1914 to collectively
administer the licensing of nondramatic performances of music. Collective
administration continues to this day, and is undergoing a resurgence as a
result of the opportunities and issues arising from the increased use of dig-
ital media. The last few years have seen the development of new organiza-
tions that collectively administer intellectual property for organizations

such as museums and other repositories of collections, as well as groups of

professionals such as writers, artists, photographers, and font designers.

F. The Emergence and Perseverance of Rights Management

Although the concept of the natural rights (often called "moral rights") of

the creator emerged before the 1700s, the Enlightenment gave it form,
sustenance, and expression. The earliest organization formed to strengthen
and enforce a creator's natural rights was founded in France in the late
1700s when Carón de Beaumarchais, the author of The Barber of Seville
and The Marriage of Figaro, joined with fellow authors to create the
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Société des Auteurs Dramatiques, an authors' rights society. The Société
worked for changes in compensation practices,32 promoted moral and
social rights for its members, and sought to ensure that these rights were
guaranteed in France's code of law.33

Beaumarchais's early efforts were motivated by unfair remunera-
tion practices and lack of control over his creative works. These issues
remain primary incentives for the development of rights management
organizations, but over the last century they have been bolstered by the
influence of technology and its effect on various creative sectors. The
music industry, for instance, was transformed by the invention of the
phonograph and radio (and later motion pictures and television). Before
these technologies were developed, the main source of income for musi-
cians and composers was the sale of sheet music and live performances.
Now the income generated from these original sources is truly minuscule
compared to the royalties generated from radio airplay, motion picture
soundtracks, television broadcasts, the sale of tapes and CDs, and (perhaps
soon) from Internet use.

Technology continues to hasten the pace of development and the
push for rights management solutions. The emergence of the Internet as a
popular access and distribution technology is presenting new challenges in
rights management. The ease of copying in an electronic environment,
combined with instantaneous delivery and worldwide distribution chan-
nels, make rights and usage issues omnipresent in this medium. In
response, both new and established intellectual property management
agencies are addressing rights issues in this medium.
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3. The Distribution of Intellectual Property
over Electronic Networks

A. Access Issues

Electronic networks, particularly the Internet and its primary mode of
access, the World Wide Web, are perceived as a new type of technology
that threatens the current balance of rights put forth by copyright law.
Historically, when new technologies disrupted the balance sought by copy-
right laws, social and legislative adjustments were enacted to realign the
balance.1 Do electronic networks pose new scenarios that challenge this
history of compromise and resolution? While opinions vary, electronic
networks do challenge the flexibility of the current copyright regime in a
variety of ways.

Ease of Reproduction

Perhaps the most threatening aspect of electronic networks is their poten-
tial for making the copying of intellectual property easier, cheaper, and
faster. The concern is over unauthorized reproductions that can cause
creators to lose control of the use and quality of their work, as well as lose
potential revenue from sale, licensing, or rental of their work.2 This loss
threatens to tip the copyright balance away from the creator by jeopardiz-
ing the remuneration incentive that the law holds important for continued
development of creative pursuits.

While it is true that older technologies (e.g., photocopiers, video-
cassette recorders, etc.) posed a similar threat, electronic networks have an
added dimension. The copies created using other technologies have always
resulted in a product inferior to the original source material. But copies of
digital information are exact replicas of the original digital version. The
digital content that is transmitted on electronic networks, combined with
the speed and geographic scope of these networks, means that an unprece-
dented number of exact replicas can be generated and distributed world-
wide with very little effort. The possibility of "millions of unauthorized
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perfect copies"  is not hyperbole. The potential for unauthorized copying,
which increases exponentially in the networked world, can threaten the
viability of entire industries, the life's work of creative individuals, and
ultimately the concept of copyright as a balance of rights nurturing the
flow of ideas necessary to a vital society.

A number of preventive methods can be employed to minimize
the threat of rampant, unremunerated copying. Among the most contro-
versial of methods are those that "lock up" the technology or the content
and make it accessible only by license, subscription, encryption key, "pay-
per-view," or some other "unlocking" mechanism. These methods can tip
the copyright balance away from the public good by restricting access to
the free flow of ideas and information that copyright holds as an impor-
tant part of the "cultural bargain."

Social mechanisms, such as educating users about copyright and
fair use limitations, offer another means of preventing misappropriation
of intellectual property. Many Web sites, particularly university sites,
now display extensive copyright awareness information. Vidéocassettes of
movies customarily begin with notices prohibiting copying and identifying
the penalties for doing so (the "FBI Warning"). Photocopiers in universi-
ties and copy shops have copyright notices posted on them. The notion
of a social conscience is also called into play with concepts like shareware,
premised on the belief that users of a product will voluntarily compensate
the creator because they value the product and appreciate the time, effort,
and creativity that went into making it.

The threat of sanctions is another effective social mechanism for
preventing misuse of intellectual property. Universities attempt to keep
student and faculty use of intellectual property in line by threatening sanc-
tions such as suspension, expulsion, or prosecution. The software industry
encourages (via 800 telephone numbers and the promise of confiden-
tiality) employees and others to report illegal software use observed in
their companies or in other organizations. These programs have identified
many highly publicized cases of infringement that serve as effective deter-
rents to companies against casual use of software products.4

Even with strong social incentives and the threat of legal action,
some unauthorized copying is inevitable. There are those who argue that

small amounts of unauthorized copying actually encourage copyright
compliance in the long run. Poor-quality copies send people to stores to
purchase originals. Value-added materials made available only with the
purchase of a product (such as manuals and technical support for software
programs) prompt a user to buy, rather than illegally use, a copy of a given
work. The challenge for creators who place their works in electronic envi-
ronments, or to the organizations who do so for them, is to provide incen-
tives that will get users to buy rather than "borrow."5

3
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Reproduction as a Prerequisite to Use

In the physical (or "analog") world, one does not need to copy a work in
order to use it. Books can be read or recited. One can listen to, or sing
along with, a musical recording. But with electronic networks, replication
and use are linked. A digital work cannot be used without the aid of a
computer to translate that work, and in the process of translation, the
computer copies the work into a temporary space. In order to see, read, or
use anything in digital form, you must copy it.

Copying as a prerequisite to use in the digital domain has raised
the question of whether all uses of digital works violate the rightsholder's
own reproduction right. Opponents of this view believe that it jeopardizes
copyright's efforts to ensure the free flow of ideas that are seen as central to
the public good. They argue that the reproduction is not the end objective
but rather a "technological accident."6

Proponents believe that the copying required to use any digital
information, while initially occurring in a temporary and ephemeral space,
can (and will) readily be "fixed" in a more permanent space (such as on a
hard drive or a printout), and consequently want to control the copying at
its original source. Requiring rightsholder permission for all uses of digital
works, even for viewing or reading, is extreme and probably not enforce-
able. Nevertheless a large "gray zone" for acceptable uses has emerged
because the nature of digital works and their distribution requires that
they be reproduced in order to be used in any manner. This gray zone begs
clarification by users and rightsholders.

Worldwide Distribution Channels

A third issue unique to electronic networks is their potential ubiquity.
While these networks do not currently have the market penetration of
technologies such as radio and television, they have the potential to become
the foremost communications medium for the developed world. Already
they are proving to be a viable substitute for telephone, fax, mail, newspa-
pers, reference sources, and even social interactions.7 As they develop and
become more prevalent, electronic networks create worldwide distribution
channels unlike anything that currently exists. Information can be moved

around in this environment without regard for geographic boundaries, time
zones, or tariffs. The current copyright laws of individual nations lose
meaning and enforcement in such an environment. Can the current copy-

right regime accommodate all the implications of such change? How will
domestic and international copyright laws respond to these changes?

The extensive scope of digital networks is a double-edged sword
for many organizations, which are drawn to the potential opportunities of
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reaching worldwide audiences and markets, but which are concerned
about the loss of control that results from using such an extensive, decen-
tralized distribution system. An equally compelling concern is the impact
of such worldwide exposure on an organization. Will it result in increased
demands and unachievable expectations? How will cultural organizations,
for example, respond to requests made by new audiences located around
the world? Will they be capable of handling large volumes of requests in
a timely manner? The implications of access to global audiences, and the
impact of global audiences on local institutions, need to be explored
more fully.

Transformative Effect

Communications technologies are redefining existing notions of environ-
ments, settings, and communities, and electronic networks are at the
forefront in initiating these transformations. Classrooms are no longer
confined to schools; formal learning now takes place at home, in dormi-
tory rooms, or in any remote location. The trend toward home-based
workers is rising as the need for a physical presence in a centralized loca-
tion is eliminated by the ability to communicate and work via electronic
networks. Even the concept of corporations is being redefined, with "vir-
tual corporations" whose employees communicate not by virtue of physi-
cal proximity but by access to electronic networks. More and more people
are undertaking traditional tasks in nontraditional settings because of elec-
tronic networks. How will copyright address the increasingly transitory
nature and demand for uses of creative work?

The software industry has started to address these changes in its
licensing practices. Acknowledging the increasingly transient nature of
where people work and where their product is needed and used, some
software companies are modifying the permitted uses of their product to
include the creation of "multiple copies" on different machines used by the
same person but not at the same time. Such a license permits a person to
install and use a software product on his office, laptop, and home comput-
ers, allowing use of the product when working in the office, on the road,
or at home.

Electronic networks are also transforming the notions of author-
ship. Many works that reside in electronic environments are multimedia
objects (e.g., Web sites) or cumulative, collaborative efforts (e.g., jointly
written papers, distributed database collaborations, threaded discussion
groups), which have not traditionally acknowledged authorship. However,
there are signs that this situation is changing. Web sites now routinely
carry copyright notices, and it is not unrealistic to expect that other elec-
tronic collaborations will follow suit. Who is the "author" of these types
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of works? Who owns copyright? How can these collaborative "works" be
used? Are they analogous to print compilations, in which the individual
author retains copyright to his or her work and the "publisher" retains
copyright to the compilation?

One of the conundrums of electronic networks is that they can
function as both an enabling and a restricting technology. They offer the
potential for unprecedented access to information, as well as for security
measures that restrict or mediate this access.8 Underlying this tension
between protection and the free flow of ideas is, once again, the balance
between creators' and society's rights to control and use information.

The still evolving and dynamic nature of digital technologies
makes it difficult to identify any practices and rules that should prevail in
this environment. Unlike most other technologies, digital technologies
convey works in many forms (images, text, sound), from different indus-
tries (graphics, art, music, software, print publishing), using numerous
types of media (video, audio, still image).9 The ability to provide access to
and distribute such a broad array of creative works, and often to subsume
existing technologies (such as radio, television, phonographs, or photo-
copiers) makes electronic networks the most encompassing technology to
date. Its importance and influence challenge the equilibrium that copy-
right law strives for to an extent that previous technologies have not.

B. Special Issues for Cultural and Educational Institutions

Widespread distribution of information, ideas, and the works that embody
them is at the heart of cultural and educational institutions. Until recently,
this open mode of expression and exchange was an unchallenged norm.
However, scholarly and cultural communities are beginning to acknowl-
edge the social and economic value of their work in new ways, and are
looking to administer these works more advantageously. They face signifi-
cant issues in undertaking this challenge.

The State of Intellectual Property in Cultural Organizations

Cultural heritage organizations harbor a diverse array of intellectual prop-
erty. In addition to high-profile materials like works of art, photographs,
manuscripts, films, and sound recordings, these organizations also have
intellectual property embodied in exhibitions, educational and interpretive
materials and programs, collections databases, and multimedia works.

Despite this wealth of material, cultural heritage organizations
are poorly positioned to offer the contextual information that will make
their intellectual property "valuable" in a networked environment. Most of
their intellectual property is not digitized, nor is it documented so as to
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take advantage of the superior access features of electronic networks. In
part, this state of affairs is due to the nature of cultural collections, which
frequently result from a confluence of historical and anecdotal circum-
stances. (The reemergence of works that disappeared during times of
political or social upheaval provides high-profile examples of such circum-
stances.) It is not unusual to find materials in a collection with unknown
or unclear acquisition data. Many materials lack accompanying informa-
tion and may not have received the study needed to extend their docu-
mentation fully. The varied acquisition histories and research patterns for
objects in collections result in uneven documentation for these materials.

Erratic recording methodologies have also played a part in the
irregular state of cultural information. Cataloging methods have improved
over time, but often are not comprehensively or retrospectively applied
to all materials in a collection. Community-based recording standards,
begun nearly a decade ago, need to develop further and gain wider accep-
tance and use.

The costs of digitization also play a role. These costs, which seem
minuscule for a single item, become prohibitive for cultural organizations
faced with digitizing thousands (and in the case of natural history reposi-
tories, millions) of materials. While funding exists to digitize select materi-
als, few sources exist for comprehensive digitization programs. The result
is a piecemeal approach in which the most popular works are available on
electronic networks (because they have been digitized and fully docu-
mented), but the vast majority of cultural materials remain "offline" await-
ing substantial modifications and efforts before they can be delivered as a
coherent resource within a networked environment.

Given this state of affairs, the cultural heritage community is at
risk of having its intellectual property subsumed by commercial interests
that can bring content to electronic networks faster and more efficiently.
If this scenario develops, it will be difficult for cultural organizations to
penetrate the markets and reach the audiences that the commercial sector
has had a lead in cultivating. They may face a significant struggle in pro-
moting the value of their intellectual property over that provided by com-
mercial interests.

Determining Value

In order to manage intellectual property, cultural and educational institu-
tions must clearly identify just what their intellectual property encompasses,
and determine both its social and its economic value. Who wants their cre-
ative works, and why? Are the values of the potential user community con-
sistent with the educational or cultural organizations mission? What drives
the economic value for its intellectual property? These questions are difficult
to answer in the digital domain, where audiences are not easily ascertained
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and uses are difficult to identify or anticipate. Electronic networks bring
the entire concept of "value" into question, because processes and services
in this environment may be valued more than the intellectual property
itself.10 If this is the case, the true value of cultural heritage works on global
networks will lie in the information and services that allow one to access
and use these works, not from the works themselves.

One instance in which value differences are apparent is in the
type of intellectual property favored by various industries. For example,
the commercial markets for cultural content favor a subset of popular
themes, images, personages, or events. This focus has been termed a
"greatest hits" approach to content selection and use, and is at odds with
cultural and educational institutions in need of a critical mass of material
(not just the "best" or "most popular") in order to pursue their educational
and cultural missions.

Fair Use and the Digital Environment

The doctrine of fair use has held a central place in cultural and educa-
tional organizations in the United States. But will this doctrine survive in
a networked environment? Those who believe that access to intellectual
property will occur solely through licensing and similar schemes feel that
fair use is unnecessary. Others believe that fair uses exist both inside and
outside licensing schemes.11 Efforts to determine the place or value of
fair use in a networked environment are complicated because the fair use
concept is unclear even in the analog world. It may be that digital net-
works will not eliminate the need for fair use but will instead present an
opportunity to develop a different way to achieve its benefits.12

The Conference on Fair Use (CONFU) was created to examine
the role of fair use in an electronic environment, and to develop guidelines
for determining fair uses in this medium. Although the work of this com-
mittee has concluded and its proposed guidelines have no official sanction
or enforcement, its recommendations have generated debate in the U.S.
cultural heritage community. While the issues of fair use in a digital envi-
ronment remain unresolved, commentators on the CONFU process note
that many fair uses accepted (or at least left unquestioned) in the analog
world will be challenged in the digital world by commercial interests,
which, viewing the promise of larger markets, will find it financially and
strategically feasible to mount legal campaigns to secure their place within
these markets.13

Other Uncertainties: Licensing, Assurances, Economics, and Markets

The proposed mechanisms for administering intellectual property and
distributing it in a networked environment fall short of being panaceas.
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Licenses, for example, which are emerging as the most popular tool for
administering these properties, are the subject of intense debate. While
licensing is a powerful mechanism, it falls under the umbrella of contract,
not copyright, law. Thus licenses can be structured creatively to extend
and exceed the uses allowed under copyright,14 but they can also constrain
and limit those rights15 depending on how they are negotiated. (For fur-
ther information about licensing for cultural and educational institutions,
see the bibliography.)

The use of intermediaries to administer intellectual property for
cultural and educational organizations presents more uncertainties. What
assurances do cultural and educational institutions have about the stability
and integrity of these intermediaries? What assurances do users have that
the repertoires compiled and licensed by these groups will continue in
some form in the event that the intermediary organization ceases to exist,
or the resource proves to be economically unfeasible?

Economic and market issues are another unknown factor.
Cultural and educational institutions make assumptions about audiences
and markets for their intellectual property that have yet to be proven. The
educational community may be an important market for cultural organi-
zations, but will it be sustainable? (In countries in which cultural and edu-
cational funding comes largely from one governmental source, the effect
will be to "shift" funds from one governmental budget to another, with
one community profiting to the detriment of the other.) Is there a popular
market for cultural information? Among software and media developers,
the suggestion has been raised that the true market for cultural heritage
information may be the cultural heritage community itself.16

Given the climate of fiscal uncertainties and budgetary restraints,
there is a tendency to expect that electronic networks will lead to econo-
mies of scale resulting in lower costs for users and rightsholders. Thus far,
this belief is not being borne out. On average, licenses to electronic prod-
ucts for libraries are running 30 percent more than the costs of print
equivalents.17 Publishers are finding that the economic models used for

print production cannot be carried into a networked environment without
modification.18 Administering intellectual property over electronic net-

works may not be a cost-saving measure as much as a new method for
managing products and services that yields noneconomic benefits.

It is difficult to determine whether the distribution issues that
arise with intellectual property on electronic networks have stifled use of
this medium by rightsholders and users. While the ease of reproduction
and worldwide distribution channels that characterize these networks are
of concern to all creative industries, the cultural heritage community has
its own distinct challenges in this domain, which will affect its participa-
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tion. How will cultural and educational organizations address these chal-
lenges? What structures and methodologies will they find amenable? The
following section looks at the current ways cultural organizations adminis-
ter their intellectual property, and explores existing as well as newly emerg-
ing options for how they may administer this property on electronic
networks in the future.
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4. Administering Intellectual Property
in Cultural Organizations

A. Current State of Affairs: Direct Administration

Most requests that cultural organizations receive for use of their intellec-
tual properties involve images (i.e., historic photographs, documentary
films, videos, or other image-based surrogates for objects such as art or
manuscripts) and sound recordings. Use of these works by individuals out-
side the institution requires direct negotiation for each work in question.
All the issues of direct administration discussed earlier (in Chapter 2,
Section E, "Direct Administration," pages 15 to 16) come to fruition in
this process. Huge efforts are expended by staff who must locate, identify,
and clear any underlying rights. A contract for use and payment must be
negotiated with each use of each image. Surrogates of the image or record-
ing must be made in the format requested by the user, and sent to the user
in the time specified. With all these tasks involved, a seemingly innocuous
request can take days or weeks of effort to fulfill. Each of the tasks under-
taken in the process has a cost associated with it in terms of time and labor
expended. The user also has spent time and money in the process of locat-
ing the image or recording, identifying the rightsholder, and initiating
contact and negotiations.

In addition to handling rights and permissions on a case-by-case
basis, each institution has a slightly different approach to how it handles
intellectual property requests.1 The staff responsible for overseeing this
function may vary from one organization to another. Various tasks may be

assigned to an individual (e.g., curators, registrars, photographers) as an
added duty, or to a subsection of a department (e.g., "photographic ser-
vices" within a publication department). If volume is particularly high, an

entire department may be established (e.g., "Rights and Reproductions")
to manage requests.

Fee structures for rights and reproductions services are even more
diverse than the administrative infrastructures overseeing these services.
Pricing does not reflect actual costs because cultural institutions have
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never ascertained what those costs are.2 Until recently, this gap in knowl-
edge was not perceived as a problem, since outreach and acknowledgment
were considered part of an intangible payment the institution would
receive for allowing use of its intellectual property. In this spirit, fees were
often waived if the use was judged to bring an institution more visibility
or a higher profile in specific communities.3

Historically, cultural organizations have addressed rights and
reproductions passively by responding to requests but not actively mar-
keting or encouraging external use of their intellectual property. Several
factors are now forcing cultural institutions to reconsider this stance. As
budgets continue to tighten, new revenue streams are becoming ever
more important to sustain an organization's operations. The increase
in multimedia products and various entertainment technologies have
spawned a growing market for content, and the traditional external uses
for the intellectual property of cultural institutions have expanded
beyond print publication and research. Audiences are also becoming
more selective in their use of leisure time and are eager to view cultural
content in interactive, technology-mediated ways. Cultural institutions
are being forced to abandon what has been referred to as their "polite
policy"4 and move toward a more businesslike model that capitalizes on
the growing market for online uses.

B. Changes on the Horizon: Options for the
Cultural Heritage Community

The vastly increasing volume of intellectual property requests spawned by
new technologies will make those who handle rights and reproductions in
cultural organizations busier than ever. But restructuring staff, depart-
ments, or tasks will not yield greater efficiencies unless the process itself
can be streamlined. The current process—case-by-case negotiations, time-
consuming administration and research, fee structures based on estimated
rather than actual costs—will not generate profits or cost-recovery reve-

nue. Increased volume will simply tax an already burdened system.

While cultural institutions may be tempted to increase fee struc-
tures to cover the costs of handling a greater volume of requests, price

increases alone are not a viable solution. New technology applications

require so many "pieces" of intellectual property that the market will prob-
ably not tolerate large fees for each "piece," and will seek cheaper content
elsewhere.5 Efficiencies are needed in administration and research, and in
negotiating terms and conditions for use. How can they be achieved?

Several possibilities are available to the cultural heritage commu-
nity for managing or distributing its intellectual properties: Each can be
pursued singly or in combination with other options. The uncertainty of
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markets, legal implications, technologies, and budgets presupposes that
organizations may opt for several choices, depending on circumstances and
needs. Indeed, some institutions are proactive consumers in this area, iden-
tifying possibilities, contracting with multiple intellectual property man-
agement agencies or projects, and participating in a variety of initiatives to
expand their market reach and gain experience in the practical implications
of working with various providers of rights and content administration
services. The options currently available to cultural organizations for man-
aging and/or distributing their intellectual property can be grouped into
four areas: 1) continue with the current process of direct administration,
2) expand and centralize in-house rights and reproductions responsibilities,
3) outsource with an external intellectual property rights agency, or 4) join
a rightsholders' collective, cooperative, or consortium.

Continuing with Direct Administration

Before selecting any particular administrative option, cultural heritage
organizations need to decide which intellectual properties they are capable
of administering (or must administer) themselves, and which are best
administered by another provider. Sometimes in-house administration
of rights and content distribution is the preferred approach, particularly
when collections are sensitive in nature, or when one wishes to maintain a
special relationship with a particular user.

However, given the ever-increasing volume of digital rights
requests and the burden they place on institutional resources, direct
administration is unwise //pursued as a sole solution. If it is one option
in a broad-based approach to intellectual property management (that
includes other options, such as arrangements with other agencies for the
administration or resale of rights and content, participation in a rights
collective, cooperative, or consortium, or any combination thereof), then
direct administration will continue to have a legitimate, but limited, role
in an institutions intellectual property management strategy.

Given the risky nature of the current environment, few cultural
organizations are ready to abandon their current administrative setup for
rights and reproductions to enter into a new and untested situation. They
may, however, be more willing to participate in new ventures and contract
with external agencies if they can do so without jeopardizing their existing
infrastructure for intellectual property management.

In-house Expansion and Restructuring

Many cultural organizations are restructuring their in-house rights and
reproductions staff and tasks to address rights management in a more
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strategic manner.6 In the long run, it is doubtful that such reorganization
will be any more useful than the status quo as a solution to managing
intellectual property. Restructuring may introduce efficiencies in operation
and added resources, but its premise is still direct administration between
rightsholder and user, which has been shown to be burdensome unless
extensive infrastructures such as marketing, licensing, and legal affairs
departments are in place to support it.

Organizations developing a more structured approach to their
in-house intellectual property administration will soon have available to
them new electronic tools for managing and tracking these properties.
Electronic Rights Management Systems (ERMS) are an emerging appli-
cation that will regulate automatic rights clearance on a transaction-by-
transaction basis, using the requirements of the content provider and
rightsholders. These systems are still in development and vary greatly in
their architecture, but their general structure consists of networked data-
bases containing information on users, licenses, uses, content, and fees,
which regulate the automatic licensing and distribution of content over
electronic networks. (See the Bibliography for more information.) These
functions will reduce the amount of manual tracking and disparate task
flow that in-house rights administration entails by bringing all the "pieces"
of licensing administration into one system. However, insofar as ERMS
replicate direct licensing models, they do nothing to offset many of the
disadvantages of this method of administration. Rightsholders must still
monitor uses and pursue infringements individually. And users must
locate rightsholders and properties, and administer the various agreements
they may have with multiple rightsholders.

Outsourcing with an External Agency

Many types of external or third-party agencies and organizations world-
wide offer management, administration, resale, brokering, and/or dis-
tribution services for rights and content from other professions or
organizations. These groups, usually formed independently of the rights-
holders they serve, tend to specialize in certain types of content (e.g., film,
images) or represent the works of certain professionals (e.g., photogra-
phers, publishers). Of late, these agencies are expanding their scope to
encompass related (and, in some cases, unrelated) sectors. Stock photogra-
phy agencies, for example, are now licensing Web graphics. This trend of
agencies expanding their rights management arenas is being fed by mar-
ketplace competition and new technologies. For cultural heritage organiza-
tions, this trend may result in many more "nontraditional" players vying
to be their intellectual property management partners.
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There are substantial benefits to having third-party groups
administer intellectual property. They can offer wider and more estab-
lished distribution and marketing channels, a single contact point for users
seeking access to materials, and removal of a rightsholder s administrative
burdens. However, rightsholders have little if any say in the management
of these types of organizations, receive smaller royalty percentages than
they would by direct administration or through a membership collective,
and may have to compromise on the intellectual property they wish to
have represented.

Joining a Rightsholders1 Collective, Cooperative, or Consortium

The collective strengths of rightsholders' groups have a long, established
history that is experiencing a resurgence in this era of electronic technolo-
gies. What was once the purview of the music and reprographics industry
is now taking hold among museums,7 writers,8 photographers,9 and
indigenous artists and craftspeople.10

Intellectual property management collectives, consortia, and
cooperatives are organizations founded by rightsholders to address the
joint intellectual property needs of a particular creative community or
sector. Rightsholders participate because they believe the collective brings
them benefits that they could not garner individually (such as sharing in
overhead costs and burdens and streamlining operations), and because
they can maintain some level of input into the management and opera-
tions of the organization.

Consortia present a special instance of collective administration
that is often project-based. Rightsholders form or join consortia because
they wish to distribute their intellectual properties among groups of users
for mutually agreed upon ends. The MESL project, for example, was a
consortium of museums and universities exploring the challenges of dis-
tributing museum images across electronic networks to universities for
teaching and research use.

Collectives and cooperatives work most effectively in the admin-
istration of small rights, where much of the value of intellectual property
in cultural heritage organizations exists. They represent rightsholders'
interests and act on behalf of these interests in dealings with potential
users. Most of these organizations are authorized to 1) negotiate with
prospective users, 2) license, collect fees for the use of works, and redis-
tribute fees back to the rightsholders, and 3) monitor the uses of works.
This general operational framework manifests itself in many ways. Some
differences are found at the level of collectivization (total to partial), in the
definition of who may participate (all rightsholders within a profession or
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only members of a particular organization), in the distribution of royalties
(to individual rightsholders or to the collective), or in the method for dis-
tributing intellectual property.

While the types of external options for administering intellectual
property have existed for some time, they are relatively new to the cultural
heritage community. But as electronic networks increase the demand for
and distribution of intellectual property, the current system of in-house
administration will break down, and the cultural heritage community will
find itself turning to other options out of necessity. When it does, it will
find a confusing array of choices. The number and types of methods now
available for administering the intellectual property of the cultural heritage
community demand a careful and considered analysis of the options. The
following chapters of this report provide background for such an analysis
by examining the structures, functions, and operational frameworks of
providers that offer intellectual property management services, with partic-
ular reference to issues relevant for cultural and educational institutions.
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5. The Structure, Function, and Operations of
Intellectual Property Service Providers

Those who enter into an agreement with an intellectual property service
provider commit themselves to a relationship that has advantages and
expectations specific to that relationship. For this reason, direct compar-
isons of service providers outside an institutional context is of limited util-
ity. A more useful analysis (and one that has more long-term viability
given the rapidly changing nature of intellectual property and its manage-
ment) identifies the underlying issues that all service providers, users, and
rightsholders must consider when they explore different options for man-
aging intellectual property in an increasingly electronic world. An aware-
ness of these issues makes all parties to an intellectual property agreement
more knowledgeable about the relationships they enter into, more aware
of risks and responsibilities, and more likely to achieve their intellectual
property management goals.

A review of service providers' activities highlights some of the
most important issues that arise in intellectual property management rela-
tionships. (Readers are referred to Appendix A for information on the
methodology used in conducting this review.) In this chapter, the struc-
ture, function, and operations of intellectual property service providers are
discussed, with particular focus on context and background issues and
methods of operation. Subsequent chapters focus on content and usage

management, and specific rightsholder, user, and economic issues.

A. Formation and Development

The genesis and growth of intellectual property management organiza-

tions are influenced by innovations in technology, market opportunities,
and even political and world events. The music industry illustrates how a
confluence of circumstances can shape the formation of intellectual prop-
erty management organizations in a particular sector. ASCAP, the oldest
intellectual property management organization in the United States, was
founded by a group of songwriters disturbed over their inability to receive

40
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compensation for the performance of their works. Until the invention of
radio, ASCAP members received their royalties from the sale of sheet
music and licenses issued to restaurants, cabarets, hotels, and other public
places where music was performed. The escalating popularity of radio
broadcasting in the 1920s exponentially widened the market and brought
new royalty opportunities for ASCAP members.1 Broadcast Music Inc.
(BMI), another intellectual property management organization serving the
music industry, emerged as a response to ASCAP's attempts in the 1930s
to increase broadcast stations' license fees for the use of their members'
works. In protest, broadcasters boycotted ASCAP music and created their
own alternative rights agency. SESAC (the Society of European Stage
Authors and Composers) was founded in 1930 by a former ASCAP mem-
ber to manage the rights and usage of European music. World War II
made it impossible for the organization to obtain European rights, and
SESAC turned its emphasis to country western and gospel works in the
United States.2 (Although a misnomer, the organization's name was never
changed, perhaps because its acronym—SESAC—has achieved name
recognition status in the industry.)

Grassroots efforts within particular communities are another
catalyst in the creation of intellectual property service providers. The
Publications Rights Clearinghouse (PRC), for example, formed in 1996
because of concerns by members of its parent organization, the National
Writers Union, about unauthorized secondary uses of their works in
electronic media.3 Competition from outside a community also plays a
formative role. Initiatives such as the Art Museum Image Consortium
(AMICO) and the Museum Digital Library Collection (MDLC) are,
in part, a response by the cultural heritage community to the increasing
number of commercially oriented third-party service providers vying for
the visual imagery owned by museums. In addition, many entrepreneurial
efforts resulted in the formation of intellectual property management
organizations: Corbis Corporation (founded by Microsoft CEO Bill
Gates), the Bridgeman Art Library (founded by Harriet Bridgeman), and
the plethora of stock photography agencies (founded by various individu-
als) differ greatly in their philosophy and function, but all were founded
by entrepreneurs responding to market demands for visual imagery.

History and Startup Relationships

Few service providers develop as individual entities; most are offshoots of a
founding organization, partners with a larger "parent" or "umbrella" associ-
ation, collaborations with like-minded groups, or sponsored projects of a
funding agency. These "founding relationships" vary widely in their form
and structure. They may emerge as projects within a larger organization
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(such as Academic Press's Image Directory) or as licensing subsidiaries of a
professional group (such as the Harry Fox Agency, a rights licensing arm of
the National Music Publishers' Association). Many begin as projects funded
by foundations (such as JSTOR, a journal storage and archiving project
initially supported by the Mellon Foundation) or by a joint partnership
between several organizations (such as the Authors Registry, an organiza-
tion founded by the Authors Guild, the Dramatists Guild, the Association
of Authors' Representatives, and the American Society of Journalists and
Authors). Others evolve out of earlier business endeavors, such as Master
Series Illustrations, which is a spin-off of an advertising agency.

The circumstances underlying the creation and development of
an intellectual property service provider, and its founding relationships
with other groups, shed light on a providers operations and membership
base. A parent or founding partner may impose on a service provider
certain conditions that affect its structure and function. For example,
organizations founded by membership associations frequently limit repre-
sentation to their members. Privately held organizations may not be as
forthcoming with rightsholders and users as publicly held agencies or
collectives. The circumstances under which a given service provider was
founded offer insights into organizational incentives and influences that
may affect rightsholders and users.

The strength and duration of founding relationships is also
important. Is the relationship temporary or long-term? Relationships
between service providers and their founding agencies are often designed
to be temporary: The founding group offers startup assistance for a finite
time period with the understanding that the service provider must become
independent thereafter. This is commonly the case with special projects
sponsored by foundations. Short-term relationships can result in sig-
nificant structural and organizational changes at the end of the relation-
ship that can be disruptive to rightsholders and users. Identifying the
duration and commitment of founding relationships can alert one to

changes in the provider's future directions.

Size and Scale

The size and scale of a service provider's operations can be gauged from sev-
eral parameters. Two important indicators are size of repertoire (the collec-

tion of works represented by the service provider), and the number of
rightsholders represented, although both these factors must be considered
in the context of a particular industry. In the music sector, for example, the
repertoires contain millions of works and represent the creative efforts of
hundreds of thousands of rightsholders.4 However, only three service
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providers manage performing rights for the entire U.S. music industry, and
each of them has had more than sixty years to build up their representation.

Newer service providers have smaller repertoires and fewer rights-
holders because of their short time in the market. However, even new
providers can grow very quickly by pursuing an aggressive acquisition
strategy that targets rightsholders with a large volume of intellectual prop-
erty. Corbis Corporation, for example, enlarged its repertoire overnight
from one million to sixteen million images with its 1995 purchase of the
Bettmann Archive. Resource consolidation can also result in rapid growth
for new providers. Several stock photography and film service providers
are taking advantage of electronic networks to consolidate their services
(through mergers or collaborations) and offer them jointly over the
Internet (e.g., Picture Network International (PNI) and FOOTAGE.net).
These efforts result in "virtual content warehouses"5 with expanded reper-
toires containing intellectual property from several agencies.

Repertoire size and rightsholder numbers must also be viewed in
the context of other issues such as the nature of the content being repre-
sented; the philosophy and mission of the service provider; the length of
time in business; the number of competing organizations within an indus-
try; and the way a provider has positioned itself in an industry. Providers
with small repertoires and few rightsholders may have very high standards
and selection criteria that reflect a level of quality or specialization not
offered by a larger provider in the same industry. For example, SESAC,
the smallest of the music industry service providers, reported having only
2,300 rightsholder members in 1997 (compared with 75,000 in ASCAP),
but SESAC maintains that "smallness" is part of its strategy. SESAC has a
selective membership process that emphasizes high-quality works, and the
organization contends that its size allows it to offer more personalized ser-
vices to rightsholders.6

Staffing information offers another indication of the size and
scale of operations. Organizational charts and employee titles reveal much
about the placement of resources and priorities. Older and larger providers
typically have a "corporate" organizational profile, with Chief Executive
and Operating Officers, Legal Counsel, Marketing, Member Services
Departments, Licensing Divisions, etc. Smaller and newly emerging
providers are more loosely structured, with each staff member performing
a number of administrative and organizational duties. Providers that have

emerged as a result of collaborations among several organizations may

"borrow" staff from their collaborating partners.
The nature of an industry sometimes determines the types of

professionals or specialists on staff. Providers of visual imagery have a
cadre of researchers or photo editors to assist users in finding materials in
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their repertoires. Electronic journal projects are likely to involve publishers
and librarians. Providers of graphic art have professional artists or design-
ers on staff who both acquire and create content for the provider.

Revenues are another indicator of size and scale of operation,
although such figures are difficult to obtain. Privately held agencies are not
required by law to publicly report their financial status, and most will not
voluntarily do so. New startups often do not yet know their revenues and
are tentative about making projections. Many providers downplay rev-
enues, seeing them as a byproduct of their larger mission to promote
awareness and secure the rights of their members.

Even when revenue figures are available, they can be deceiving,
and should be examined in the context of other size and scale indicators
such as staff size, number of offices, and extent of infrastructure. Royalty
figures in particular must be examined carefully. While the ratio of royalty
revenue to total annual revenue can indicate how much income is used for
administrative overhead in an established agency, it cannot be gauged in
the same way with a new startup, which will generally need several years
to break even. Moreover, yearly royalty figures should not be construed to
represent an amount equally divided among all members. Indeed, many
service providers do not reveal their royalty figures precisely because they
do not want to rankle rightsholders whose works are infrequently used and
who receive little or no share of the annual royalty distribution.

For providers who serve solely as content brokers for rightshold-
ers and users (such as Academic Press's Image Directory), there is no link-
age whatsoever between revenue and royalties. Here the service provider
generates revenues by selling subscriptions or access to its brokerage ser-
vice or products. Royalties for use of the intellectual properties identified
through its services or in its products are collected and retained by individ-
ual rightsholders.

Organizational Mission

A provider s operational philosophy can be inferred from the services and
information it offers to users and rightsholders, as well as from its corpo-
rate statements of purpose. Most service providers have crafted mission
statements (some even publicize goals, objectives, and strategic plans) that
are revealing sources for rightsholders and users investigating the provider s
services. The information and sentiments expressed in these statements
reveal the tone and priorities of the organization and may foreshadow the
experience one can expect with a particular provider.

The mission statement of the Motion Picture Licensing Corpora-
tion (MPLC), for example, succinctly identifies its services, authority,
licensing structure, user base, and content, as well as the rights it adminis-
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ters.7 It clearly reflects the tenor and purpose of the organization, which
was formed by the major motion picture studios to administer the small
rights involved in public viewing of home videos. Other service provider
statements may strongly emphasize rightsholder representation or user ser-
vices. Often a mission statement will emphasize goals and objectives that
may not be readily apparent from descriptions of the provider's operations.
For example, the journal archiving project JSTOR has had to implement
a licensing and distribution scheme for administering journals over elec-
tronic networks in order to pursue project objectives. But JSTOR's
management of intellectual property is a byproduct of the larger goals
articulated in its mission statement, not a goal in itself.8

Governance Structures

The governance structure of any organization offers clues as to its legal,
philosophical, and corporate form. The most broadly defined governance
structures for service providers are not-for-profit, government-based, or
for-profit. There are currently no government-based service providers in
the United States. Sometimes, however, service providers are subject to
some form of government scrutiny, most notably among collectives
because of their potential to develop into monopolistic entities. ASCAP
and BMI, for example, operate under antitrust consent decrees designed
to address issues of industry monopoly. Government also intervenes in the
creation of entities (such as the former Copyright Royalty Tribunal) given
jurisdiction to set the compulsory license rates for certain works (e.g., the
administration of mechanical licenses for music) administered by some
service providers.

Governance structures are not always as clear-cut as they appear.
For-profit and not-for-profit status can be as much a philosophical distinc-
tion as a legal one. The Media Photographers Copyright Association
(MPCA), for example, is a member collective registered in New York State
as a for-profit corporation because of that state's particular regulations
regarding collecting societies. However, the MPCA's central mission is to
foster fair and equitable business practices between photographers and
users; profit is not its goal, nor is it the impetus for its creation.9 Other
service providers incorporated in New York State find themselves similarly
defined by a legal status that fails to reflect their mission or goals.

Both for-profit and not-for-profit providers have Boards of
Directors/Trustees responsible for the financial health and/or programmatic
direction of the organization. Rightsholders' collectives usually have boards
composed of rightsholder members. The Copyright Clearance Center
(CCC) has on its board individuals from the various communities it repre-
sents (publishers, authors, author membership associations, and even a
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prominent manufacturer of photocopiers).10 Consortia often receive their
formal governance from the entity hosting or sponsoring them, but their
day-to-day governance may be administered by a management committee
deputized for the task. Outside of the United States, where government-
based providers are common, governmental departments, ministries, or
sections define the providers' structure and operations.

Governance structures also hint at a service provider s reporting
accountability to the public. Government-based providers have their bud-
gets and reports available as public documents. Among for-profit commer-
cial providers, public reporting requirements vary depending on whether
the for-profit is privately or publicly owned. Publicly owned service
providers are required to report to their stockholders on the financial sta-
tus of their organizations in an annual report. Privately owned providers
have no such requirement, and it may be difficult to gather financial and
other corporate information on these organizations.

B. Methods of Operation

Management Traditions by Genre

The intellectual properties in various sectors have their own traditions
of management that play a part in the types of service providers that
emerge in any particular sector, and the types of rights they administer.
Understanding a particular industry tradition is a prerequisite to reviewing
service providers in that industry. What follows is a very brief synopsis of
the traditions that exist in some major intellectual property genres.

1. Literary works. Texts and literary works are direct-licensed in agree-
ments between authors and publishers. These agreements often involve
extensive assignment of rights to the publisher, and authors may use a
literary agent to help negotiate these agreements on their behalf. In the

past it was not uncommon for authors to convey "all rights" to the
publisher, but this practice is coming under increasing scrutiny by
authors' rights groups like the National Writers Union, which is
urging its members to shun "all rights" and "all electronic use rights"
contracts.11

Publishers license reproduction rights to literary works through
collective licensing with reprographic rights organizations like the

CGC. New collective licensing initiatives (i.e., the PRC and the
Authors Registry) are being developed by authors to manage the reuse

rights (also called secondary use rights) for their works in electronic
environments.
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2. Music. Composers or lyricists generally enter into a direct licensing
agreement with a music publisher in which all rights, excluding those
for the public performance of their works, are assigned to the publisher.
These creators (and sometimes the publisher, if the creators have trans-
ferred all rights to the publisher) assign the public performance rights
to one of the three collective societies (ASCAP, BMI, SESAC) that
administer these types of rights in the United States. Creators can also
administer their public performance rights directly, since they assign
them to the music societies on a nonexclusive basis.

Music publishers may assign mechanical reproduction rights to an
agency that handles negotiations for these rights (e.g., the Harry Fox
Agency), or they may direct-license them. Grand rights for large dra-
matic productions like theater, opera, ballet, or musicals are directly
negotiated and licensed by the creators and/or their publisher because
they are relatively rare, individually more valuable, and involve issues
of artistic control and integrity as well as remuneration. The rights to
publish the written score of a musical work also is direct-licensed,
either by the creators or by their publisher, although these rights may
be collectively licensed in certain circumstances (such as in the case of
reprography, if the score is being photocopied).

3. Visual imagery—still and moving images. The management of rights
for visual imagery is a complex mixture of traditions and independent
efforts. Images produced by professional photographers may be direct-
licensed by the photographer, assigned to a stock photography agency
for centralized marketing and rights administration, or considered
under a work for hire arrangement (where rights lie with the hiring
agent). Rights assigned to a stock photography agency are usually
exclusive for a set period of time.

Images that reside in visual resource repositories in universities or
museums are traditionally direct-licensed or used under fair use pro-
visions. The increasing demand for such images on electronic networks,
and the recent work of the MESL project (which explored the feasibil-
ity of licensing these resources for educational use in this environment),
has been the catalyst for two collective licensing initiatives (AMICO
and MDLC) for these properties.

Moving images present a complex intellectual property manage-
ment scenario of direct licensing between sources and distributors. So

many creators are involved in the production of a motion picture (e.g.,
screenwriter, producer, director, actors), with so many varied interests
at stake, that most uses are direct-licensed. There is, however, at least
one instance in which collective licensing is more feasible: the adminis-
tration of public performance rights for home videos. The major
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motion picture studios created the MPLC to administer the licensing
of these rights so that the studios would not have to expend corporate
resources to negotiate them individually.12

4. Works of art. Works of art that are still under copyright are direct-
licensed by either the rightsholder (usually the artist, or his or her estate
or heir) or an artists' rights organization assigned to act as an agent on
the rightsholder's behalf. Galleries representing an artist also may act as
an agent for certain rights. Many, if not most, artworks are in the public
domain and can be displayed, reproduced, have derivative works made
from them, and so on, without permission. In reality, however, even
works in the public domain are difficult to "use," since they are often
owned by individuals or institutions that can restrict access to them.

Because most museums, private collections, and other repositories
that own art works often do not own copyright to the works, the
administration of this type of intellectual property can be complex.
These repositories may own the copyright on the images they make of
these works, but the underlying right to the artwork represented in the
image must be cleared with the rightsholder before the image can be
used in display or publication.

5. Software. Software is licensed directly by the creator or company that
developed the software product. (Videogames, which are sold rather
than licensed, are a notable exception.) The software industry pio-
neered the concept of the "shrink-wrapped" license for individual users,
in which license terms are deemed accepted by the opening of a sealed
envelope containing the software, and by use of the software. There are
questions as to whether one can legally enforce a license that can be
read only after purchase of the product,13 but from the software indus-
try's perspective, shrink-wrapped licenses allow them to distribute low-
cost software in great volume without the overhead and delay
associated with contracts negotiated individually.

Large-scale software use in multiuser environments (businesses,
schools, government offices, etc.) is negotiated via contracts such as
network, site, or volume licenses. There are associations of software

publishers that collectively work to combat software piracy (i.e., the

Business Software Alliance [BSA] and the Software Publishers Associa-
tion [SPA]), but they do not collectively license software products.

Electronic networks are fostering new developments in software
distribution. Software brokers are emerging on the Internet with

repertoires of software components that users can browse, purchase,
and acquire electronically. A new trend toward making software
available freely for individual use (such as World Wide Web browsers),
and the rising popularity of concepts such as superdistribution (an
approach to software distribution in which a software product is made
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available freely but usage is metered for payment) may alter the licens-
ing and distribution paradigm under which the software industry cur-
rently operates.

6. Graphics. The graphics industry has grown exponentially with the
development of multimedia and the World Wide Web, which have
opened up new markets for these works (and for the software used to
create them). Graphic works are both directly and collectively adminis-
tered. The graphic arts industry is represented by a trade association
(the Graphic Artists Guild), which has announced plans to develop a
licensing collective in conjunction with the CGC and the American
Society of Media Photographers (ASMP).15 Currently, most collective
licensing for graphics takes place through stock photography and illus-
tration agencies that manage both traditional graphics (i.e., works on
paper such as line drawings and illustrations) and the newly emerging
field of digitally generated graphics (i.e., clip art and illustrations, fonts,
textures, backgrounds, and special effects).

Fonts present a unique category of intellectual property because
they are an amalgamation of software and graphic art. (Throughout
this report, fonts are grouped with graphic works, although some
providers treat them as a specialty software.) Before computers were
developed, type was created by designers and sold to typesetting busi-
nesses as part of typesetting equipment. The introduction of the
Macintosh™ computer in 1984 made it possible for anyone to create a
typeface, and the field grew exponentially as a result. Today, personal
computers and electronic networks have transformed fonts from "add-
ons" for a mechanical device to a category of intellectual property in its
own right.16 Fonts are licensed directly (by their creators or by
foundries) and collectively (by stock agencies). A cursory review of
typeface foundries on the World Wide Web reveals that these organiza-
tions, which previously had licensed only fonts produced in-house, are
increasingly serving as brokers for fonts created by others.

7. Dance. Choreography (the arrangement and composition of dance) is
eligible for copyright if, like other creative works, it is recorded in a
fixed format. In the past, dance was often reproduced by teaching
movements to others through demonstration, repetition, and memo-
rization. Today, dance choreography is routinely recorded on video, on

paper (using stick figure drawings, textual descriptions, or movement
notation methods such as labanotation), or in digital form (using dance

notation and animation software). Copyright ownership of dance
choreography belongs to the individual who records the dance in a
fixed format. If a choreographer is employed by a dance company to
create works specifically for the company, the copyright to the work
belongs to the company as a "work for hire." However, if a choreogra-
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pher is commissioned to create a work for an individual or dance com-
pany, copyright ownership is negotiated as part of the terms of the con-
tract between the choreographer and the commissioning agent.17

Dance is considered a dramatic work under copyright law, and its
uses generally entail complex staging and issues of artistic interpreta-
tion. Because of these factors, the rights issued for dance are usually
grand rights, which are negotiated individually (i.e., direct-licensed)
between the copyright owner and user.

8. Multimedia works. The newest and most complex genre of intellectual
property, multimedia works combine two or more of the previously
described intellectual property genres in a way that itself constitutes a
new creative work. The copyright issues in a multimedia work can be
overwhelming, particularly if the work contains hundreds or thousands
of separately copyrighted works within it. Most copyrighted items in a
multimedia work must be direct-licensed. However, the burden of
undertaking direct licensing with so many rightsholders for so many
items has led more users to support the idea of collectives or large mul-
timedia licensing clearinghouses that can facilitate the rights acquisi-
tion process. No such clearinghouse has materialized, although if
intellectual property management organizations continue their trend
toward administering content from various genres they may eventually
evolve into clearinghouse-like organizations.

Models of Operation

Service providers are frequently categorized by various structural, business,
or management models such as brokers, collectives, or resellers,18 cate-
gories that often mask the variation and complexity in intellectual prop-
erty management organizations. The increasing trend for service providers
to perform roles that are traditionally aligned with different models
(e.g., collectives that also serve as brokers, brokers that serve as resellers)
suggests that the picture is not so clear-cut as categorizations might imply.
Moreover, the inconsistent usage of typological distinctions and terminol-
ogy among authors (e.g., one person's "broker" is another persons "locator
service") creates more confusion than clarity.

At best, classifying service providers by organizational models
provides a general sense of the underpinnings of an organization's setup,
but not of its operations. An extensive study of collecting societies in
Australia, and a comparison with their counterparts around the world,
revealed that organizations defined under the model of a "collective"
differed in everything from the way they undertake similar tasks, to their
organizational and legal structures.19
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In the United States, the music performing rights organizations
offer a good example of how the collective model can vary in the area of
governance. While all three providers (ASCAP, BMI, and SESAC) are uni-
versally referred to as collectives, only ASCAP is a collective in the sense that
it is a member-run organization, with a member board and membership-
wide voting. SESAC is a privately held family corporation. BMI is a corpo-
ration owned by broadcasters: Composers, writers, and other members have
no voice in its management.20 All "collectively" administer the performing
rights of their rightsholders' works, but do so through differing governance
and operating structures.

Basic Services

The primary function of an intellectual property management organization
is to fill an intermediary role between rightsholders and users in the admin-
istration, access, and procurement of intellectual property. While each
provider fulfills this function in its own unique way, there are six basic tasks
that all providers must undertake to function as a useful intermediary:

1. Compiling a repertoire of select materials (e.g., images, journals, musi-
cal compositions, illustrations) for use by various communities. These
repertoires may be centrally located on- or offsite, or may be located at
the rightsholders' site.

2. Organizing and documenting the intellectual properties in the reper-
toires to facilitate internal management, to allow identification and
retrieval of works based on varying criteria, and to offer appropriate
descriptor information for external inquiries.

3. Developing procedures for permitting use of the intellectual property
in the repertoire (e.g., licensing, online access permissions, pay-per-
use, etc.)

4. Distributing intellectual property or directing the user to the appropri-
ate place for procuring the intellectual property.

5. Securing payment (e.g., fees, subscriptions, usage charges) in return for
services offered.

6. Monitoring usage of works in the repertoire.

In performing these basic functions, service providers have devel-
oped a wealth of specific services that are attractive to both rightsholders
and users. Technical assistance is among the most highly valued of all ser-
vices, particularly when the intellectual property is managed and distrib-
uted electronically. Technical services include offerings such as scanning
images, text, graphics, and other data sources for use in the service
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provider's database, data formatting, and Web site development. For users,
these services may also include converting digital (or even conventional
analog) images into different formats for use in specific applications.

Data enhancement services form another category of offerings.
Captioning, indexing, cataloging, editing, and data standardization are
included here, as are security procedures like watermarking and encryption
for providers that also distribute intellectual properties and want to protect
their use on electronic networks. The enhancements that service providers
add to the works in their repertoires often increase the value and useful-
ness of the intellectual property, and rightsholders frequently request the
enhancements for their own internal use. Service providers may comply
with such requests by offering the enhancements (often copies of a digital
image or record) to the rightsholder at no charge, or at a reduced fee.

Providers also offer usage monitoring and surveillance services.
Usage information and statistics are necessary for internal bookkeeping,
identifying new markets and commonly used intellectual properties,
determining the frequency in types of usage, and calculating royalties.
Monitoring methodologies are often a compromise between resource
expenditure and the need to derive accurate usage statistics from a variety
of sources. The music industry monitors performing rights usage by
means of an elaborate system of surveys, samplings, logs, and projections.
The process is complex and frequently criticized for being unfair and
inexact, but it evolved from a need to establish a workable monitoring
methodology that would not consume all the resources of the collective.21

Providers with less complex monitoring needs may allow users to
"self-monitor" within an honor system, or may require the user to imple-
ment a monitoring strategy that is subject to audit by the service provider.
Electronic monitoring technologies, which hold the promise of more
accurate tracking capabilities, are now appearing on the market. SESAC is
using a state-of-the-art system that identifies, using a digital pattern recog-
nition system, any song in the SESAC repertoire whenever it is played on
the radio.22 BMI has developed a Web robot that monitors the use of

music from the BMI repertoire in cyberspace.23 Digimarc™, a digital
watermark technology company, now offers a Web spider that tracks
watermarked digital images across the Internet.24

Some intellectual property management organizations provide
legal services as one of their offerings, although the need for legal services

varies depending on the provider's policy on infringements. Larger organi-
zations have fully staffed legal departments that actively seek out and pur-
sue infringements all the way to and including litigation. Others rely on
the occasional services of an outside law firm to issue "cease and desist"
warnings, but do not enter into litigation. Some providers may choose not
to pursue infringements because of resource limitations, or because they
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have chosen to leave this option to the discretion of individual rights-
holders. Other providers will pursue infringements only if they take place
against a group of their rightsholders. And some service providers find that
it is unnecessary to pursue infringements because the incidence in their
industry is relatively infrequent and can usually be stopped with a tele-
phone call or a letter.

Providers that diligently pursue large-scale infringements often do
so to educate rather than litigate. A high-profile infringement case presents
a rare opportunity to reach a large group of users, and to curtail infringe-
ments that are at risk of becoming tolerated because "everyone does it."
But most providers pursue infringement cases judiciously. They can tie
up the financial and administrative resources of an organization, create a
public relations fiasco (as was the case of ASCAP v. the Girl Scouts of
America),25 or result in a ruling that runs counter to the provider's intent.

Education and advocacy also form a core area of service provider
offerings. Organizations representing professional memberships such as pho-
tographers, writers, or artists frequently have advocacy programs to monitor
copyright legislation and its impact on their constituencies. Educational pro-
grams include copyright awareness training, membership outreach, and
training on issues specific to rightsholders' and users' interests.

Providers affiliated with a membership organization may offer
personal member benefits such as insurance (ASCAP offers musical instru-
ment insurance at a reduced rate, for example), professional career services,
and personal Web site development. Some will act as agents for an artist,
photographer, illustrator, or others seeking special assignments, or for users
who are seeking content that is not available in the provider's database.

Other Operational Issues

1. Managing specific rights. Service providers rarely manage all the rights
associated with an intellectual property; they focus instead on a bundle
of rights determined by rightsholder and user needs, markets, and the
objectives of the provider. The music collectives, for example, adminis-
ter only the nondramatic performance rights of their members' musical
work because these are small rights with a large market that cannot be
administered effectively by individual rightsholders. The grand rights
for dramatic performances (which are rarer and more commercially
lucrative) are licensed directly from the rights owner. Mechanical,
synchronization, and electrical transcription rights require more indi-
vidual negotiation, and thus are licensed either directly or through an
intermediary agent.

The rights managed by some service providers are very narrowly
defined. The Publication Rights Clearinghouse administers only the
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electronic reuse rights of its members' works because the first-use rights
are managed by publishers or literary agents. The Authors Registry,
which is still in a formative phase, is structuring itself to manage repro-
graphic, electronic, and multimedia rights, and other forms of reuse or
extrause (i.e., beyond first use) rights for written works. Because service
providers administer only a select group of rights, rightsholders may
find they need to employ a strategy for intellectual property manage-
ment that includes a number of service providers overseeing separate
groups of rights, and perhaps some direct licensing between the rights-
holder and user as well.

2. Markets and marketing. Access to markets and marketing strategies is
one of the many reasons rightsholders partner with service providers.
Providers have better knowledge of user markets and have systems in
place for reaching those markets that rightsholders do not have the
means to develop. But providers target only markets consistent with
their organizational goals, which may or may not include markets that
a rightsholder wishes to address. Stock photography agencies have tra-
ditionally focused on marketing their images to the publishing and
advertising industries. Of late, the educational market is receiving con-
siderable attention from journal publishers, resulting in projects like
JSTOR and Project Muse (which provides networked access to jour-
nals), and from the museum community, resulting in initiatives such as
AMIGO and MDLC.

A key assumption held by rightsholders and intellectual property
service providers is that markets are expanding at a tremendous rate
because of electronic networks. Service providers are responding accord-
ingly by using (and relying on) these networks to reach international
audiences and enlarge their marketing channels. Those organizations
that serviced the "trade only" are moving toward a more open policy of
allowing anyone to access their repertoire databases. Contracts are being
developed that allow for the legal use of images, music, and graphic arts

on Web sites. The availability of new online markets is undoubtedly
contributing to providers' expansion of services and the move toward
administering intellectual property from several different genres.

A providers goals and objectives most frequently drive its market-
ing strategy, but other variables (e.g., founding organizations, collabo-

rators, tradition) have an impact as well. Image Directory is using the
marketing powers of its parent company, Academic Press, to promote
its product and services. Stock photography agencies and other image
providers have traditionally used print catalogs of selected works from
their repertoires as a marketing device. They are continuing this tradi-
tion in the electronic world by publishing these catalogs on CD-ROM
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rather than in print. More and more service providers are collaborating
with other groups to market their materials jointly (e.g., Picture
Network International, a large stock photography agency composed of
smaller stock agencies) or to expand their marketing reach through
relationships with their third-party distributors (which develop their
own marketing for the service provider's product).

The types of materials service providers use in their marketing
strategy range from traditional brochures, pamphlets, and other print
literature to more interactive Web sites and sample CD-ROMS.
Community outreach workshops and a display presence at conferences
are common ways for service providers to engage the interest of both
rightsholder and user communities. Of late, service providers are
offering free access to their repertoires for a limited time period as a
way to introduce their offerings to rightsholders and users.

Marketing is important to all parties in an intellectual property
management relationship, albeit for differing reasons. From a service
provider's perspective, it is the primary way to gain new and renewed
business. For rightsholders who have entered into an agreement with a
provider, marketing strategies affect how much their intellectual prop-
erty is used and who uses it. For users, marketing provides information
on a content source and the means for legally procuring it.

But marketing is an odd mix of education and promotion, which
calls into question its reliability as an objective representation of
information. Because marketing is so vital to all the key players in the
intellectual property rights management arena, a service provider's mar-
keting strategy is an important factor for consideration. Rightsholders
in particular must determine whether a provider's marketing will gener-
ate the results they anticipate. A rightsholder must also decide whether
the provider's marketing strategy is compatible with their individual or
institutional ethos. A strategy that aggressively pursues a direction with
which the rightsholding organization is not comfortable is certain to
bring on conflict and difficulties in the service provider/rightsholder
relationship.

3. International administration. Foreign markets present an interesting
problem for service providers. The impracticality of keeping abreast
with every national and international copyright law, and the inability
to administer their members' rights in every country, has led providers

to develop reciprocal agreements with similar agencies in foreign
countries to manage their members' rights in those countries. Works
by artists represented by VAGA (the Visual Artists and Galleries
Association), for example, are protected in France by AD AGP (Société
des Auteurs des Arts Graphiques), and vice versa.26 Uses are negotiated
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and royalties are collected and sent back to the "home" provider, which

usually takes a commission or a percentage of the royalty for handling

the transaction, as does the affiliate.

Some providers have an extensive network of agreements with

foreign organizations (e.g., ASCAP has agreements with more than forty-

five foreign affiliates). As electronic networks extend access to global audi-

ences and render geographical boundaries irrelevant, and as copyright in

the digital realm is debated and negotiated on an international stage, the

nature and extent of these relationships are certain to change in response.
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6. Managing Content and Usage

A. Content

Until recently, the types of intellectual properties managed by service
providers existed in physical formats such as books, records or audio com-
pact discs, works of art, movies, and so on. Increasingly, digital objects are
emerging alongside these works. Some of these objects are unique to the
digital realm (e.g., software), and others are a recasting of a physical work
into a digital form (e.g., transparencies into digital images). Nearly all the
nondigital intellectual properties examined in this study are being trans-
ferred, in whole or in part, into digital forms to take advantage of the
access and distribution channels afforded by electronic networks.

The type of content, and its traditions of use and availability,
may dictate distribution and management. Music and reprography collec-
tives, for example, do not distribute the intellectual property they manage
because it is readily available from other sources (e.g., stores, publishers,
etc.). Images, on the other hand, reside with a limited number of sources,
and a service provider must provide the distribution channel for the user.

Service providers that also serve as distributors for intellectual
property can do so only if rightsholders deposit copies of their works with
the provider. Providers have preferences for how, and in what form, they
wish to receive these copies. Digitized versions are often preferred, but dig-
itization presents a roadblock for many rightsholders, so providers do not
yet insist upon it. Instead, they may accept content in various analog

forms and digitize it themselves. Sometimes a service provider will insist
on doing its own digitization, even when a rightsholder can provide a digi-
tal copy, in order to maintain quality control for all the digital content in
its repertoire. Providers that do offer (or insist) on in-house scanning and
data conversion usually charge a fee for doing so. They may also insist on

copyright for the digital copies they create, which is a source of contention

in the cultural heritage community.1
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Providers that distribute works in nondigital formats require
deposit of at least one high-quality copy or (in the case of images and
illustrations) an original, from which duplicates are made for distribu-
tion. The costs of making duplicate copies are usually passed along to
the rightsholder. In addition, a few providers charge "processing fees" for
incorporating content into their repertoires, with payment due at time
of submission or to be deducted from initial royalties.

Selection

The intellectual properties selected for inclusion in a service provider's
repertoire may be chosen by the provider, the rightsholder, or representa-
tives of both parties. Collectives like ASCAP and BMI require that all of
a rightsholder's musical works be included; others (like the CCC and
Media Photographers Copyright Association) ask members to register or
submit the particular works they want included. Consortia tend to select
content based on member consensus of what best addresses a given con-
sortium's goals.

The criteria used for selecting content are equally variable. For
service providers, the selection criteria are most often driven by market
potential and demand, although some providers will accept whatever a
rightsholder can make available at a particular time. If the decision is left
to the rightsholder, the selecting criteria are most often availability and
quality of content, as well as known demand for particular types of works.

JSTOR is devising a unique selection method that includes
objective and subjective criteria linked directly to its long-term goals.
Objective criteria include such factors as the number of institutional sub-
scribers to a journal (an indicator of its importance in the community),
the length of its print run (journals with long print runs are preferred
because one of JSTOR's goals is archiving), the frequency of citations to a
journal (another indicator of the value of its content within the commu-
nity), and the interdisciplinary nature of the journal. Subjective criteria
include scholarly appraisal of the importance of a journal to a particular
discipline.2 JSTOR's carefully articulated selection criteria are an anomaly
among service providers. The prevailing selection methodology for most
providers relies heavily on informed intuition about markets and the avail-
ability of "good" content (i.e., well documented and of high fidelity).

Service providers that administer and distribute image-based
works are more particular in their selection than providers in other indus-
tries. Their more stringent standards stem from the traditionally commer-
cial market for images (e.g., publishing and advertising), which demands
high quality and distinct types of subject matter. While rightsholders may
initially select the content they wish to contribute, the service provider has
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traditionally had the final say, and may radically cull a rightsholder's initial
submission. Stock photography agencies, for example, typically review
hundreds or thousands of high-quality images submitted by a particular
photographer, but accept only a small percentage of them based on per-
ceptions of whether the subject matter is marketable.

Because of the different ways content is selected, repertoires can
be highly biased resources. Stock photography and footage agencies prefer
images of landscapes, people, animals, and events, the topics heavily
favored by commercial markets such as advertisers. The music performing
rights collectives accept works that have been published or recorded,
which means that most indigenous music, sound effects, and related works
are not represented. Consortia that function as service providers may have
a very selective repertoire designed to test specific assumptions, or they
may use only those materials that are readily available in digital form.
Nearly all providers exclude intellectual properties that they consider prob-
lematic for one reason or another. Consequently, works by contemporary
artists, works whose copyright status is uncertain, or works published
before or after a certain date may be excluded.

For cultural and educational organizations, such biases present a
special concern for the long term. If economic markets drive the availabil-
ity of intellectual property, there will be a constant recycling of a select
subset of cultural heritage works. Scholarly research, which relies on
breadth and depth of resources, will be compromised. The majority of
cultural materials will continue to remain unavailable because they present
copyright "problems" or do not offer attractive economic returns.

Quality and Quantity

The intellectual property in a service provider s repertoire may vary in
quality or fidelity. A number of providers will accept content in any condi-
tion or form, usually as an incentive for rightsholder participation. Font
agencies, for example, accept typefaces in various stages of development—
from initial "concept" through completion of entire analog and digital
character sets. Providers that broker access to content—but do not dis-
tribute it—accept minimal quality levels as well, referring users to rights-
holders for higher-fidelity versions.

Incentives that might encourage rightsholders to submit high-
quality content are not common. Font agencies offer higher royalty per-
centages to creators who submit completed typefaces, and two museum
initiatives (AMIGO and MDLC) will be defining incentives as their pro-
grams develop. Other providers do not offer incentives of this sort either
because they do not distribute content (and thus do not have to provide
users with a high-quality version of a work) or because anything less than
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high-quality content is rejected as a matter of course (as with stock pho-
tography providers).

Rightsholders may be required to contribute large amounts of
content to a service provider's repertoire as a condition of participation.
Initial content contributions must usually be received shortly after an
agreement has been signed (within two to three months) to ensure that a
rightsholder is committed to the relationship. Annual content contribu-
tions may also be required to enlarge the repertoire and to continually
refresh it with an influx of new materials.

Contextual Information

Service providers require rightsholders to provide identifying contextual
information for each of the intellectual properties they contribute to the
repertoire. This information is used to track and monitor the works, and
often forms the basis for searchable databases, indices, and other user tools
that the provider builds to enhance access to the repertoire. Users also
value this information because it places a given item of intellectual prop-
erty within an identifiable framework. Well-documented intellectual
properties are a frequently cited incentive among users in their selection
of service providers. (See Chapter 7, Section B, "User Incentives," pages
79 to 81.)

The actual amount of contextual information that a service
provider requires can vary from a simple caption to detailed records.
(For examples of the range of variation, see Chapter 7, Section A,
"Administrative Burdens," pages 76 to 78.) In some industries, a wealth of
contextual information is not necessary. Users who license with music col-
lectives do not need to know much more than the name of the work, the
recording artist, or the publisher. Users of fonts tend to search for content
by font "families," an organizational schema similar to genres in art. But
users of cultural heritage works require extensive information on these
properties. Providers of cultural materials are stymied in their efforts to
meet this demand by the lack of documentation standards in the cultural
heritage community. To solve this problem, some providers create their
own recording structures (e.g., data dictionaries) that rightsholders are
asked to comply with when submitting their content so that the provider's
repertoire will have some internal consistency.

Location and Distribution

There are different models for how and where content can be stored and
distributed. Service providers may hold duplicate copies of all the content
at their sites, or the content may reside only with the rightsholder, who
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will be called upon to make it available for distribution when a user
requests the material. Sometimes content location is determined by the
technical and administrative infrastructures of the service provider and the
rightsholder. Providers that distribute content in nondigital media, such as
stock photography and footage agencies, require that copies of the content
be stored centrally at their sites to facilitate distribution. Although digital
content is thought to be more amenable to distributed (as opposed to cen-
tralized) storage and access, all of the providers reviewed in this study
maintain digital content centrally on their in-house servers. The technical
challenges of distributed storage, including security, access, ease of use,
and assured availability, have not been resolved to the satisfaction of
providers, rightsholders, or users.

An alternative distribution strategy is to mount an entire copy of
a repertoire locally at the user's site. This option minimizes infrastructure
needs at the provider's end, and requires the user to take on the role of dis-
tributor. The universities that participated in both the MESL project and
The University Licensing Project (TULIP) chose this alternative and were
faced with formidable challenges (even with the reasonably sophisticated
technical infrastructures of a university environment), in mounting the
libraries, maintaining them, and redistributing them to end users such as
campus systems, or to individuals such as faculty, students, and staff.3

Delivering copies of an entire repertoire to a user's site is feasible
only if the amount of content in the repertoire is not too large and the
user has an appropriate technical infrastructure for accepting and redis-
tributing the content. Very few organizations can meet these criteria.
AMIGO, in planning for a large image library with a great deal of con-
textual information, is proposing an alternative two-pronged strategy for
distributing its large repertoire: The consortium will make available low-
resolution images and tombstone data from the library on the World
Wide Web, and will use third-party information distributors to provide
the full, detailed library to subscribers.4

Other mechanisms for distributing content from service
providers to users are more straightforward, especially when the intellec-
tual property being used is limited to only a few items (as opposed to an
entire repertoire). Physical media such as transparencies, tapes, and slides

are distributed using conventional delivery services (e.g., overnight mail).
Digitized content is offered in fixed media such as CD-ROMs or high-
capacity storage disks. Efforts to deliver digital content over electronic
networks have met with mixed results. Although providers are willing to

use their World Wide Web sites as distribution sources, bandwidth limita-

tions on the user end do not make this a feasible alternative at present.
Downloading files via ftp faces a similar limitation, and produces unac-
ceptably high error rates in data transmission. The potential pitfalls of
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online delivery has forced service providers to offer users several distribu-
tion and delivery options for digital content.

B. Usage

Electronic Environments

The seemingly infinite number of uses for intellectual property all derive
from the five rights that are granted exclusively to rightsholders by U.S.
copyright law, i.e., the right to reproduce a work, distribute it to the pub-
lic, perform it publicly, display it publicly, and create derivative works
from it. But uses occur within specific contexts, and what is permissible
under one set of circumstances may be restricted in another—especially
in electronic environments, where the ease of reproduction and dissemina-
tion has far greater consequences for a rightsholder. For this reason, service
providers are cautiously defining usage in electronic environments to fore-
stall illegal copying and dissemination. Permission for the digital repro-
duction of a work is subject to elaborate distinctions corresponding to the
myriad ways one can copy in this environment. Downloading, printing,
transferring, backing up, viewing, or displaying all require "copying" of
content, and may be expressly permitted or prohibited. Electronic redistri-
bution is subject to similarly fine distinctions. Intranet use may be allowed
while Internet use may be restricted. Security measures (e.g., passwords,
watermarks, encryption) may be required as a condition of use. Works
may be electronically distributed only in fixed media on non-networked
machines. Distinctions such as these are made to minimize or prevent
rampant and unauthorized dissemination over electronic networks.

Display and performance uses in electronic media also bring
forth distinctions absent from traditional media. Providers may insist that
works displayed or performed in this environment are of low-fidelity (such
as low-resolution images) or are digitally altered (by watermarking or other
techniques) so they are not valuable enough to copy illegally. While most
of these distinctions are made to forestall unauthorized copying and redis-
tribution, the resulting diminution of quality is contrary to what most
users want with intellectual property in other media (and perhaps in elec-
tronic media as well).

Arguably, the creation of derivative works in electronic media
presents more of a dilemma for service providers than do other electronic
uses. This problem may originate in definitions rather than permissions.
What constitutes a derivative work in this environment? In the United
States, creativity is the standard for determining whether a work is deemed
"derivative." But how much creativity is warranted? Is a digital scan of a
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photograph a derivative work or merely a conversion process? Is a pre-
existing but digitally altered typeface a new work? What about images that
have been color-corrected for display purposes? The distinctions for deriv-
ative works are much "grayer" in electronic environments, and the issues
are far from being resolved.5

Permissible Uses

Uses are determined by a number of factors. The CGC has found that,
over time, the uses made of its repertoire have been determined by rights-
holders and users, with the former responding to the latter's demands.6

Service providers that broker or resell intellectual properties most fre-
quently determine the uses for works in their repertoires on the basis of
market demands. Ultimately a rightsholder approves all uses, either
directly or indirectly via a service provider.

Certain groups of rightsholders want more input into the per-
mission process than a blanket agreement will allow. Artists' rights soci-
eties, for example, must accommodate individual artists' concerns about
the use of their creative works, and frequently need to consult with indi-
vidual artists before approving a use, particularly when merchandising is
involved. This strategy, although time-consuming and inefficient for a ser-
vice provider, is nevertheless an absolute necessity for these organizations
because usage is strongly tied to moral as well as economic rights.

Frequency is another factor in determining permissible uses. A
request for one-time use of an image may be granted, while an unlimited-
use request almost certainly will not. Unlimited uses are allowed for
specific periods of time in circumstances that warrant them and that can
be controlled, such as in site licenses or blanket licenses.

Context is the most important factor in determining whether a
use is permissible. Knowing how a work is to be used, where and when it
will be used, and why it will be used allows providers to judge the risks
and the rationale of the request. One of the first tasks service providers
undertake early in their formation is identifying all acceptable uses so that
they can forego the time-consuming process of contacting each rights-
holder for each requested use of their intellectual property.

Restrictions

Usage restrictions are prohibitions that service providers or rightsholders
place on users of intellectual properties. Since it is in the interest of both
providers and rightsholders to maximize the usage of intellectual property,
restrictions against use are levied only if the use:
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• Adversely affects the ability of the rightsholder or service provider
to control the intellectual property,

• Jeopardizes revenue streams,
• Neglects the moral rights of the creator,
• Is incompatible with the philosophy of the provider and its

members,
• Is illegal or immoral (including uses that defame or violate the

privacy and publicity rights of individuals, are obscene or illicit,
or that violate state or local laws).

Prohibitions against physically altering or modifying intellectual
properties are by far the most common of all restrictions. Musicians can-
not change the lyrics of a composer's song, nor can software users modify
underlying programming codes. Changes that alter the integrity of an
intellectual property are interpreted as an affront to the moral right of a
creator to control alterations to his or her work. A creator s moral rights
are also breached when a work is used in circumstances that compromise
his or her reputation, and users are cautioned against controversial uses
that might lead to such interpretations.

Another restriction commonly placed on intellectual properties is
copying outside of authorized formats. A user who receives permission to
photocopy an article cannot then scan that photocopy into his or her com-
puter without seeking further permission. Copy restrictions are imposed in
order to limit uncontrolled (and thus uncompensated) distribution of intel-
lectual properties. The increasing availability of creative works in digital
form, and the ease of replication that new technologies allow, makes this
restriction a particularly important one to owners and administrators of
intellectual property. Providers may insist on preventive measures such as
encryption, or deterrent measures such as low-fidelity versions, to minimize
the chance of illegal downloading. Or they may simply prohibit outright
any downloading, printing, or electronic transfer of their digital content.

Redistribution of content is also restricted to minimize uncon-
trolled use. The sublicensing, reselling, renting, or leasing of content may
be restricted for this reason, as may retransmissions, rebroadcasts, and re-

recordings of original content. Often restrictions on content redistribution
are enforced to minimize overexposure of a work. Some commercial users
want content that is unique, original, or uncommon, and service providers

may impose limits on usage amounts to reduce the possibility of over-
exposing the content in their repertoires and decreasing its marketability.
Merchandising and publishing uses may be limited to a particular product
or print run for this very reason. Similarly, stock film footage or photogra-
phy providers limit the amount of time that their content may be used
contiguously (for film), or the number of works that may be used simulta-
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neously (for photographs). Rightsholders who participate in music collec-
tives are allowed to request that certain works be temporarily removed
from the repertoire if they feel that excessive performance is harming
marketability.

Fair Use

The increasing use of licensing as a tool for administering intellectual
property has raised concerns about the place of fair use in and out of a
licensed environment. Licenses can allow for uses that extend beyond the
scope of fair use if the parties to the license so choose, but uses stated in
the terms of a license are binding only to those who have entered into the
license agreement. What about users who are not licensing content but
wish to use it for purposes that fall under the doctrine of fair use?

The concept of fair use is interpreted quite variably among service
providers. Commercial providers often dismiss it as irrelevant to their cir-
cumstances, since they make their repertoires available for licensing only
to the for-profit sector, where fair use can rarely be claimed. Providers that
serve noncommercial markets have more liberal interpretations of the fair
use doctrine. The Publications Rights Clearinghouse, for example, takes an
open position on fair use because its members want to encourage reader-
ship of their works. They do not, however, feel that the for-profit informa-
tion industry's use of their works constitutes a fair use, and are focusing
their efforts on collectively administering rights for this industry.7

But even providers that support the fair use doctrine express
ambivalence about it because they fear it may erode their market and rev-
enue streams. Artists' rights groups, for example, acknowledge the impor-
tance of fair use and accord it automatically for certain uses (e.g., art
journals or magazines, news reports), but carefully monitor other fair use
claims because their members believe that more liberties are taken with
the fair use doctrine for their works than with other types of intellectual
properties.

Service providers' philosophical stance on fair use reflects values
that directly translate into their operations. If fair use is given no accord,
then all uses must be contracted and all noncontractual uses are consid-
ered infringements. While one may contest the legitimacy of such views,
until they are legally challenged the service provider will operate under
these assumptions.

A newly emerging threat to fair use is coming not from service
providers or increased licensing but from technology. Encryption, pass-
words, and other security measures that prevent digital content from being
misappropriated also prevent access to those who wish to use the content
for fair-use purposes. Maintaining fair use under these circumstances is a
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challenge that has only recently been discussed, and it will become a more

urgent problem as service providers continue to adopt technology-based

security mechanisms to safeguard their repertoires on electronic networks.

Managing content and its usage is the core function of a service

providers activities. Many factors affect the way that providers perform

this function: Among the most important considerations are tradition,

context of use, and the nature, form, and location of content. Of late,

service providers are expanding their operations into the digital arena.

Cultural heritage organizations may well turn to these providers for assis-

tance because of their experience and their infrastructure for managing

and distributing content in a digital environment. But before they do so,

cultural organizations need to be familiar with the many issues that are

germane to rightsholders and users who enter into intellectual property

management agreements with external organizations.
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7. Rightsholder and User Issues

Although rightsholders and users are represented as two distinct groups
in an intellectual property management relationship, cultural heritage
organizations frequently find themselves in both roles simultaneously.
Participants in museum licensing collectives such as AMICO or MDLC
want to contribute their intellectual property to these organizations' reper-
toires, as well as gain access to the collective materials in these repertoires
for their own uses. Thus it behooves cultural organizations to understand
both rightsholders' and users' issues, and the areas in which they are in
agreement or at odds.

A. Rightsholder Issues

"Rightsholder" is the term used for any individual, institution, organiza-
tion, or estate that holds copyright to creative works. An individual or
entity becomes a rightsholder in one of three ways: by creating a work,
by having copyright of a work transferred in a purchase, gift, bequest, or
other assignment, or by hiring someone to create a work on one's behalf
("work for hire"). In certain sectors (e.g., book or journal publishing) or
for certain projects (e.g., MESL), rightsholders are predominantly organi-
zations, while in other areas (fine art, music, photography) they are indi-
viduals or their estates.

Rightsholders must possess certain qualifications or meet certain
criteria before they can enter into an agreement with a service provider. For
individuals, these qualifications include proof of activity in a relevant field

or profession. Productivity is the form of proof most frequently accepted,

although it is defined uniquely from one organization to another. ASCAP,
for example, has extensively defined membership requirements.1 Other
organizations may simply require proof of creative content: e.g., artistic
works for an artist, a portfolio of images for a photographer, and so on.

Consortia require that their members have interests that are
aligned with a given consortium's goals, and are willing to share—

70
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financially, legally, and administratively—in supporting the consortium.
Providers that have a founding relationship with a parent organization
may require that all members belong to the parent organization as well.
The Media Photographers Copyright Association, for example, requires
its rightsholders to be members of its parent organization, the American
Society of Media Photographers.

Rightsholders must offer warranties to service providers guaran-
teeing that they are the legal copyright owner for the intellectual property.
These warranties usually take the form of contractual guarantees certifying
that the rights they hold are unencumbered (except where explicitly
stated), that the work does not infringe on the copyright, trademark,
patent, privacy, or publicity of any person or entity, and that the content
does not defame any person or entity. Some providers require additional
warranties stating that the rightsholder is free to enter into an agreement
with the service provider without violating any other agreements. This
practice is frequent among stock photography agencies, where exclusive
rights contracts are commonplace. Warranties may need to be backed up
by indemnification clauses and insurance policies to cover breaches should
the warranties prove invalid.

In addition to meeting certain criteria and providing appropriate
warranties, rightsholders may also be charged a fee to join a service
provider's organization. Frequently these fees are token amounts (ASCAP
and the Authors Registry both have a $ 10 membership fee) but they can
be significant contributions, particularly for consortium members whose
fees are often the major source of financial support for all activities. Fees
may be proportional to the size of an institution (as determined by factors
such as operating budget, number of employees or members, etc.) or may
be a fixed rate for all participants.

Rightsholder Incentives

Because transferring the administration and distribution of one's intellec-
tual property to another source is a serious undertaking, significant incen-
tives must be in place for a rightsholder to do so. Providers go to great
lengths to promote their organization's benefits over another's. In reality,
the distinctions are often subtle or inconsequential, and the decision to
affiliate with a particular provider is based on a personal relationship or rap-
port as much as on favorable incentives offered by one provider or another.

The most common rightsholders' incentives cited or offered by
service providers are:

1. Centralized administration and management. Most rightsholders
seek arrangements with service providers because they cannot manage
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the multitude of uses and user requests for their works effectively.
Centralized administration eliminates the burden of large volume/
small rights licensing from the rightsholder. The marketing of con-
tent, negotiating of licenses, collection of fees, and distribution of
royalties are all administered by the provider with economies of scale
that decrease both costs and risks.

2. Extensive marketing and distribution channels. Strong marketing
capabilities expose a rightsholder's work to new and larger audiences.
Increased exposure results in more users and uses for the intellectual
property, which translates into greater royalty potential. Providers also
offer effective distribution channels that help rightsholders get their
works to users in the form and manner they request.

3. Monitoring uses and pursuing infringements. Service providers mon-
itor intellectual property use to determine fee structures and royalty
distributions, as well as to ensure compliance with the terms of use.
Some providers have devised complex monitoring schemes or use new
technologies to facilitate this process. In addition, service providers
often have the resources available to take a more vigilant stance on
infringement, and are motivated to do so because infringements erode
their income stream as much as they do the rightsholders. Rarely do
rightsholders have the resources to undertake these tasks on their own.

4. Services and tools. Providers routinely offer rightsholders special ser-
vices such as market and sales advice, assistance with developing and
improving the documentation of their works, knowledgeable staffs,
and efficient office infrastructures. Many providers offer educational
opportunities (e.g., workshops, seminars) to increase awareness about
rights issues, and advocacy services to monitor or support policy deci-
sions that may affect their rightsholders' interests.

Recently providers have started offering productivity tools to help
rightsholders make decisions about potential market opportunities.
For rightsholders who rely heavily on royalties from their intellectual
property as a main source of income, or who want to develop such a
revenue stream, these tools can be an important incentive. With

them, rightsholders can view all their materials in a provider s reper-

toire, including licenses, usage patterns, and revenues associated with
each work. Rightsholders can use this information to make determi-
nations about markets and audiences, and can refine their intellectual
property management strategy and create new works that take advan-

tage of opportunities on the horizon.
Other tools in development include those that allow rightsholders

to link their electronic publishing projects to a service providers reper-
toire, and discipline-based search and retrieval tools that allow more
effective use of the repertoire database. Image Directory offers an
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example of the latter with its inclusion of search and retrieval tools such
as the Art ó" Architecture Thesaurus and the Union List of Artist Names.

5. Favorable terms and conditions. Service providers may offer a partic-
ular rightsholder more favorable terms and conditions than are gener-
ally offered to others. Some of the more commonly offered incentives
are higher royalties or advances, input into uses and license fees, and
lower operating costs. Favorable terms may be offered to a particular
rightsholder for any number of reasons: The provider may be eager to
have the rightsholder's content because it contributes substantially to
the repertoire, or the rightsholder offers important name recognition
that reflects well on the provider. Interested but reluctant rightshold-
ers may be offered favorable terms as a means of persuading them to
affiliate with the provider, and as a bargaining point in negotiating an
agreement.

6. Economic incentives. The potential for income from royalties is the
major economic reason that rightsholders enter into an agreement
with a service provider. Advances (against future royalties) are often
offered as an impetus for rightsholders who cannot afford to pay
upfront fees or other participation charges. Some providers will grant
a higher percentage share of the licensing fee to rightsholders as an
economic incentive. For rightsholders' collectives, a strong incentive is
found in the ability to keep more royalty income in a particular com-
munity (by eliminating middlemen and their fees).

7. Access to the repertoire. Access to works in a service provider's reper-
toire is an incentive to rightsholders who also are frequent users of
content. JSTOR offers all its rightsholders access to its digital archive
of journals. AMICO and MDLC plan to offer rightsholders access to
their digital libraries as well.

8. Organizational affiliation. A service provider's affiliation with a parent
or founding organization may be an incentive for certain rightshold-
ers. The credibility of parent organizations lends an unofficial impri-
matur to the service provider's efforts, which, in turn, offers a measure
of trustworthiness and security to rightsholders. The experience of
parent organizations also provides expertise and stability that is sought
by rightsholders.

9. Experimentation and exploration. Rightsholders may choose to work
with a particular service provider because they want to explore or clar-
ify areas in which they have a stake and gain experience for future
initiatives. The MESL project, for example, offered museums and uni-

versities a unique opportunity to explore how museum images would
be used in higher education, and clarified what the technological,

administrative, and usage issues might be. Publishers like the Johns
Hopkins University Press (sponsor of Project Muse) and Elsevier Press
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(sponsor of TULIP) initiated their projects, in part, because they
wanted to explore the costs and issues associated with the distribution
of electronic journals.2

10. Access to technology. Many rightsholders do not have the resources
to exploit new technologies and media that can help them expand the
market for their works. Service providers using these technologies suc-
cessfully for promotion, monitoring, and distribution are attractive to
these types of rightsholders. Picture Network International, a large
stock photography agency, attracted its participants (small stock pho-
tography agencies) in this way. By offering a sophisticated technologi-
cal and administrative infrastructure that smaller agencies could never
develop on their own, PNI successfully recruited these smaller agencies
to participate in its service.3

Assigning Rights

When rightsholders enter into an agreement with a service provider, they
assign distinct rights to the provider for the term of the agreement. The
rights assigned typically include the right for the provider to represent the
rightsholders in negotiating uses of the intellectual property, permission to
litigate infringements on their behalf, and permission to place the intellec-
tual property in particular media for storage and distribution.

Other rights assigned in the agreement are more specific to the
service provider's needs. Academic Press's Image Directory, for example,
requests only an assignment of rights to use the rightsholders images and
descriptions in an electronic database.4 Because they simply broker access
to content and do not administer rights or distribute works, no other
assignments are needed. ASCAP requires the assignment of nondramatic
public performances of each of the rightsholders musical works, as well as
permission to sue for misuses of their work in the name of the Society, in
the name of the rightsholder, or in conjunction with any other members.5

Although the trend in assigning rights is to do so on a nonexclu-
sive basis, providers are often uneasy with this notion because it allows for
competition that can jeopardize their revenues. Collectives in particular
are concerned that the management of their rightsholders' intellectual
property by different sources eventually undermines their strength in
representing the rightsholders as a group. Despite these apprehensions,
providers may have little say in the matter, since many rightsholders shun
agreements with exclusive rights provisions. Notable exceptions are stock
photography and illustrations agencies, which have a tradition of exclusive
rights assignment as a means of controlling materials in their repertoires
and preventing their use by competitors.6
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Terms of Agreement

The terms of an agreement between a rightsholder and a service provider
vary between industries, although common clauses exist in nearly all
agreements. Among these are warranties and indemnities, in which the
rightsholder may be asked to certify that he or she is indeed the copyright
owner, has obtained all releases and clearances necessary for use of the
work, and holds the service provider harmless if any copyright claims are
made on the work that the provider has licensed on his or her behalf.
Other common clauses include automatic renewals, methods for handling
disputes, term of the agreement, rights that are assigned, and conditions
for termination of the agreement.7

The duration of agreements varies by industry. For music, it is
typically one or two years, with an automatic renewal. Stock photography,
footage, and illustration agencies require a three- to five-year agreement
from their rightsholders, although at least one image provider requests as
long as a ten-year term. Nearly all service providers agree to remove a
rightsholder's intellectual property from their repertoires within a reason-
able period of time if the rightsholder chooses not to renew the contract.
To assure continuity and service to users who may have already entered into
a license that includes the rightsholder's works, providers may require that
the intellectual property under license at the time of a rightsholder's with-
drawal be kept in the repertoire until the end of the user's license period.

Reporting

Providers track usage and activity information for their own internal pur-
poses as well as to inform rightsholders, both individually and collectively,
how their intellectual property is used. Usage reports are commonly dis-
tributed to each rightsholder when royalty payments are made. Older and
more established providers distribute detailed usage reports outlining the
intellectual properties used, who used it, when, why, the venue of use (if
relevant, as it is in the music sector), fees assessed, the provider's share of
the fee, and the rightsholder's royalty for that use. For an individual rights-
holder, these reports are the only way to objectively review the intellectual
property in terms of monetary worth and relevance, and to make informed

decisions about the long-term intellectual property management and
creation strategy. Newer and less established providers strive to report

information to rightsholders in as much detail as possible, but many are
still setting up the tracking and monitoring systems required to do so.

Consequently the reports issued to rightsholders by new startups may be
quite sparse.
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In addition to reports to individual rightsholders, providers also
report information on organization-wide functions and operations in their
public relations literature. This information offers insights into the volume
of activity by a service provider undertaken during the course of a year,
and usually appears as cumulative summaries "polished" to highlight posi-
tive (or minimize negative) performance. While public relations literature
is biased toward the provider's own interests, it can be a source of organi-
zation-wide information that outlines the provider's performance and
future directions. This literature frequently includes information on
annual revenues, total royalties distributed among members, overhead
costs, percentage of revenues distributed as royalties, total number of
members, new licenses negotiated, and infringements currently being
pursued or settled.

Administrative Burdens

Transferring the administration of one's intellectual properties to another
party does not relieve a rightsholder of all administrative tasks or responsi-
bilities related to the use of his or her works. Rightsholder assistance is
required in various ways throughout the term of agreement. In general,
rightsholders may be expected to provide their time (and in some cases,
assume the costs) for tasks that can be categorized broadly as notification
and reporting requirements, participation requirements, content prepara-
tion, and other obligations.

1. Notification and reporting requirements. Service providers routinely
require rightsholders to supply them with information on the status of
their intellectual property to ensure that they are managing it in a legal
and effective manner. Rightsholders are obliged to inform providers
about changes in the availability and use of any of their intellectual
property, including changes in copyright status (e.g., when copyright
reverts to someone else, or when a copyrighted works passes into the
public domain). Changes in the status of permissible or restricted uses,
venues of use, or fees for use of particular works (when these criteria are
set or determined by the rightsholder) must be reported to the service
provider as soon as they occur.

The specific types of notification, and the way it must be conveyed
(e.g., in writing), are usually outlined in the rightsholder/service
provider agreement. Minimally, rightsholders are required to supply
providers with information on all the works they wish to have included
in the repertoire, and on new works that come into existence during
the term of their agreement. They also must inform providers of all
works that have encumbrances of any sort (e.g., images that need
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model releases, works for which copyright is contested or is jointly
held, works that cannot be considered for certain uses, etc.). If works in
a provider's repertoire are available through other channels (via non-
exclusive licensing agreements with other agencies, or by direct licens-
ing), the provider may request notification on these other agreements.
This notification helps prevent the provider from mistakenly judging
these other uses as infringements, and from using these particular
works in undesirable circumstances (such as licensing content to a
client with the understanding that it is "unique," only to find that the
client's competitor has licensed the same content from a different
source). The provider will also want to monitor the value, use, and
availability of the works in other sources to ensure that its own man-
agement of these works is competitive.

2. Participation requirements. Rightsholders may be required to partic-
ipate in various activities at the service provider's behest. These requests
do require the rightsholder's time and sometimes funds. For example,
participation in discussion and negotiations may be required for special
circumstances that fall outside of the provider's purview, such as a non-
traditional user request. Rightsholders are frequently asked to assess the
appearance of their intellectual properties in the provider's online data-
base and search tools to determine whether they are adequately repre-
sented or portrayed. Some providers ask rightsholders to participate in
surveys and focus groups designed to assess their operations and services.

Rightsholders who join consortia are subject to the greatest par-
ticipation requirements of all. Consortium members are committed
to a process as much as a product, and this commitment requires their
presence and participation at all meetings of the consortium, in all
online discussions, and in special projects that the consortium may
assign to them.

3. Content preparation. Providers that distribute intellectual property in
addition to managing rights generally expect more content preparation
from rightsholders. These rightsholders are responsible for helping
select the intellectual properties that are to be included in the reper-
toire, and delivering them to the service provider in a format that meets
the provider's specifications. If the present format of the intellectual
property departs greatly from these specifications, rightsholders may
face an extensive amount of work to bring their content into line. More

research and documentation may be needed, and new annotations
(such as captioning, indexing, keywords attached to each work,

affixation of copyright notices) may be required. Rightsholders may
also be required to physically reformat the content (e.g., transparencies
to scanned images, catalog entry to database record) so that it can be
used in the provider's online management and distribution systems.
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Content preparation is costly in both time and money. Some ser-
vice providers will help rightsholders offset costs by offering advances
against royalties, or by assuming some of the preparation (such as refor-
matting content) for a fee lower than the market rate. However, much
of the work involved in content preparation, especially in its documen-
tation, can be undertaken only by the rightsholder. As creator and/or
caretaker of the work, he or she has the credibility that authenticates the
content and makes it valuable both to the service provider and to users.

4. Obligations. Rightsholders are obliged to comply with certain criteria
that providers set as a condition of acceptance for administering their
works. For example, service providers often require rightsholders to
secure model and property releases for their works, provide copies of
these releases to the provider, and maintain the originals in their own
files for the term of the agreement. Similarly, clearances for any works
that have underlying or "layered" rights associated with them (e.g., a
photograph of a contemporary artwork) may be an obligation that a
provider places on the rightsholder before a work will be accepted into
a repertoire.

Once an agreement has been signed, terms of the agreement will
impose additional obligations on the rightsholder. Some of the more
common ones are annual contributions of content into the service
provider s repertoire, and a guaranteed initial content contribution
shortly after the agreement has been signed. Remuneration for certain
startup or duplication costs (e.g., scanning, duplicate transparencies,
inclusion of works in the providers catalog) within a fixed time frame
also may be required.

B. User Issues

Any individuals, institutions, or organizations that wish to use the intellec-
tual property created by others are termed "users." Because the numbers
and types of users are so diverse, service providers group them by markets,
then develop services that address the broad needs of these markets. How
a provider defines a user market can be arbitrary, depending on its own

perceptions and the importance of that market to its operations. Certain
markets, such as commercial ones, tend to be identified similarly by

different providers, while other markets, such as education, are interpreted
in highly variable ways.

Providers may also define their users by venues of use. The music
performing rights collectives identify their users in this manner, categoriz-
ing them by where their repertoire is used (e.g., dance and aerobics
classes, funeral homes, cruise ships, restaurants). The Motion Picture
Licensing Corporation is another service provider that defines its user base
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by venue, licensing the right to play home vidéocassettes to establish-
ments (e.g., daycare centers, libraries, correctional facilities, oil rigs) rather
than to individuals.

User Incentives

Of the numerous reasons that users may wish to enter into agreements
with service providers for the procurement of intellectual property, the
most important are:

1. Centralized administration and management. The benefits of being
able to locate content and rightsholders from a single source, and of
being able to transact licensing, payment, and content procurement
through that source, are the primary incentives for user participation in
collective licensing of any type. In the marketing literature of service
providers, these benefits are often referred to as "one-stop shopping."
By providing a central mechanism for managing or distributing intel-
lectual property, service providers eliminate the burden placed on users
of locating and negotiating agreements with individual rightsholders,
reduce the paperwork, administration, and risk associated with direct
licensing, and offer a single content source that is easy and efficient to
access. Thus centralized administration of intellectual property—a key
incentive for rightsholders—is also important to users.

2. Economic benefits. Because service providers can generate economies
of scale in their operations, their user fees may be smaller than those
incurred by direct licensing. Cost savings can be realized in other ways
as well. The use of already available content, if it is appropriate to the
task, is cheaper than producing new content in-house. And providers
themselves offer special financial incentives, such as quantity discounts
to frequent users.

3. Type and quality of content. A user is initially drawn to a service
provider by its repertoire, or by the rightsholders the provider repre-
sents. Thus the quality of the items in the repertoire is of major impor-
tance, and is measured in terms of fidelity (e.g., high-resolution digital
images), the exquisiteness and exactitude of the creative work being
used (e.g., the uniqueness of a work and whether or not it was created
by a prominent or professional person in the field), and the richness
and value of the contextual information accompanying the intellectual
property (e.g., detailed, authoritative documentation). Equally impor-
tant is that the repertoire contain a critical mass of materials to meet
long-term user needs.

Good-quality, comprehensive content is also valued for the inspi-
ration that users can draw from it when developing their own ideas
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and projects. Users of stock photography agencies find that these

agencies' large, varied repertoires are an idea resource as much as an

image resource.

4. Assurances. Because the stability of electronically delivered resources is

still uncertain, users take great risks in relying on these resources. If a

repertoire, or a product derived from it, is "pulled" because it is not

proving economically feasible, users may face serious consequences of

their own. Assurances that the repertoire will be available in some

form, even if the provider ceases operations, is therefore of primary

importance. Providers can minimize the risk that many users fear of

investing in and using digitally based resources by agreeing to: 1) place

a copy of their digital repertoire in escrow, 2) guarantee each user a

complete set of the repertoire in the event of provider default, or

3) make good-faith efforts to turn over the administration of the reper-

toire to another reputable party should the provider cease operations.

5. Tools. Users value tools that allow them to access, license, and retrieve

content on electronic networks. Service providers are now commonly

building sophisticated search and retrieval tools for use with their

repertoires. Other tools that enhance the use of the repertoire include

image-viewers, digital lightboxes and shared digital lightboxes, large

print viewers, and print tools. Data analysis tools, hypertext links, and

annotation utilities are also being developed and made available for

scholarly use. Online selection and ordering tools such as shopping
carts, order history utilities, and real-time pricing calculations make

order fulfillment easier. When providers start using online payment sys-

tems (still a rare occurrence), the concept of seamless "shopping" will

come full circle.

Automated rights clearance and licensing systems are now emerg-

ing in the intellectual property management industry. An actual imple-

mentation of such a system is in place at Index Stock Photography,

which has developed a "Photos to Go®" application that allows per-

sonal, small business, and small publication users to "point, click and

buy" (and download) images for use in limited contexts.8 The purpose

of this suite of tools is to reach new and untapped markets by offering

"hassle-free shopping." As service providers streamline their operations

and expand their infrastructures to include electronic networks, full-

service licensing systems like "Photos to Go®" may become more fre-

quent, especially for uncomplicated licensing situations.

6. Services. Providers tout their personal and ancillary services as factors

distinguishing them from their competitors. Among the more popular

services are research assistance, training, custom content development

(i.e., commissioning artists to create specially designated materials),
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sample catalogs, efficient and knowledgeable staff, and short turn-
around times.

7. Securing legitimate access and use. The opportunity to secure intellec-
tual property in a legally and socially responsible way is an important
reason for working with a service provider. Doing so not only respects
the rights that copyright grants to creators, but also ensures that the user
receives defense and indemnification against claims of infringement.

User Participation

Users discover service providers through marketing, word of mouth,
knowledge of industry traditions, or after they have been confronted with
a charge of infringement. Marketing remains a primary method for
attracting users, even for sectors in which the traditions for managing
intellectual property rights and content distribution are well known.
Standard marketing and public relations strategies are used (e.g., direct
mail, telemarketing, event sponsorship, etc.) ; many organizations work
with constituent groups (like sponsoring or founding associations) to dis-
seminate information through their organizational channels. Consortium
projects often inform their communities and others about their work in
professional journals, newsletters, World Wide Web sites, project reports
at conferences and other venues, and demonstration projects.

When a user identifies an appropriate service provider, contact is
initiated through conventional means such as written correspondence,
phone, fax, or e-mail. Full-fledged participation (beyond initial inquiries)
is increasingly taking place via a provider's Web site. Many of these sites
are equipped with features (e.g., searchable databases, selection and order
placement, licensing approval, payment, and content delivery) that make
it easier for users with electronic access to take full advantage of service
providers' offerings. Users who wish to make use of a provider's Web site
offerings may be required to register at the site before gaining online access
to its repertoire and tools. This registration requirement gives the provider
a chance to establish the user's identity and legitimacy, to track usage of
the site, and to cull out serious users from "visitors."

Providers that do not offer online access to their repertoires have
staff members who are available to work with users and help them identify
content relevant to their purposes. Some providers offer these services for
free; others charge an hourly fee. At least one provider (the Bridgeman Art
Library, an art image provider) allows users to visit its offices to personally
review the items in its repertoire.9

Users enter into one of a number of possible agreements with
service providers. The most commonly used agreement is a license, which
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is a contract listing the issues that both the user and the service provider
agree to. Licenses for the use of intellectual property typically define the
type of content, how it can or cannot be used, authorized users, the
means of distributing the content, warranties and indemnifications,
security requirements, termination provisions, payment, and required
acknowledgments. While certain clauses are standard in all licenses, in
general a license is a variable document open to negotiation and amend-
ment.10 (For more information on licensing, see Chapter 8, Section D,
"Licenses," pages 93 to 94.)

Another way for a user to access content is by subscription,
which allows limited access to all the intellectual property in a repertoire
for a set period of time, but severely restricts further use without a license.
For consortium projects, permission to use content may be implied by
virtue of participation in the project, although frequently consortium
members develop consensus documents outlining commonly derived goals
for use. These documents may not be legally enforceable instruments, but
they clarify for all members the acceptable terms for uses within the con-
sortium. Consortia may use these documents as the basis for subsequent
licensing and subscription schemes.

User Fees and Costs

The primary fee that a user pays to the service provider is the contract fee
(e.g., license fee, subscription fee). However, a user may incur other fees
and costs when obtaining permission to use intellectual properties. Some
providers charge service fees in addition to a license or subscription fee,
or they may charge for content delivery or transfer of content to a user-
preferred medium. Special features such as high-resolution viewing may
incur a charge, and rental and late fees are common for content that is dis-
tributed in physical form (e.g., transparencies). Providers that advertise
their repertoire in catalogs or on CD-ROMs (usually image providers)
may charge the user for these products. If a user receives assistance from a
service provider's research staff, he or she may be charged a fee for their
time as well. Unknown but significant costs are also incurred by users who
are required to keep detailed usage records.

The greatest costs are likely to be assumed by consortium mem-
bers. When participating in a consortium project or program, an institu-
tion agrees to assume a number of administrative or overhead costs. These
costs arise most frequently in the development of local site implementa-
tions, or in staff time and/or travel to participate in consortium meetings.
Administrative costs of these kinds are significant even though they may
be "hidden" or difficult to quantify.
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Administrative Burdens

Those who obtain permission to use intellectual property from a service
provider are obliged to contribute more than just a fee for these privileges.
Reporting obligations and administrative commitments may present
significant burdens to users who are unaware of the extent of the responsi-
bilities they assume when they enter into agreement with a provider. The
range of administrative responsibilities that service providers expect from
users can be categorized by reporting requirements, participation require-
ments, and obligations.

1. Reporting requirements. Recordkeeping is the most common adminis-
trative requirement placed on users. Records may be requested on
usage, sales figures, organizational finances, infringements, or proof of
compliance. Providers rely on these records to:

• Calculate payments and royalty fees,
• Review license, subscription, or other user fees,
• Track projected versus actual uses,
• Report back to individual rightsholders about the usage of

their particular intellectual properties,
• Assure themselves that a user is in compliance with the terms

of their agreement,
• Identify new opportunities and services that the provider

can offer.

The service provider specifies how the recordkeeping must be
structured and submitted. It may entail no more than the submission of
already existing records (e.g., cue sheets from television stations, airplay
logs from radio stations), or it may require that entirely new recordkeep-
ing efforts be undertaken in order to comply with the service provider's
specifications. The Copyright Clearance Center provides an example of
the latter. Subscribers to its Transactional Reporting Service (TRS) must
track the number of copies made from a particular work registered with
the CCC. These tracking records must include the publication title,
author, ISBN/ISSN number, publisher, publication year, number of

pages copied, number of copies made, and payment. CCC has recently
automated the tracking function for TRS subscribers, who now can
report this information via the CCC's Web site.11 Although this

simplifies the reporting process, the burden is still on the user to do the

reporting. For large-volume users, even the CCC's automated online
reporting option requires extensive data entry time and efforts.
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Typical recording methodologies include "logs," "hit lists" (for
information accessed via Web sites), audit trails, sales records (for prod-
ucts that are sold), and yearly financial records. Sometimes a provider
may request statistics on use rather than "raw data" records. Providers
may also request information on circumstances of misuse: records of
infringements that have occurred within an end user community (if the
user is a university or corporate entity that redistributes the intellectual
property to its employees or staff), and the steps taken to correct these
infringements, are often a condition of licensing. If a provider is un-
certain how works are used in a particular setting (e.g., in teaching,
research, public performance, etc.), specific documentation on these
uses may be requested as well.

2. Participation requirements. Like rightsholders, users may be required
to participate in certain service provider activities. Users participating in
consortium projects are required to participate as fully as rightsholders
in these projects. Some providers (e.g., the CGC) require that their
users participate in periodic surveys, which they analyze to determine
usage characteristics for a particular industry or sector that they serve.

3. Obligations. The license agreements between users and service
providers detail most of the obligations that users must meet. However,
some obligations are assumed rather than formally stated. For users
who accept content for redistribution and use by a larger community of
end users (such as a university for its students and faculty, or a corpora-
tion for its employees), there are obligations to see that the intellectual
property is satisfactorily distributed to these communities. The larger
institutional user essentially functions as an intermediary between the
service provider and the end user, and must meet the obligations of a
contract on behalf of all the end users.

Other obligations are more time-consuming than onerous:
appending or affixing copyright notices and credits on all copies of works
that are redistributed, displaying content in specified ways, sending copies

of all products that incorporate the intellectual property to the service
provider, and destroying or returning all copies of intellectual properties
upon termination or nonrenewal of a license. One particularly burden-
some obligation is obtaining model and property releases, or clearing

underlying rights to works. When a rightsholder has not obtained these

clearances, a service provider may assign these tasks to the user as a con-
dition of use.

A unique administrative burden is placed on users when they
locate content through a type of provider who facilitates access to intellec-
tual property, but does not administer rights or distribute this property.
These types of providers offer a useful service by creating a centralized
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repertoire of content that attracts both rightsholders and users. However,
users who wish to license items in these repertoires must enter into direct
negotiations with individual rightsholders. The burdens of direct adminis-
tration can be particularly onerous, and users should be aware of the special
tasks they will assume (see Chapter 2, Section E, "Direct Administration,"
pages 15 to 16) when locating content through these types of providers.

Cultural heritage organizations, which frequently wear the dual
mantle of rightsholder and user, need to understand both roles when par-
ticipating in an intellectual property management organization. These roles
need not be as divergent as they are portrayed. Rightsholders and users do
have distinct intellectual property management issues and concerns, but
they share a common interest in fostering efficient and effective manage-
ment of creative works. Their reasons for using intellectual property man-
agement organizations frequently overlap. Both groups highly value
centralized administration, services and tools, access to repertoires, and
economic benefits. Organizations that understand rightsholders and user
perspectives understand both sides, and have an advantage that can lead to
more enlightened relationships with intellectual property service providers.

Notes

1 To qualify for membership in ASCAP, a rightsholder must have "a commercially

recorded musical composition, or one for which sheet music is available for sale

in a commercial edition or a musical work available for rental, or a musical com-

position performed in media licensed by the collective (i.e., radio, television,

Internet, etc.). If the rightsholder is a music publisher, then proof is needed that

the individual or organization is regularly engaged in the music publishing busi-

ness or has works which are regularly performed by the society's licensees." Full

membership information is available on the ASCAP Web site at

[http://www.ascap. com/membership/membership. html#join].

2 Ellen Sauer, Project Muse Manager, personal communication (1977) and

TULIP Final Report (New York: Elsevier Science, 1996), 12.

3 Nathan Benn, Founder and former President of Picture Network International

and Consultant, personal communication (1997).

4 Image Directory Contributor's License (template), 1997.

5 See ASCAP License [http://www.ascap.com/membership/agreement/agreement.

html] (1997).

6 The Stock Illustration Source [http://www.sisstock.com] (1997).

7 Many providers make their membership agreement templates available. For

some diverse samples of rightsholder/service provider licenses, see ASCAP

http://www.ascap.com/membership/membership.html#join
http://www.ascap.com/membership/agreement/agreement.html
http://www.ascap.com/membership/agreement/agreement.html
http://www.sisstock.com
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Membership Agreement [http://www.ascap.com/membership/agreement/

agreement.html] (1997); MPCA Membership Agreement [http://www.mpca.

com/mpca_agreement.htm] (1997); Stock Illustration Source [http://www.

sisstock.com/] (1997). Interested readers should also refer to the Checklist for

Licensing Museum Images published by the Canadian Heritage Information

Network (see [http://www.chin.gc.ca/Resources/Research_Ref/Reference_

Info/e_reference.html#INTELLEC]), which describes the various issues

addressed in rightsholder/service provider licensing agreements. For an interna-

tional comparison of provisions in membership/collective agreements, refer to

Lucie Guibault, "Agreements between Authors or Performers and Collective

Rights Societies: Comparative Study of Some Provisions," L'Association

Littéraire et Artistique Internationale (ALAI) International Congress,

Montebello, Quebec, September 1997. In French, with English summaries.

8 See "Photos to Go®" Index Stock Photography [http://www.indexstock.com/

pages/ptogo.htm] (1997).

9 See the Bridgeman Art Library [http://www.bridgeman.co.uk] (1997).

10 For a thorough review of the licenses and their clauses, see The READI Project

[http://www.cni.org/projects/READI/draft-rpt/] (1997) and the Association of

Research Libraries publication entitled Principles for Licensing Electronic

Resources [http://www.arl.org/scomm/licensing/principles.html] (July 1997).

11 The Copyright Clearance Center allows nonusers to view a demo of its online

reporting feature. To view this demo, go to the CCC Web site at [http://www.

copyright.com] and click on the "Catalog of Titles" icon. Next, click on the TRS

hypertext. Click on the TRS DEMO text at the top of the screen. Enter the

Username "testuser" and the password name "testuserl." Click on "Search and

Report." Select a publication from the CCC repertoire database, then select the

publication you wish to "use." This will bring up the "Add Work" screen, where

a user reports all the relevant usage information.

http://www.ascap.com/membership/agreement/agreement.html
http://www.ascap.com/membership/agreement/agreement.html
http://www.mpca.com/mpca_agreement.htm
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8. Economie Considerations

Economic issues are at the heart of all collective administration efforts.
Indeed, one of the primary reasons for managing intellectual properly col-
lectively is to realize economies of scale that allow rightsholders to enforce
their rights at costs lower than individual administration can achieve. To
generate these economies of scale, service providers must establish basic
business functions and procedures.

The most basic of these functions is revenue procurement. All
providers, regardless of their mission or profit motive, need to pursue
revenue sources in order to remunerate rightsholders, recoup the costs
incurred in administering their intellectual property, and secure funds to
continue operations. They also need to establish realistic pricing struc-
tures, which require cost assessments and determinations of the value of
intellectual properties. Once pricing is established, fees must be assessed
according to users and uses. Payments must be collected and redistributed
among rightsholders and all other partners in the process, including the
provider. Service providers have developed many different strategies for
accomplishing these myriad functions.

A. Revenue Sources

Providers receive their income from a handful of sources, of which usage
fees are by far the largest and most important. These fees are payments (in
the form of license fees, subscriptions, transaction fees, royalties from the

sale of products, etc.), made by users to service providers in exchange for
the privilege of using a work. As a provider moves from startup phase to
established organization, usage fees quickly become its greatest, and most

vulnerable, revenue source.
Providers also receive revenue from additional services they offer

to rightsholders and users in the normal course of business. Some of these

services are:

87
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• License upgrades
• Late cancellation fees
• Duplicating services (for transparencies, slides, or other image

formats)
• Publishing services
• Offline content delivery
• Technical support
• Research
• Media transfer (e.g., transferring film footage to videotape)
• Commissioned or custom products
• Rental fees for copies of intellectual property
• Viewing fees
• Special marketing services.

These services can generate substantial fees for a provider, and
probably constitute its second largest revenue source.

Membership fees are another source of revenue, for those organi-
zations that choose to impose them. These fees tend to generate only very
modest amounts of income, usually because they are set so low. The sole
exception are consortia, for whom membership fees may serve as the most
important revenue source, especially in their early years of operation.

Some service providers receive additional financial support from
their founding or affiliate organizations in the form of startup funds or
a yearly subsidy. These funds are generally temporary, designed to help
the provider offset costs while it becomes established and moves toward
self-sufficiency.

B. Assessing Economic Value

The value of intellectual property is a subject of great deal of discourse,
and much has been written about it from economic and social perspec-
tives.1 Service providers face the practical challenge of putting an actual
price tag on creative works. When establishing pricing structures for cre-
ative works, service providers consider some or all of the following factors:

1. Context of use and user community. The placement of an intellectual
property in a particular context and its use by a particular community

are key criteria in assessing monetary worth. A song used in a television
advertising campaign will command more value (and thus higher fees)
than if used as background music in a shopping mall, because televi-
sion reaches a much larger market. The effect of context and user com-
munity on monetary value is driven largely by the economics of supply,
demand, and distribution, but other factors play a role as well.
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Providers may offer lower fees for educational or public service uses out
of a sense of social responsibility, or to promote business/community
relations.

2. Associative value. The process of compiling and organizing intellectual
properties into a collection adds value to each property in the collection
by virtue of association. Users place a premium on being able to locate
many works from a single source; they also value the extra documenta-
tion and the organizational structure that can be found only in a com-
pilation of works.

3. Rights conveyed. Value is closely aligned with the particular type of
rights conveyed to a user. A grant of exclusive rights, for example, takes
a property off the open market for an extended period of time, and a
rightsholder may seek greater monetary compensation for this privi-
lege. Worldwide rights are more valuable than national rights, and
rights conveyed for a long period of time are more valuable than those
conveyed for a short period.

4. Timing, trends, and fashions. The value of an intellectual property can
fluctuate with current events or timely associations. A photograph of a
disaster is more valuable if it can be published in conjunction with a
late-breaking news story on that disaster. The current desirability of
"baby boomer" music (e.g., 1970s and 1980s pop and rock music) by
the advertising community for its marketing campaigns temporarily
enhances the monetary value of the music from this period.

5. Transformative use. Value may accrue to intellectual properties through
uses that render them more adaptable. For example, when a trans-
parency is scanned into a digital image, it gains an extra layer of value:
The digitized version becomes available for use in another environment
(electronic media) and minimizes the need to use the original (a preser-
vation "plus").

6. Increased visibility. The use of a creative work within another product
also adds value to the work by increasing its visibility, which may in
turn increase demand for the work or the author. The resurgent interest
in W. H. Auden's poetry after the recitation of his poem "Funeral
Blues"2 in the film Four Weddings and a Funeral is an example of how
a highly visible use can lead to increased market interest.3

C. Determining Costs

For a service provider, the reverse of assessing value is determining costs.
Providers typically incur costs in two areas: 1) startup and initial overhead

investment, and 2) maintaining and administering long-term services.
Startup costs will vary depending upon the assets an organization has at
its disposal when it begins operation, and the process it goes through to
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become established as an intellectual property management provider. A
preexisting organization (such as an advocacy agency or a membership
society) may have lower startup costs, since administrative infrastructure,
membership base, and background knowledge and experience are all in
place. New initiatives will incur significantly more costs to position them-
selves on the same playing field.

The bulk of the costs incurred by service providers comes from
maintaining an organizational and technical infrastructure (e.g., office,
telecommunications, staffing, etc.). In addition, service providers incur
ongoing costs in some or all of the following areas:

• Constructing and maintaining the repertoire,
• Creating tools (e.g., search engines) to enhance access to the

repertoire,
• Developing licenses, products, and services for users and

rightsholders,
• Negotiating with users and rightsholders,
• Processing requests,
• Distributing content,
• Providing training and support for rightsholders and users.

The costs to develop and maintain these resources are higher at
startup, and should decrease once procedures and methods have been
established and refined. However, when assessing their costs, service
providers must acknowledge that there will be unanticipated costs brought
about by new technologies, markets, and user demands. The music per-
forming rights societies, for example, have recently had to develop new
licenses for the use of music on the Internet. Image providers are exploring
faster and more accurate means of online image delivery. The need for ser-
vice providers to stay current is constant and acute, and requires continual
resources to remain competitive.

D. Pricing

In any industry, there is a fine line between pricing a product high enough

to recoup costs and generate profit, and pricing it out of the market.
Because the market for intellectual properties on electronic networks is

still being determined, pricing in this arena is highly erratic. Service
providers and rightsholders are, to some extent, testing what the market
can bear, and making sudden and often steep changes in response to mar-
ket reception.

An important factor in the pricing equation are rightsholders,
who expect some compensation for the use of their works. Providers must
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be aware of the return and services their rightsholders expect, and see to it
that their pricing structures will yield enough income to satisfy these
expectations and still allow them to remain competitive. For the vast
majority of rightsholders, compensation takes the form of monetary royal-
ties. But some rightsholders forego all royalties for noneconomic returns
that enhance different aspects of their operations. Income from the
licensed works of the AMICO repertoire, for example, will be funneled
back into the consortium's programs, which are designed to further the
educational mission of its participating rightsholder-members.4

Other factors that affect pricing are the costs incurred in the
course of doing business, the perceived market value of a work and its uses,
the number of transactions a service provider will handle, and the number
of actual or potential users. In managing and administering intellectual
properties in the "offline" world, providers have developed elaborate meth-
ods for creating pricing structures that yield enough income to make them
financially stable and (in some cases) profitable. In deciding upon a pricing
strategy, the following issues merit consideration: 1) the entities involved in
setting the fees, 2) fee structures, and 3) the licenses or other instruments
that will be used to define and invoke the pricing structure.

Who Sets Fees?

Numerous entities may have a say in establishing fees. The large music
performing rights societies determine their fees after negotiation with
industry groups (like the American Hotel and Motel Association or
National Religious Broadcasters Association), which bargain on behalf
of their user-members. The resulting agreements reflect a compromise
between the value that a particular industry places on its use of music, and
the value that the music society places on this use.

For a small number of providers, fees are set by federal statute, as
is the case with mechanical fees for the reproduction of music. Section
115 of the U.S. Copyright Act mandates that the right to make and redis-
tribute phonorecords is subject to compulsory licensing. The statutory
rate for this license is negotiated every few years, based on changes in the
Consumer Price Index/Urban Consumers, using a formula submitted to
the U.S. Copyright Office by the National Music Publishers' Association,
the Songwriters Guild of America, and the Recording Industry Association
of America, Inc.5

For-profit providers generally set their own fees based on propri-
etary terms and formulas. Some providers allow rightsholders to set fees
for their own works, with the provider adding a "transaction charge" to
each fee as compensation for its services. The CCC employs this strategy
for some of its programs; for others it determines fees based on usage
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characteristics among the various industries that the CGC serves. Industry
rates may also be used as the basis for fee determination, with rates set at
the fees that others are currently charging for a similar product. A few
providers (most notably, artists' rights organizations) negotiate fees indi-
vidually with each user and rightsholder, functioning as an intermediary in
a direct licensing transaction.

Determining who sets the fees in an intellectual property man-
agement agency can be a political and economic decision. Many new
organizations let rightsholders set fees for their works as an incentive to
encourage them to join their agencies. But individualized price-setting is
difficult for a service provider to manage, especially as a repertoire and its
user base grows. It can also be a significant disincentive for users, who may
face wildly different prices for similar properties. And rightsholders fre-
quently do not understand the monetary worth of their intellectual prop-
erty, and price it disproportionately to its true market value. For these
reasons, only a few service providers allow their rightsholders to set prices,
and those that do tend to have a low volume of use and smaller, more
manageable repertoires.

Fee Structures

All fee structures fall within two broad categories: item-by-item pricing
(also called transactional pricing) or volume pricing (also called bundled
pricing). In the former, all works are priced separately and fees are highly
variable and fluctuating. Each work is given a base price subject to
significant adjustments (up or down) depending on some or all of the fol-
lowing factors:

• How the work will be used (e.g., for advertising, teaching,
personal use),

• Format of use (e.g., television, Web site),
• "Uniqueness" of the work (e.g., original footage of a historical

event vs. film of a sunset),
• Type of user (e.g., student, corporation),
• Frequency of use (e.g., print circulation, number of Web

site hits),

• "Prominence" or "placement" of the work in the context of use
(e.g., cover art vs. interior placement, Web site home page vs.
secondary page),

• Geographic distribution of the work (e.g., within a country,
worldwide),

• Duration of use (e.g., one-time vs. unlimited),
• Size of user organization (e.g., small, medium, large),
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• Number of works licensed by one user at one time (e.g., one font
vs. an entire family of fonts).

Volume pricing is the other pricing structure that service
providers employ. In volume pricing, users are offered access to an entire
repertoire for a single price. Users can take advantage of all the works in
the repertoire as often as they like, as long as their uses fall within the
terms of the licensing agreement. Volume pricing generally imposes fewer
compliance costs on users because permissions do not have to be sought
for each use and users do not have to track and monitor their uses. The
music performing rights agencies employ this pricing strategy, as do many
reprographic organizations and electronic journal licensing projects.

Bundled pricing is determined by a variety of criteria, including
usage characteristics by industry, size of the "bundle" (for those providers
that can offer customized segments of the repertoire), cost recovery, and
profit margins. While these criteria may change and alter the bundled
price, the fee remains set over the course of a year, regardless of type and
amount of use.

There are some disadvantages to bundled pricing, the most
important being that users may not need many of the intellectual proper-
ties offered in the "bundle," and feel they are paying for works they will
never use. Some agencies address this issue by offering smaller "bundles"
tailored to specific markets, or offering the option of licenses by "bundle"
or by specific works.

For low-volume users of intellectual properties, transactional
pricing is less expensive than bundled pricing. The user pays only for what
is needed and used. Because transactional pricing is based on standard
market indicators of value, such as distribution, size, duration, volume,
and so on, users understand the market mechanisms behind the fees and
know that fees are directly related to the circumstances of their use.
However, transactional pricing is burdensome to high-volume users who
need frequent and spontaneous access to large repertoires, because it
requires detailed negotiation and pricing for each work licensed.

Licenses

User licenses, a legal instrument defining an agreement between a service
provider (the authorizing agent) and a user, enable the user to use a work
in a way that would otherwise be prohibited by law. Licenses take many
forms, but the most common ones are site licenses, blanket or umbrella
licenses, and transactional licenses.

A site license is an agreement whose terms are extended to a
community of users located at a particular place. The "site" is usually
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defined by a physical location (e.g., a place of business), or, in the case of
software, by number of computers or CPUs, although this need not be the
case. AMIGO, for instance, has adopted a liberal definition of "site" that
includes the many physical and virtual spaces where a university commu-
nity might use its repertoire (e.g., at the university, at a student's home or
dorm, in a distance-learning environment, etc.).6

A blanket or umbrella license allows a licensee to make unlim-
ited uses of the particular rights for all the works in a repertoire for a single
fee.7 The licensee can be an individual, an organization, or an industry.
Blanket licensing is desirable for very large repertoires that receive frequent
use by many users. Under its terms, users have immediate and uninter-
rupted access to the works they need. Blanket licenses free providers from
scrutinizing every use of a copyrighted work and from developing hun-
dreds of thousands of customized agreements.

A transactional license (also called a per use license) gives a user
permission to use a work for a specific purpose, at a specific time and
place. Users have the flexibility of picking and choosing works in a reper-
toire and paying fees only for their selections. Transactional licensing is
much more labor-intensive than volume licensing, and providers that offer
it will have license templates and fee formulas based on predetermined
types of usage to facilitate the process. Increasingly, service providers that
offer blanket licenses are also offering transactional licenses as an option for
those who want one-time access to a work residing in a large repertoire.

E. Collecting Fees

Service providers may employ any number of strategies for collecting fees
from users. Licenses are the most frequent means used to date. Although
the central purpose of a license is to outline the terms and conditions of an
agreement between two parties, details of fee schedules and cost obligations
are included in this instrument (or attached to it). By signing the license,
users agree to comply with the terms of payment listed in these attach-
ments. Subscriptions, another means used for collecting revenues, predomi-

nate in industries such as journal and newspaper publishing. This method
is gaining popularity for network resources such as online versions of news-

papers or databases.8 Metering, a type of "pay-per-use" collection method,
is also finding favor in electronic environments. By keeping track of actual
uses, metering imposes a fee only when a work is used. To date, few intel-
lectual property service providers rely on metering for revenue collection,
although this situation may change as the infrastructure required to imple-
ment metering schemes becomes more robust and widespread.

Providers impose different fee collection schedules, payment
plans, and payment methods. Those who offer volume licensing generally
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require a prepayment of one year's fee, although some may request pay-
ment within thirty days from the date the license agreement was signed.
Volume license payment plans follow a subscription model, where one
receives a resource for an extended period of time (usually one year) after
payment is received.9

Payment schedules for transactional licensing are more complex
because fees are subject to variations with each work and with each type
of use. The majority of providers still request payment within thirty days
of receiving an invoice, signing a license agreement, or using a work.
Payments are frequently required prior to use of a work, and many license
agreements categorically state that licenses are not in effect until payment
has been received. Providers with a steady flow of repeat customers may
establish deposit or credit card accounts for these users, and withdraw fees
from, or charge them to, these sources. Repeat or high-volume users are
billed at regular frequent intervals (monthly or quarterly).

Payment can be made via traditional means such as check, credit
card, or cash-on-delivery (for intellectual properties distributed to users in
physical formats or by portable electronic media). Despite the trend toward
providing services online, most providers do not allow users to make pay-
ments over electronic networks, although this situation may change as elec-
tronic commerce systems become more secure. (Only one provider reviewed
for this study accepted payment via an online commerce system.) Providers
that offer their users online order placement secure payment by establishing
user accounts linked offline to the user's credit card or debit account.

While most providers charge a fee at or near the time of use,
some fees are structured around more complex, long-term payment for-
mulas based on advances and royalties tied to the sale of products. For
example, fees for the use of art works often include a lump sum advance
payment and royalty payments that accrue as sales of an approved product
are made. These royalty "fees" are paid to the provider at regular, agreed-
upon intervals.

F. Redistributing Revenues

Once usage fees are collected by a service provider, they must be redistrib-
uted among the provider, rightsholders, and any other party (e.g., tech-

nology partners) involved in the process. If the method for distributing
revenues is based on accurate usage information, revenue allocation is
fairly straightforward. In book publishing, for example, royalties may be

allocated to rightsholders according to an agreed-upon percentage calcu-

lated from the number of sales of a published work. If an author negoti-
ates a royalty rate of 10 percent of sales, and sales total $20,000, the
royalty payment is $2,000.
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But many industries do not employ exact usage-based formulas
for royalty distribution. A number of arcane (and often proprietary) for-
mulas have evolved in certain industries in response to a variety of factors.
The music industry has perhaps the most complex method of calculating
rightsholder compensation, with the music performing rights societies
spending most of their overhead just determining and distributing pay-
ments.10 The allocation strategies vary among each of the three societies,11

but they are based on usage information gathered from statistical sam-
pling, logs, chart rankings, and proxy measurements. This information is
used in conjunction with a weighted scheme that places a value on each
type of musical work. In the case of ASCAP, the valuation is based on cri-
teria such as type of use (feature, theme, jingle), the medium or venue of
use (television, radio), and the time of use (prime time, non-prime time).
For example, a "feature work," or work that is the central focus of a lis-
tener's attention, is accorded the highest valuation, whereas a "jingle" is
weighted at only 3 percent of the value of a feature work.12

The various survey and allocation strategies developed by the
music societies evolved from years of balancing the costs of comprehensive
usage tracking against the need for maximizing rightsholder royalties.
There are many biases in the system, which are a frequent source of com-
plaint among music rightsholders.13 But these biases may be the price
that has to be paid for collective administration of such large intellectual
property repertoires. Comprehensive monitoring of all uses, venues, and
media is simply not cost-effective for any provider with a big repertoire,
a large number of rightsholders, and an extensive, diverse user base.
Consequently service providers like the music societies have had to accept
compromises in tracking usage in order to compensate rightsholders in the
fairest way possible while maximizing overall economic gains. On an
organization-wide basis this strategy yields impressive results, with the
music societies routinely distributing 80 percent of their total revenues as
royalties to rightsholders, one of the highest rates of return of any provider
in any industry. However, the allocation of royalties to individual rights-

holders is not always related to actual use. Rightsholders who are at a dis-
advantage because of biases in the allocation strategy generally still receive
more money than they could obtain on their own by direct licensing,
which is why they remain members of a less-than-perfect system.14

New technologies on the horizon may change the ways large
providers track usage, at least in electronic environments. "Musicode™,"
a technology that places the equivalent of a digital watermark in musical
recordings, will allow the music performing rights societies to monitor
radio usage accurately. This emerging technology, combined with SESAC's
use of a new song detection technology and BMI's use of an online robot
to detect Internet uses, may hint at a music industry shift to a more accu-
rate usage-based formula for calculating royalties.15
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Other industries have less complex formulas for calculating and
compensating rightsholders and providers. The most commonly used
formula is a percentage "split" of all license fees and royalties. In certain
industries, this split is a standard, across-the-board ratio. For example, the
typical split for stock photography, footage, and illustration agencies is
50:50—i.e., rightsholders receive 50 percent of the revenue generated by
the license fee and royalties, and providers retain the other 50 percent as
compensation for their services. The split in other industries can be much
wider. Collectives, because they are dedicated to serving their rightshold-
ers' interests, offer a more favorable return to rightsholders than do third-
party, for-profit providers. This return is often in the area of 70 percent to
80 percent of all revenues, with the remaining amounts channeled back
into the collective to pay its overhead and continue its operations. Some
service providers retain all the revenues they collect. If rightsholders charge
no royalties for the use of their properties, or if the properties are in the
public domain, a provider will keep all revenues as compensation for its
administrative and distribution services.

Another common formula for distributing revenues is based on
service fees and transaction charges. The Transactional Reporting Service
administered by the CGC is an example of one program that uses this for-
mula. CCC's rightsholders receive a royalty based on fees set by each rights-
holder for their work. The CGC adds a transaction fee of $0.25 per copy to
the rightsholder fee, and charges an annual service fee of $105 per user.
The CGC keeps the income generated from the transaction and annual
service fees as compensation for its services as a reprographics provider.16

Several factors can alter the formula for royalties, even in
the simplest of circumstances. Among the more common factors that
influence royalty calculations are:

1. Risk. Rightsholders who assume more risks in their relationship with
a service provider may receive greater compensation. For example,
rightsholders who affiliate with a provider during its startup phase
shoulder more risk than those who sign on when the provider has
become established and secure. Early signers may be offered greater
royalty percentages as both an incentive to join and a reward for loy-

alty. Similarly, rightsholders who sign long-term agreements with an

agency lock themselves into a riskier commitment than those who
affiliate for a shorter period of time, and may be offered compensation
in proportion to their risk.

2. Use of an agent. Rightsholders who use an agent as an intermediary
between themselves and the provider may find that their royalty per-
centage will be less than if they represented themselves directly.
Providers frequently impose a less favorable split with the rightsholder

when an agent is involved to compensate for the revenues they lose in
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dealing with a middleman (who often takes a "cut" from the provider),
and to discourage the use of agents.

3. Foreign licensing. Rightsholders' royalty splits may decrease substan-
tially with foreign licenses because several subagents are involved, each
of whom takes a share of the royalty for his services. The standard
50:50 split for a stock photography agency has been known to drop as
low as 10:90 (i.e., 10 percent to the rightsholder, 90 percent divided
among the various agencies) in a foreign licensing deal that involves
several subagents and is subject to the various licensing tariffs in other
countries.

4. High-profile marketing. Providers of visual imagery frequently pro-
duce expensive print and electronic catalogs of selected works from
their repertoires, which they distribute at no or low cost to various user
markets. To recoup these marketing expenses, providers may alter the
royalty split for rightsholders whose works appear in these publications.
The 50:50 split offered by stock photography agencies may drop to
25:75 for a work that appears in the agency's print catalog or CD.
The service provider justifies the lower rightsholder share as a way to
offset its costs and efforts in marketing the work in high-profile expen-
sive media.

The frequency and method of distributing royalties to rights-
holders is influenced by rightsholder demands and by the efficiency of a
service provider's accounting systems. Distributions may be monthly,
quarterly, biannually, or yearly, with no apparent trend or preference in
one industry over another. Foreign royalties tend to be distributed less fre-
quently than domestic ones because they are more time-consuming to
administer (although this may change as more properties are made avail-
able on global networks).

Some providers distribute royalties only after fees have been
collected from the user; others distribute them within three to nine months
after the works have been licensed, regardless of whether user payment

has been received in that time period. The former policy can result in

significant lag time between the licensing of a work and the receipt of roy-
alties. From a rightsholders perspective, the latter situation is preferable
because compensation is not delayed over a delinquent payment. Also, the

service provider has a greater incentive to follow up on a user who is in

arrears when the provider is "out of pocket."
A few providers will pay rightsholders an advance against future

royalties. This option may be offered as an incentive for rightsholder par-
ticipation, or to provide the rightsholders with upfront funds to organize
and format their intellectual properties so they can be included in the
provider's repertoire. When royalties do begin to come in for these works,
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the service provider retains all monies until the advance has been recouped.
Subsequent royalties are then distributed to the rightsholder according to
the particular formula the provider uses.

The economic relationships that develop with intellectual prop-
erty service providers are grounded in basic structures of business and
commerce. Identifying revenue sources, determining costs, and setting fees
are tasks that must be assumed by all organizations that sell products or
services. However, these relationships become more complex when the
products or services are digital in form and distribution, in part because
the economics of digital and networked information are still not clearly
understood. Perhaps the greatest unknown factor resides in the concept of
"value." How does one determine value in a networked environment?
How is it calculated? And how is one compensated for it? Cultural organi-
zations that enter into agreements with intellectual property service
providers need to keep abreast of trends in the economic aspects of net-
worked information, and gain a realistic understanding of how these
trends may affect their intellectual property management strategy.
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9. Summary—Issues, Trends, and Challenges

A. Issues

As intellectual property is used more frequently on electronic networks,
new issues are emerging for rightsholders, service providers, and users.
Unbridled ease of reproduction, matched with the ubiquity and worldwide
distribution channels characterizing this environment, opens up a virtual
Pandora's Box of challenges. The transforming effect of electronic networks
adds to the complexity by altering our notions of place and community.
These changes are making all partners in an intellectual property manage-
ment relationship—rightsholders, service providers, and users—rethink
the traditional ground rules for administering intellectual property.

Unlike other creative sectors, the cultural heritage community
has little experience with intellectual property management providers,
and few guidelines for reviewing their operations. This report synthesizes
widely scattered information about these organizations, and analyzes some
of the commonalties underlying their structure and function. In doing so,
it clarifies the role these providers can play in the intellectual property
management strategy of cultural and educational organizations.

To elucidate existing and emerging frameworks for managing
intellectual property, a strategic analysis was conducted of U.S. organiza-
tions that administer these properties across various genres. Cultural and
educational institutions will be considering some of these organizations as
they move their intellectual properties into an electronic environment.

They will not, however, abandon their current method of administering
intellectual property directly, especially when artistic integrity and large

remuneration are involved. Direct administration may also be the option
of choice when managing works of a sensitive nature, or in instances when
an institution wishes to maintain a special relationship with a user. In
developing intellectual property management strategies, cultural and edu-
cational organizations, as rightsholders, must decide which rights they
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prefer (and are capable of) administering directly, and which are best man-
aged collectively.

The proliferation of digitally based technologies makes reproduc-
tion of intellectual property more economical and ubiquitous, and there-
fore burdensome for rightsholders to control individually. The number of
intellectual property management service providers has surged as a result.
These organizations fill a niche, and in many ways are a creative response
to a flaw that exists in the "balance" that copyright strives for. In practice,
this balance between the public's need for the free exchange of ideas, and
the creator's need for an economic return on his or her efforts, is difficult
for individual parties to achieve, particularly when the use of a work has
small value relative to the costs of its administration. Rightsholders fre-
quently cannot pursue infringements or maximize economic returns on
their works because they do not have the means to do so. Users have
difficulty locating works and identifying rightsholders. Even when rights-
holders and users are matched successfully, they still face the onerous task
of negotiation and administration, and the costs attendant on each.

Intellectual property management organizations can remove
these hurdles by developing methods and procedures for administering
large volumes of works. In the process, they create economies of scale that
permit copyright holders to receive some measure of compensation, and
users to procure works more efficiently. Their role may be defined broadly
as facilitating mergers between "commerce and creativity."1

Fundamentally, all intellectual property management providers
serve as intermediaries between rightsholders and users, but they vary con-
siderably in the details of form and function. Some of these differences are
the result of repertoire size, numbers and types of rightsholders, and the
various intellectual property genres and their respective administrative
traditions. But the distinctions frequently are rooted in philosophy and
organizational vision as well. Rightsholders and users who review these
organizations need to determine which ones provide them with the appro-
priate type of administration, and match them with their own philosophy

and goals for the management of their intellectual property.

B. Newly Emerging Trends

The field of rights management is in a state of flux, but certain trends
are apparent. The expansion of service offerings among providers is one
emerging pattern. Nowhere is this more noticeable than with the plethora
of online tools that are appearing on providers' Web sites. These tools
enhance the productivity of users and rightsholders in innumerable ways.
Some providers, for example, have made it possible for rightsholders to
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monitor and track the uses of their works, the licenses or contracts in
effect for these works, and the royalties generated. Users are being given
access to tools that facilitate their decision-making and reporting obliga-
tions, such as proprietary viewers (i.e., "digital lightboxes" and "shared dig-
ital lightboxes"), search and selection tools, and automated licensing and
reporting applications.

Services also are expanding beyond traditionally defined arenas.
Providers now routinely play the role of "agent" for users who wish to
commission special projects, and for creators looking for new commissions
of work. Some providers are offering portfolio services to help their rights-
holders market themselves and their works more effectively. Outsourcing
services, such as the CCC's reprint rights management service, are provid-
ing a new source of income for providers, and are filling management
niches in particular industries.

Another notable trend is the number of service providers that are
expanding their scope to include rights management for different genres of
intellectual property. Stock photography agencies now offer graphics and
fonts in their repertoires (particularly graphics in high demand by Web
developers). The CCC, previously a reprographics-only organization, is
exploring the licensing of images and electronic resources. Mergers and
alliances are occurring between membership collectives representing pro-
fessionals from a variety of disciplines.2 If this trend continues, several
intellectual property management providers may evolve into large rights
management clearinghouses that administer all types of creative works.

Rights management clearinghouses may be a more desirable
administrative option for the digital arena, where multimedia applications
predominate. These applications, which require works from many
different genres, have long been hampered in their development by the
arduous requirement of clearing rights to hundreds or thousands of works.
This problem would ease if numerous, diverse types of intellectual proper-
ties could be centrally located and their rights centrally cleared.

Special technologies that administer, track, and distribute intel-
lectual property are another new development in intellectual property
management. Web robots, sound detection technologies, automated
reporting applications, and electronic copyright management systems are
some of the technologies service providers are adopting to monitor the
uses of works, and to improve the administration and delivery of services.

While many of these technologies are experimental, once their uses
become commonplace they could result in greater economies of scale,
more accurate usage reporting, and greater rightsholder compensation.

The increasing prominence of content brokers in the software,
graphics, visual imagery, and font industries signals another trend toward
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the use of "middlemen." Content brokers, who help facilitate access to
intellectual properties (by compiling or locating disparate resources and
making them accessible from a common site) may or may not administer
rights and distribute properties. But their role as single content sources in
industries that have traditionally been direct-licensed are increasingly val-
ued among users and rightsholders, who are becoming overwhelmed and
frustrated by the multitude of disparate resources on networks.

C. Continuing Challenges

Copyright

The relevance of the present copyright regime has been called into ques-
tion by many who believe that its tenets do not translate to an electronic
environment. The rigid interpretation of groups such as the National
Information Infrastructure (Nil) Task Force's Working Group on
Intellectual Property Rights, as controversial as they are, have helped crys-
tallize some of the issues. Key among them is what constitutes infringe-
ment in an environment where "copying" is a prerequisite for every use.
The White Paper3 issued by the Nil Task Force implies that even an
innocuous task such as browsing a Web site without permission could be
construed as a copyright violation (because browsers copy Web pages onto
a user's computer).

The issue of derivative works presents another challenge. What
constitutes a derivative work in an electronic environment? Is a digitally
scanned image a derivative work or just a copy? A digitally altered font? A
color-corrected image? Arguments have been made for both sides in all
three of these examples. What is clear is that the concept of a derivative
work is much harder to define in an electronic environment. The body of
case law that so often informs decision-making in other areas of copyright
does not yet exist for uses in the digital arena.4

The role of fair use is also being questioned in the networked
environment. Proponents of the fair use doctrine argue that it continues

to be crucial, regardless of the media in which intellectual properties are
conveyed. They express concern that the increase in licensing of digital
content will result in a "lock-up" of resources that forces fair use out of the
picture. Equally disconcerting is the effect that new security technologies
may inadvertently have on fair use. These technologies, designed to pre-
vent misappropriation, also prevent access for uses which would otherwise
be considered fair use.

Those who try to overlay the current copyright regime onto the
electronic environment will find that it must be twisted to fit the many

circumstances that have no equivalent in the physical world. The difficulty
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encountered in trying to get copyright law to "fit" in this manner, and the
resulting highly controversial and unresolved debates, lead many experts to
promote a tempered approach toward developing new intellectual prop-
erty policy based on the belief that electronic networks are too new a tech-
nology for their impact to be gauged accurately. Any strictures imposed
now may become outmoded or irrelevant as the environment matures.
Proponents of this approach advise careful and considered changes to cur-
rent law and practice, rather than broad moves that would alter the entire
copyright regime.

Management in Electronic Environments

Several challenges remain in the administration of intellectual property.
Perhaps the most far-reaching is the globalization fostered by networks,
which runs contrary to our current forms of intellectual property adminis-
tration. Managing intellectual properties on a national basis will become
anachronistic in a networked environment, where audiences and uses are
international, and geographical boundaries are ephemeral. The current
method of international administration—reciprocal relationships with
foreign affiliates—will grow cumbersome as the number of international
users increases. A more efficient international form of administration will
require harmonization of copyright laws, as well as of the laws regulating
collective administration in various countries.

Another challenge arises from the use of electronic copyright
management systems, which are being heralded for their ability to auto-
mate and track the numerous tasks that go into rights management and
content delivery. However, these systems also collect an enormous amount
of information that threatens the privacy rights of individuals.5 It seems
unlikely that the rich consumer information that these systems collect will
be kept from marketers and others who seek to profit from it.

Cultural and educational organizations face a more practical
challenge in developing an intellectual property management strategy for
their own institutions. As they place their intellectual properties on elec-
tronic networks, demand for their works will increase, as will violations of
copyright. In the absence of a management plan, cultural and educational
organizations will lose control over, and remuneration for, their works,
and will be helpless to do anything about it.

D. The Next Steps

The challenges for cultural and educational organizations as they move
their intellectual property into the digital realm are great, and many pro-
fessional arts and humanities groups are proposing strategies to address
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them.6 Cultural and educational organizations may wish to take advantage

of this period of flux to experiment with different arrangements, to edu-

cate rightsholders, users, and service providers about arrangements that

work best for their community, and to present workable compromises to

those who advocate measures detrimental to the public interest.7

In a world in which technological developments burst forth at

an unrelenting speed, but legal changes occur at a glacial pace, it is in the

interests of the cultural heritage community to take a proactive stance in

shaping how intellectual property will be administered in the electronic

age. Failure to do so will result in an intellectual property regime shaped

by events and defined by communities that do not consider or include the

needs of cultural and educational organizations.
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10. Another Perspective

A. Introduction

Legal and governmental infrastructures can greatly affect the form and
function of intellectual property management organizations. Because all
the organizations reviewed as background for this report function within
the same sociopolitical system, distinctions born of different legal and gov-
ernment systems are not apparent.

In comparison with intellectual property management in other
countries, the U.S. system is unique in imposing few legislative structures
on organizations that collectively administer intellectual property. Most
other Western nations have enacted some degree of legislative governance
or oversight on intellectual property service providers operating in their
countries. The following section, by Riña Elster Pantalony of the Canadian
Heritage Information Network, describes how the legislative context in
Canada affects one particular type of intellectual property management
organization: the collective. By highlighting distinctions in Canadian legis-
lation, tradition, and legal systems, Ms. Pantalony provides an example of
how a country's legal and political landscape affects the form of collective
management that evolves within that country.

Canada offers a particularly interesting counterpoint to intellec-

tual property management in the United States. Canadian intellectual

property collectives are authorized by federal legislative statutes, and fall
under the jurisdiction of tribunals whose influence may affect certification,
rate setting, and dispute resolution. As in the United States, Canadian col-
lectives tend to form by genre (e.g., music, art, writing) or by type of right

(e.g., public performing rights, reprographic rights). However, Canadian

collectives are also influenced by language of publication, resulting in
organizations that represent French-language works in Quebec and
English-language works in English-speaking Canada.

Despite the increasing globalization of markets, properties, and
interactions, the Canadian context outlined in this chapter vividly under-
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scores how intellectual property management organizations are subject to
the local influence of culture, place, and sociopolitical circumstances. Even
the challenges imposed by digital networks, which affect all organizations
regardless of origin, are being addressed within the context of the laws and
traditions of individual nations. Until international harmonization of
intellectual property law is achieved (a prospect not likely to occur any
time soon), intellectual property management organizations will continue
to be influenced and defined, in part, by the nations in which they reside.

B. Options for Administration of Intellectual Property Rights in
Canadian Cultural Heritage Institutions*

Riña Elster Pantalony
Canadian Heritage Information Network (CHIN)1

Copyright law in Canada falls under federal jurisdiction. Canadian federal
law is a composite of both the civil and common law systems.* Although
Canada's Copyright Act is based on British legislation, reforms in the past
ten years have incorporated many concepts from civil law (such as moral
rights), and added exhibition rights, as well as a comprehensive system of
collective administration of copyright.

The management of intellectual property in the electronic envi-
ronment has become a topic of considerable interest in the Canadian cul-
tural community, as it has elsewhere in the world. Of late, this community
has been considering collective action to streamline access and administra-
tive requirements. However, this approach may not suit every institutions
needs. Given the public service and educational missions of cultural orga-
nizations, cost/benefit analyses should be undertaken before collective
administration of intellectual property is considered.

Collective Administration in Canada: A Legal Framework

Collective administration in its current form is fairly new in Canada.
Although the Canadian Performing Rights Society was founded in 1925 to
administer performing rights, the Canadian Copyright Act provided only
for collective administration for the public performance of musical works
from 1931 until 1988. In 1988, collective administration of copyright
was expanded to include literary, dramatic, and artistic works. Collective
administration of the retransmission of distant broadcast signals was added
in a separate amendment to the Act in 1988. Thus collective administration

*© 1999 Canadian Heritage Information Network. Definitions of terms in boldface type

within this section are found in a separate Glossary on page 120.
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of copyright is a relatively new phenomenon for most intellectual property
in Canada, except for musical works, which have enjoyed the benefits of
collective administration of copyright for over sixty years.2

With the 1988 amendments to Canada's Copyright Act, a new
and comprehensive scheme for managing intellectual property was intro-
duced. Unlike the U.S. experience, collective administration in Canada
became subject to a Copyright Board, an independent administrative tri-
bunal that rules on the rates that collective societies may charge for the use
of works in their repertoires. The Board holds jurisdiction over collective
societies filing their agreements with the Copyright Board.3 In certain cir-
cumstances the Board also holds the jurisdiction to settle disputes over
rates and, in very limited circumstances, can rule on the interpretation of
the Copyright Act.

Collective Administration of Performing Rights

The Copyright Act provides that societies, such as the Society of
Composers, Authors, and Music Publishers of Canada (SOCAN)4 may
administer rights associated with the performance in public of dramatic or
musical works. Recent amendments to the Copyright Act have also intro-
duced neighboring rights for musicians' performances, with such rights
attaching to musical works.5 The Copyright Act removes from performing
rights societies any common-law rights (such as case law, contractual
rights, and other rights for individually licensing works that common law
provides) in musical works. Instead, it imposes a set of tariffs and provides
the means to recover tariff fees, including injunctive relief and a statutory
right of action.6

To determine what fees they can charge, a performing rights soci-
ety must file its proposed list of fees with the Copyright Board and address
any requests from the public for information concerning its repertoires in

7current use. The list of fees is then published in The Canada Gazette  to
provide any interested parties with notice of the proposed fee schedule.
Any objections to these fees may be filed with the Copyright Board, which
considers these objections in determining the final fees the performing
rights society can charge for the use of works in its repertoire. In this
instance, the Copyright Board also has the jurisdiction to settle issues asso-
ciated with the fee structure, such as notice requirements.8

Collective Administration of Retransmission Rights

Copyright subsists in works that are retransmitted via broadcast technolo-
gies when the works are retransmitted to the public. Royalties are owed to
the copyright holders when their works are retransmitted to the public by
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distant signal. The Copyright Board sets the fee schedule for these pay-
ments, and the Copyright Act provides for special collective societies to
collect and redistribute the fees associated with retransmitted works. As
with performing rights societies, the collective societies that administer
retransmission rights must file a proposed statement of fees with the
Copyright Board. Objections may be filed by interested parties, and the
Board must consider such objections when making final decisions about
fees. Collecting bodies do not hold a common-law right to license works
individually within their repertoires, but they hold statutory rights to
enforce the payment of fees through the court system.9

If a copyright holder of a retransmitted work is not a member
of a collecting body, he or she must bring an application before the
Copyright Board to have a collecting body designated to act on his or her
behalf. Copyright holders hold no individual rights to collect royalties
owed them because of the retransmission of their works. Copyright Act
regulations require that copyright holders file their claims within two years
from the time the retransmission occurred.10

Other Collective Societies

The Copyright Act also provides for collective societies, associations, or
corporations that are not performing rights societies or retransmission
rights societies. In general, these other types of collective societies may
administer copyright and operate a licensing scheme for their particular
repertoire of works. They are free to enter into licensing agreements in any
form, but they must offer blanket licenses as well as transactional or indi-
vidual licenses for the use of a work. The Copyright Board does not
impose royalty rates on these collecting societies, but does act as an arbitra-
tion panel when a collective licensing body and a prospective user cannot
agree on rates or related terms and conditions of the licensing agreement.11

The collective is responsible for redistributing the royalties col-
lected to its membership. Redistribution is based upon specified formulas
devised to obtain fair remuneration for the author. These formulas may or
may not depend on the exact use of the author's work. Depending on the
by-laws of the collective society, redistribution formulas may also ensure
that remuneration is split equitably among the members of the collective
society. In all cases, a certain percentage of the royalties collected is used to
cover administrative costs incurred in managing the collective.

Many other rights-related associations do not issue licenses or
collect and redistribute royalties, but have an impact upon the collective
administration environment by fulfilling a lobbying function on behalf of
certain groups, or by serving as quasi-collective societies. An example is
the Canadian Musical Reproduction Rights Agency (CMRRA), which
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acts as an agent for music publishers. CMRRA can negotiate individual
licensing agreements on behalf of its members and can clear the rights to
musical works held by members. However it functions primarily as an
agent, and the law of agency imposes different responsibilities on it and
provides different protections for the agents' clients.12

Other Legal Factors Affecting Collective Administration

1. Anti-Competition Rules. The Canadian Copyright Act encourages col-
lective administration. Canadian legislators were very much aware of
the potential conflict with anticompetition rules, such as those that
exist in the United States. Antitrust accusations have marked the his-
tory of collective administration in the United States, and Canadian
legislators sought to address this issue so that collective administration
in Canada would not share a similar experience. By increasing the over-
seeing powers of the Copyright Board to set and review tariffs and
other conditions associated with the allocation and collection of royal-
ties, legislators sought to remove any potential conflict with Canada's
Competition Act,13 particularly Section 45 of the Act, which makes it
is a criminal offense to conspire or agree to lessen competition by
effectively enhancing the price of a good or service.14

Canadian performing rights societies are protected from certain
accusations of anticompetitive behavior because they are subject to the
Copyright Board's jurisdiction in setting tariffs for royalties.15 For all
other issues, performing rights societies and other collective societies
are subject to anticompetition laws.

2. Exceptions to Copyright. Amendments to Canada's Copyright Act16 in
1997 introduced specific exceptions to copyright for educational insti-
tutions and museums, archives, and libraries, which are excepted from
copyright violation if they make a copy of a work in order to manage
or maintain their respective collections (specific conditions are pro-
vided in the text of the legislation), or to carry out limited interlibrary
loans. Exceptions to copyright are also provided to educational institu-
tions for use of works inside a classroom or as part of an examination.17

Museums, libraries, and archives that are part of educational institu-
tions may avail themselves of all of the exceptions. Certain exceptions
for all these groups apply only when a copy of the work in question is
not "commercially available," i.e., not available for licensing from a col-
lective society.18

Some of the amendments of the 1997 legislation are not yet in
force, so the impact of the exceptions on a collective's potential market
is not known. However, one can assume that since educational institu-
tions are one of the primary users of intellectual property from cultural
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heritage organizations, their direct use of this intellectual property for
educational purposes may be exempt from copyright. In other words,
educational institutions can use this intellectual property for the
specific reasons defined by the Copyright Act (such as for use on a
classroom overhead projector) without paying for such use or request-
ing prior authorization, as long as museums, libraries, and archives do
not make their intellectual property commercially available through a
collective society. If these organizations do make their intellectual
property available through collective societies, then educational institu-
tions are required by law to use these collectives to obtain the works.
Thus, under Canadian law, it is in the interests of cultural institutions
to join collectives if they wish to receive financial payments from the
educational markets using their intellectual property.

3. Fair Dealing. "Fair dealing" is an exemption allowed in Canadian
copyright law that allows a work to be used without prior authorization
for purposes of research, private study, criticism, review, or reporting,
without violating copyright.19 The concept of fair dealing has been in
existence since the Canadian Copyright Act was introduced in 1924. It
is a defense that the user of copyright material can employ to justify use
without prior authorization. Unlike its "fair use" counterpart in the
United States, fair dealing does not generate a great deal of litigation,
and there are no written criteria (such as the "four factors" of fair use)
for assessing fair dealing in Canadian legislation.

Once a user establishes that the use of a work falls into one of the
categories of use under fair dealing, he or she must determine whether
his proposed use of the work is "fair." The test of "fairness" may be
based on whether a substantial part of the work is being used, and
whether that will diminish the quality of the work, or increase the
quantity of the work in circulation so as to diminish the return to the
author.20 While the criteria of substantiality and effect on the market
are similar to two of the four factors used in U.S. copyright law's fair
use exemption, in Canada their interpretation has been much less pre-
cise. In the few court decisions that have interpreted fair dealing, what
constitutes fair is based on a notion of "first impression." A leading
court decision has described fair dealing as follows:

To take long extracts and attach short comments may be unfair.
But, short extracts and long comments may be fair. . . . after all is
said and done, it must be a matter of impression.21

The end result is that fair dealing is a vague concept that both users and
copyright holders grapple with in order to determine how far a user can
go in using a work before such use becomes unfair. Collective societies
administering copyright inherit this dilemma. While collective societies
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do not try to define fair dealing in their licensing agreements, they do
try to take fair dealing into account when setting royalty rates.22

The notion that fair dealing applies in a digital environment is
contentious. What acts constitute fair dealing? Is browsing on the
Internet fair dealing? The Canadian government's Information
Highway Advisory Council23 supports the conclusion that fair dealing
applies to the electronic environment. The government will be address-
ing new media issues in its next stage of copyright reform, which will
occur over the next few years. For collectives trying to determine their
operational boundaries, the uncertainty of applying fair dealing in ana-
log and print environments is compounded in an electronic one.

4. The Status of the Artist Act.24 Canada's Status of the Artist Act, which
provides minimum terms and conditions for freelance artists contracting
with the federal government and its agencies, imposes a regulatory
scheme for certifying associations of artists entering into freelance con-
tracts with the federal government. Cultural heritage institutions that
are agencies of the federal government are thus affected by this Act.

The Status of the Artist Act allows artists' associations to negotiate
collective agreements establishing minimum terms and conditions for
individual artists in their freelance contracts. Under this Act, artists'
associations can collectively negotiate these terms and conditions on
behalf of their members, but individual members must subsequently
sign their own agreements with the contracting federal agencies.25

It is not clear whether artists' associations authorized to operate
under the Status of the Artist Act can include royalty rates among the
terms and conditions they negotiate. (Under the Copyright Act, the
Copyright Board determines rates.) It is clear, however, that there is
potential for overlap in this area between the Copyright Board and
artists' associations authorized by the Status of the Artist Act.26 The
Copyright Board stated that replacing the administrative scheme in the
Copyright Act with a system of collective bargaining (as provided for
under the Status of the Copyright Act) is illogical if copyright is
assigned to collective societies that are not part of the artists' associa-
tions and thus are not part of these associations' collective bargaining

process.27

The tribunal responsible for administering the Status of the Artist
Act has concluded that an artists' association can negotiate certain uses

for artistic works in a collective agreement that includes copyrights.
However, the element of exclusive representation, common in the
accreditation process in labor law and under the Status of the Artist
Act, does not have to apply to copyright negotiations. Therefore, even
if an artists' association is given the jurisdiction to negotiate copyright,
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each artist must have expressly assigned the copyright before the associ-
ation can include copyright in its collective bargaining negotiations.28

Theory and Practice: The Operating Environment

Since the inception of Canada's comprehensive system for collective admin-
istration, various collective societies have been created and have filed their
licensing agreements with the Copyright Board. These societies can be
grouped by distinctive categories. The majority are based on genre, fol-
lowed by language of publication.29 Societies also group themselves on the
basis of the types of rights they may represent.30 For example, CANCOPY,
the Canadian National Reprography Collective, represents authors' repro-
duction rights but not their public performance rights. Therefore, CAN-
COPY grants the right to photocopy a work but not the right to read it
aloud in public. There are many more collectives operating in the province
of Quebec or for French-language publications than operating in English
Canada or for English-language publications. This phenomenon may be
the result of historic, political, and legal developments.31

The spirit of labor law and the Status of the Artist Act had a
significant impact on the practical, as opposed to the legal, practices of
collective societies in Canada. Many areas of the Status of the Artist Act,
which is a labor law, conflict with the Copyright Act, particularly in col-
lective administration. Its certification system has the potential to affect
collective administration, particularly when associations seek to act both as
collectives for the purposes of copyright administration and as associations
for the purposes of negotiating collective agreements under the Status of
the Artist Act.

Quebec's Unique Environment

The convergence of labor law and the collective administration of copy-
right is particularly apparent in Quebec, resulting in a hybrid rights man-
agement system in this province. Artists' associations, which include
collective societies, represent many different categories of artists (based
on specific rights) and have large memberships. They wield enormous
influence in negotiating conditions of use.32

Licensing agreements issued by collectives, particularly in the
audiovisual field, become more like collective agreements with minimum
terms and conditions. They cover areas such as how a work may be used,
remuneration required, rights that may be licensed, and perhaps a "good
will" clause (frequently required of artists of particular notoriety). If an
association holds the express authority to negotiate copyright, agreements
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will also stipulate royalty rates and tariffs.33 If an association is not autho-
rized to negotiate copyright, the government agency must enter into sepa-
rate licensing agreements with the collective society, thereby creating
further layers of negotiation in the licensing process.

When agreements are negotiated with nongovernmental bodies,
artists' associations and collective societies often find themselves at the
same bargaining table. However, issues become more complex because
the minimum standards set in provincial and federal legislation do not
apply.34 Therefore, artists' associations, collective societies, and potential
users must negotiate in an adversarial labor law environment and cannot
avail themselves of any formal legislative structure that sets certain terms
and conditions.

The Relationship between the Author and the Collective

Collective societies in Canada administer economic rights on behalf of
their members. Frequently, members of collectives hold the copyrights for
works held in the collectives' repertoires. The pivotal point in the relation-
ship between the collective and its membership is when rights are assigned
or transferred directly to the collective. The agreement that outlines this
transfer may be either a license or a right to administer, depending on
whether the member assigns property rights or merely the mandate to col-
lect and distribute royalties. The nature of the relationship is not always
clear because agreements often do not clarify these points.35

Moral rights cannot be assigned to collective societies (or anyone
else) under Canadian law, but some collective societies will try and protect
their members' moral rights as a matter of course. Certain collective soci-
eties, for example, may have bylaws that prohibit granting a license when
there is a violation of moral rights, or may accept instructions from indi-
vidual members and act as their agent with respect to moral rights.36

Many collective societies demand exclusive representation of
their members' rights.37 Copyright in Canada, as in the United States,
involves a bundle of rights, and creators frequently assign different rights
for the same work to different collective societies. In Canada, however, the
author may not assign the same right to a work to more than one collec-
tive society at the same time. The sole exception is collective societies
operating in mutually exclusive territories. In this instance, an author may
grant the same right for a work to more than one collective society as long
as the societies operate in nonoverlapping territories.38 This situation is
extremely rare. Most collective societies hold reciprocity agreements with
each other that cover different jurisdictions.

The collective society manages the rights of the author, enters
into licensing agreements on his or her behalf, collects royalties, and redis-
tributes them according to agreed formulas. In addition, a number of col-
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lective societies offer their members legal advice, intervene in legal disputes
that may influence relevant issues, and play an advocacy role on behalf of
their membership. Despite these interactions, the relationship between the
collective and its members is somewhat paternalistic. The degree of con-
trol that a member may have over the day-to-day activities of the collective
society, and over the administration of the rights assigned to the society, is
not always clear.39

The Relationship between the Collective and the User

Most collectives offer users both transactional and blanket licenses. An
exception occurs in collective societies that represent public performance
rights for dramatic or musical works, such as SOCAN. Users may purchase
blanket or transactional licenses from these collectives, or they may simply
pay the tariffs the Copyright Board sets for the use of these works.40

Issues such as access, cost, and size of repertoire continue to be
problematic for certain users in certain disciplines. For example, access
and repertoire size are major issues for the educational community, which
has traditionally advocated wide exceptions to copyright for educational
purposes, claiming that the collectives that serve them offer terms that are
too strict or do not hold the most popular works in their repertoires.
Broadcasters have also advocated for certain exceptions, claiming that the
costs associated with certain reproduction rights held by collectives are
prohibitive. Many users feel that, with the exception of Quebec (where
collective administration is well established), there is a vacuum in rights
management options in Canada.

The collective management options that exist do offer advantages
to users. In the ten years that have passed since collective management was
introduced broadly in the Canadian market, access to a large number of
works has increased. Collective societies make it their business to clear
copyright, are experts in the field, and have to some degree created a sys-
tem of "one-stop shopping" that facilitates access to works. For example,
in areas such as reprography, blanket licenses have made it possible for
scholars and students to copy required texts without violating copyright or
applying the test for fair dealing.41

Potential for the Future—Licensing Electronic Rights

The administration of collectives may not have to change substantially in
order to manage electronic rights.42 What will need to be clarified is the
concept of electronic rights and their legal interpretation.

The status of electronic rights as a unique type of right, or as
part of an overall "one-time right" to publish, remains unclear. Certain
freelance publishing agreements have no express provisions granting
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electronic rights to publishers, but publishers nevertheless place their print
materials on their respective Internet sites. A court action spearheaded by a
number of writers' associations has recently been launched in Canada to
contest such use.43

Of late, electronic rights have been challenged in a new way in
Canada. The law affecting the copyright status of databases was changed
substantially by a recent decision of the Federal Court of Appeal of
Canada. Prior to the Court's decision, it was generally assumed that copy-
right subsisted on databases that held mostly factual information. The
threshold test that determined whether a work was "copyrightable" was
much lower in Canada than in the United States where a certain level of
creativity is required for a database to be copyrighted. The Federal Court
of Appeal in Canada agreed with the creativity requirement in place in the
United States, and raised the threshold requirements for databases in
Canada. Databases now receive copyright protection in Canada only if
they can be considered "intellectual creations."44 The end result of this
decision is that many electronic works once considered copyrightable no
longer enjoy copyright protection.

Collective societies in Canada are now addressing the issue of
electronic rights. As an example, SOCAN has applied to the Copyright
Board to obtain the authority to collect royalties for the use of musical
works over the Internet. A new collective called The Electronic Rights
Licensing Agency (TERLA)45 is being launched to represent the rights of
Canadian freelance writers, photographers, and illustrators. It hopes to
provide convenient rights clearance services to publishers that wish to dis-
tribute Canadian written works electronically.

Another new project is Canadian Artists Represented Online
(CAROL), which will make contemporary visual works of art available for
licensing on an Internet-based system, thereby securing a place for visual
artists in the new technology market. The economic model proposed by
the CAROL project is based on "fair remuneration" for contemporary
artists, including the coverage of overhead costs. The CAROL project is
currently in the testbed stage, working with local collective societies and
partners in the telecommunications industry, and incorporating the latest
technologies in order to control use of its repertoire in an electronic

environment.46

Finally, CHIN has embarked on a rights management initiative
for its museum members. CHIN has managed museum databases for

twenty-five years, and has been managing the electronic rights of its
museum members since its inception. Museum members hold copyright
on the information in the CHIN databases, and CHIN has assisted in the
protection of its members' copyright and launched a subscription service to
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the databases. CHIN has now launched a site licensing service and is also
exploring the possibility of a more complex rights management program.47

Conclusion

Collective administration of copyright in Canada is not without its pit-
falls. Initially, collective administration sought to balance the relationship
between the copyright holder and the user of copyrighted material so that
bargaining strengths were equalized. In attempting this alignment, a com-
plex system of collective administration was introduced. To address anti-
competition issues, an administrative tribunal with the jurisdiction to
oversee royalty rates was deemed necessary.

Despite its complexity, the system has provided both the user
and the copyright holder with certain advantages. Low-cost access to
works protected by copyright has been provided by collectives operating
in certain sectors of the cultural community. Reprography collectives, for
example, have allowed educational institutions to access works at low cost.
The system of collective administration has increased the circulation of
information, thereby serving the public interest.

Canadian cultural heritage organizations could benefit greatly
from collective administration of copyright, and the Canadian legal system
offers incentives for doing so. While exceptions to copyright law in
Canada may diminish the educational market for cultural organizations,
this potential problem can be remedied by collective action, which secures
educational markets under copyright law.

However, the Canadian form of collective administration also
presents interesting limitations for the cultural community. Unlike its U.S.
counterparts, collective societies in Canada face the Copyright Board's
potential intervention in determining its royalty rates. A sound pricing
policy can help maintain a collective's credibility before the Copyright
Board, and reduce the possibility of Board intervention when consumers
of intellectual property from cultural organizations object to usage fees.

Another concern is the exclusivity requirement mandated by
many Canadian collective societies. Exclusivity limits an organization's
control over its own intellectual property. Ideally, members should grant
collective societies the nonexclusive right to manage their copyright so that
cultural organizations can continue to control the exploitation of their
own intellectual property.48

Many existing collectives or associations are just now facing
issues presented by digital media, such as instant and almost perfect repro-
ductions of works. Canadian law is playing "catch-up" at the moment, and
many issues (such as copyright on databases and electronic reproduction
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rights) are unresolved. Technology is ever evolving and will enable new
ways to protect and exploit intellectual property. Cultural heritage organi-
zations must ensure that the collectives they join stay informed of changes
in technology and law, so that the collectives can continue to act in the
best interests of their members.

Glossary

civil law: Derived from Roman law, civil law codifies legal principles into
one statute. In Quebec, the Civil Code embodies most legal obligations,
such as family law, property law, responsibility for negligent behavior (tort
law does not exist), and commercial transactions. Most European coun-
tries, Scotland, the province of Quebec, and the state of Louisiana are gov-
erned by civil law.

common law: Derived from British legal traditions, common law relies on
judicial precedents set by prior court decisions to determine the develop-
ment of legal principles, rather than on legal enactments. Common law
derives its authority from rules of the court, custom, judicial reasoning,
prior court decisions, and principles of equity. Canada and the United
States (with exceptions noted in the above definition), England, New
Zealand, and Australia are common-law countries.

law of agency: A contractual relationship authorizing a person or corpora-
tion to act on behalf of another person or corporation under specific and
limited circumstances.

neighboring rights: Recently introduced into Canadian law, neighboring
rights protect performers and producers of recordings, and broadcasters'
communication signals. They are similar to copyright but can be distin-
guished because they give additional rights to users of material already
protected by copyright. Consequently, performers and producers of sound
recordings and broadcasters (as well as copyright holders) can be remuner-
ated for their use of copyright protected works.

tariffs: Similar in principle to royalties, tariffs are fixed by the Copyright
Board upon application by a collective society of their proposed rates.
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ADAGP
Société des Auteurs des Arts Graphiques

AMICO
Art Muséum Image Consortium

ASCAP
American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers

ASMP
American Society of Media Photographers

BMI
Broadcast Music Inc.

BSA
Business Software Alliance

CANCOPY
Canadian National Reprography Collective

CAROL
Canadian Artists Represented Online

CGC
Copyright Clearance Center

CHIN
Canadian Heritage Information Network

CMRRA
Canadian Musical Reproduction Rights
Agency

CONFU
Conference on Fair Use

ERMS
Electronic Rights Management Systems

JSTOR
Journal Storage

MDLC
Museum Digital Library Collection

MESL
Museum Educational Site Licensing Project

MLPC
Motion Picture Licensing Corporation

MPCA
Media Photographers Copyright Association

Nil
National Information Infrastructure

PNI
Picture Network International

PRC
Publication Rights Clearinghouse (of the
National Writers Union)

RRO
Rights and Reproductions Organization

SESAC
Society of European Stage Authors and
Composers, Inc.

SOCAN
Society of Composers, Authors, and Music
Publishers of Canada

SPA
Software Publishers Association

TERLA
The Electronic Rights Licensing Agency

TRS
Transactional Reporting Service, a service of
the Copyright Clearance Center

TULIP
The University Licensing Project

VAGA
Visual Artists and Galleries Association

WIPO
World Intellectual Property Organization
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Appendix A

A Note on Methodology

Hundreds of intellectual property management organizations world-
wide oversee the licensing and/or distribution of intellectual prop-
erty for a broad range of creative pursuits. Their sheer number, and
the varying legislative and national structures under which they
operate, preclude a comprehensive survey. However, a sense of the
range of variation in these organizations—in infrastructure, types of
rightsholders and users, licensing strategies, etc.—can be garnered
from even a limited review. The information in this report is based
on a strategic survey and review undertaken in the spring and sum-
mer of 1997 of more than thirty U.S.-based intellectual property
service providers representing different industries and professions.
The organizations included in the review (see Appendix B) are those
that manage rights and/or distribution in publishing (for books and
journal publishers, and for writers such as journalists and free-
lancers), reprographics (photocopying), music (including perfor-
mance, mechanical, and synchronization rights), visual imagery
(still and moving images), software, graphic art (illustrations, clip
art, and fonts), fine arts (for artists and their estates), and muse-
ums. Most organizations were reviewed individually; for industries
that had dozens of organizations managing intellectual properties
(e.g., clip art/graphics and stock film footage and photography),
collective assessments were made after a review of several organi-
zations of varying sizes within that industry.

The service providers reviewed for this report administer
intellectual property that falls within the copyright regime. (The
management of other types of intellectual property—i.e., trade-
marks and patents—is more amenable to direct licensing because it
occurs less frequently, is transaction-based, and involves context-
specific negotiations.) A decision was made to focus on U.S-based
organizations because copyright law (and the actual meaning and
scope of "rights") differs dramatically among nations, as does the
government regulations and laws under which these organizations
operate. For instance, the collectives in Germany, the Netherlands,
and Luxembourg are regulated by various governing acts and agen-
cies, while United States collectives are under no such strictures. A
focus on U.S.-based organizations undoubtedly biases the report
toward a U.S. audience, but it also highlights the unique variations
that can emerge to address rights management needs under one set
of copyright laws.

The selection of service providers was based on a number
of different factors, including industry prominence, innovative
approaches, novelty, availability of information, and relevance to the
cultural heritage community. Some organizations were selected
(e.g., the CGC) because they are the only ones in the United States

managing intellectual property for a particular segment of their
industry (e.g., reprography). New entrants into the intellectual prop-
erty management arena were chosen for the insights they offered
about startup issues and current intellectual property trends.
Included in this latter category are organizations of direct interest to
the cultural heritage community, such as AMIGO and the MDLC.

To gather information systematically, a set of questions
was developed (see Appendix C) as a guide. The questions were
designed to extract information about the service provider's back-
ground; operational structure and models; uses for the intellectual
property administered; rights administered; rightsholder, user, and
economic issues; and administrative duties or burdens placed on
all those who participate in the rights management relationship
(i.e., provider, rightsholder, and user).

Information was gathered from a variety of sources, includ-
ing promotional materials from the service provider (brochures,
information packets for potential and new members and users,
sample licenses and templates, annual reports, newsletters, World
Wide Web sites). In several instances, telephone interviews were
conducted with strategic individuals within the organization. There
is the obvious risk of bias in any study based on information pro-
vided solely by those being studied. To minimize this risk, service
provider information was examined in the context of independently
derived materials, when they were available. A great deal of inde-
pendent literature and assessments exist (i.e., published studies
and reports, newspaper, journal, and Web articles), especially for
the older, more established organizations like those in the music or
reprographics industries. Equally important in providing a balanced
perspective were discussions and interviews conducted with key
experts who are knowledgeable about issues of rights management,
but are not directly involved with any particular rights management
organization. A survey of rightsholders and users affiliated with
various service providers was not conducted, although a few such
individuals offered additional independent insights during inter-
views. A more thorough study of these groups is outside the
purview of this study, but would offer a useful adjunct to informa-
tion reported here.

The degree of detail varies from one organization to
another. Organizations in a "startup phase" are just developing
operational methodologies and procedures, and often have not
determined economic or use issues. In some sectors, the market-
place for intellectual properties is so competitive that service
providers decline to answer specific questions for fear that doing
so would compromise them. Even in less competitive industries,
information is frequently deemed proprietary, and generic data or
insights are all that were offered.
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Another factor in the unequal reporting of information is
the complexity inherent in certain types of intellectual property
management. Administering rights and content in some industries
is less problematic than in others for reasons as diverse as usage,
the nature of the intellectual property, tradition, distribution, and
markets. Agencies that administer and distribute type fonts, for
example, can manage the rights and usage of their content in a
more straightforward manner than music rights organizations,
which have more rightsholders, more content, and more venues
to administer.

A final factor contributing to the unequal availability of
information is the impact of new technologies within a particular
rights management organization. Most of the newly emerging rights
organizations are incorporating technologies into their management
and distribution structures, and are developing strategies for man-
aging intellectual property in digital form on networks. Older orga-
nizations are often not yet positioned to take advantage of these
newer, technology-based delivery systems, and are just beginning
to address the digital uses of the content they manage.

The types of providers reviewed range in size from large,
multimillion-dollar operations with headquarters and field offices to
small, individually run offices staffed by a few people. Their revenue
figures (when they were made available) range from zero for new
startups to hundreds of millions of dollars for older, established
organizations. The rightsholders they represent were as few as a
dozen or so institutions to as much as two hundred thousand indi-
viduals. Their content repertoires incorporate as little as eighty-five
hours of film footage to over three million musical compositions.
Their organizational objectives are just as likely to be profit- and
product-motivated as they are to be embedded in educational goals
and rights advocacy. While all organizations reviewed are U.S.-
based, most manage intellectual property rights internationally
through channels with affiliate organizations. The variability in
types and ways of managing and distributing intellectual property is
a testament to ingenuity and adaptation as much as it is a response
to legal, market, and community forces.
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Organizations and Projects Reviewed

Artists

Artists Rights Society (ARS)
65 Bleecker Street
New York, NY 10012
Telephone: 212/420-9160

Visual Artists and Galleries Association (VAGA)
521 Fifth Avenue, Suite 800
New York, NY 10017
Telephone: 212/808-0616

Authors, Freelance Writers, Journalists

The Authors Registry, Inc.
330 West 42nd Street, 29th Floor
New York, NY 10036-6902
Telephone: 212/563-6920
http://www.webcom.com/registry/

Publication Rights Clearinghouse (PRC)
National Writers Union (West)
33717th Street, Suite 101
Oakland, CA 94612
Telephone: 510/839-0110
http://www.igc.apc.org/nwu/prc/prchome.htm

Fonts

The Font Bureau
175 Newbury Street
Boston, MA 02116
Telephone: 617/423-8870
http://www.fontbureau.com/cgi-bin/index.cgi

FontShop
350 Pacific Avenue, 2nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94111
Telephone: 888/FF-FONTS
http://www.fontfont.com/

Index Stock Photography TruType Fonts

213 West 18th Street
New York, NY 10011
Telephone: 212/929-4644
http://www.indexstock.com/pages/fonts.htm

Monotype Typography, Inc.
985 Busse Road
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007-2400
Telephone: 847/718-0800
http://www.monotype.com/

Phil's Fonts, Inc.
14605 Sturtevant Road
Silver Spring, MD 20905
Telephone: 800/424-2977
http://www.philsfonts.com

Graphics

(analog and digital graphics, including animation, clip art, illustra-
tions, special effects, Web backgrounds and textures)

The graphics industry, particularly the area of digital graphics, has
expanded exponentially since the development of the World Wide Web.
There now are thousands of sites that offer digital graphics: Many are
offered freely as public domain works, some are offered through stock
suppliers, and others are direct-licensed from the creators. No single
organization has emerged as a leader in the licensing and distribution of
these works (although the Graphic Artists Guild may do so—see the
press release entitled "Collective Copyright Licensing to Benefit
Individual Photographers, Artists, and Writers" issued by the Copyright
Clearance Center and available at http://www.copyright.com). For a
sense of how graphic arts are managed and distributed over electronic
networks, several different types of sites must be examined. Some refer-
ence sites that offer extensive links to individual Web graphics sites are:

Web Reference at http://www.webreference.com/graphics/

Web Graphics Resources at http://desktopPublishing.com/
webgraphics.html

Clip Art and Image Paradise at http://desktopPublishing.com/

cliplist.html

INDIVIDUAL PROVIDERS REVIEWED IN DETAIL WERE:

Cascom International, Inc.
(supplier of graphics, animation, and special effects for multimedia)
631 Mainstream Drive
Nashville, TN 37228
Telephone: 615/242-8900
http://www.cascom.com/
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Iconomics
The Global Illustration Resource
155 North College Avenue, Suite 225
Fort Collins, CO 80524
Telephone: 970/493-0087
http://www.iconomics.com/

Illustration Works
303313th Avenue West
Seattle, WA 98119-2021
Telephone: 206/282-3672
http://www.halcyon.com/artstock/main.html

Master Series Illustration Library
Telephone: 800/641-1803
http://www.masterseries.com/welcome1.html

The Stock Illustration Source, Inc.
16 West 19th Street, 9th Floor
New York, NY 10011
Telephone: 800/446-2437
http://www.sisstock.com/

Images (Moving and Still Images)

Archive Films/Archive Photos
530 West 25th Street
New York, NY 10001
Telephone: 212/620-3955
http://199.173.199.107/Archive/default.html

The Bridgeman Art Library
65 East 93rd Street
New York, NY 10128
Telephone: 212/828-1238
info@bridgemanart.com
http://www.bridgeman.co.uk/

Cascom International, Inc.
(stock still and footage agency)
631 Mainstream Drive
Nashville, TN 37228
Telephone: 615/242-8900
http://www.cascom.com/

Corbis Corporation
15395 SE 30th Place
Bellevue.WA 98007

Telephone: 206/641-4505
http://www.corbis.com

FOOTAGE.net
(Note: Not a service provider but an online stock, archival, and
news footage Web site that allows single source access to several
film and audiovisual repositories.)
35 South Main Street
P.O. Box 168
Hanover, NH 03755-0168
Telephone: 603/643-0515
http://www.FOOTAGE.net/

Image Directory (ID)
Academic Press
525 B Street, Suite 1900
San Diego, CA 92101
Telephone: 619/699-6387
http://www.imagedir.com

Index Stock Photography
213 West 18th Street
New York, NY 10011
Telephone: 212/929-4644
http://www.indexstock.com/

Media Photographers Copyright Association (MPCA)
14 Washington Street
Princeton Junction, NJ 08550-1033
Telephone: 609/799-9677
http://www.mpca.com/

Motion Picture Licensing Corporation (MPLC)
5455 Centinela Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90066-6970
Telephone: 800/462-8855
http://www.mplc.com/

Picture Network International—Publishers Depot (PNI)
200014th Street North

Arlington, VA 22201
Telephone: 800/764-7427
http://www.publishersdepot.com

The Stock Market Photo Agency

360 Park Avenue South

New York, NY 10010
Telephone: 212/684-7878
http://www.stockmarketphoto.com/asp/main.asp

http://www.halcyon.com/artstock/main.html
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http://www.publishersdepot.com
http://www.stockmarketphoto.com/asp/main.asp
http://www.iconomics.com/
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The Stock Solution
307 West 200 South, Suite 3004
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
Telephone: 801/363-9700
http://www.tssphoto.com/

Journal Projects

Journal Storage (JSTOR)
188 Mad ¡son Avenue
New York, NY 10016
Telephone: 212/592-7345
http://www.jstor.org

Project Muse
2715 North Charles Street
Baltimore, MD 21218-4319
Telephone: 800/548-1784
http://muse.jhu.edu/

The University Licensing Program (TULIP)
Elsevier Scientific
655 Sixth Avenue
New York, NY 10010
Telephone: 212/633-3787
http://circe.engin.umich.edu/tulip/

Museum and Library Initiatives

Art Museum Image Consortium (AMICO)
c/o Archives and Museum Informatics
2008 Murray Avenue, Suite D
Pittsburgh, PA 15217
Telephone: 412/422-8533
http://www.amn.org/AMICO/

The Museum Educational Site Licensing Project (MESL)
c/o The Getty Information Institute
1200 Getty Center Drive, Suite 300
Los Angeles, CA 90049
Telephone: 310/440-7310
http://www.gii.getty.edu/mesl/home.html

Museum Digital Library Collection (MDLC)

Geoffrey Samuels
530 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10021

Telephone: 212/980-5720
http://www.museumlicensing.org/

The Research Libraries Group
1200 Villa Street
Mountain View, CA 94041
Telephone: 800/537-7546
http://lyra.rlg.org/toc.html

Music Rights Organizations

MECHANICAL RIGHTS
The Harry Fox Agency, Inc.
711 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10017
Telephone: 212/370-5330
http://www.nmpa.org/hfa.html

PERFORMING RIGHTS
American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers (ASCAP)
One Lincoln Plaza
New York, NY 10023
Telephone: 212/621-6000
http://www.ascap.com/

Broadcast Music Inc. (BMI)
320 West 57th Street
New York, NY 10019
Telephone: 212/586-2000
http://www.bmi.com

Society of European Stage Authors and Composers, Inc. (SESAC)
55 Music Square East
Nashville, TN 37203
Telephone: 615/320-0055
http://www.sesac.com

Reprographics

Copyright Clearance Center (CCC)
222 Rosewood Drive
Danvers, MA01923
Telephone: 508/750-8400; 508/750-4283 x218
http://www.copyright.com/

Software

Apple Computer, Inc.
Software Licensing M/S198-SWL
2420 Ridgepoint Drive
Austin, TX 78754
Telephone: 800/793-9378; 512/919-2645
http://devworld.apple.com/mkt/registering/swl/swl.shtml
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Business Software Alliance (BSA)*
115018th Street, NW, Suite 700
Washington, D.C. 20036
Telephone: 202/872-5500
http://www.bsa.org

Microsoft Corporation
One Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA 98052-6399
Telephone: 425/882-8080
Licensing information available at:
http://www.microsoft.com/syspro/technet/servsup/
service/piracy/licqa95.htm

Software Publishers Association (SPA)*
1730MSt. NW, Suite 700
Washington, D.C. 20036-4510
Telephone: 202/452-1600
http://www.spa.org/textd.htm

*The Business Software Alliance and thé Software Publishers Association are

trade organizations that represent various segments of the software industry.

They are not intellectual property service providers, but safeguarding intellec-

tual property rights and software distribution is a key issue for their members.

Because software usage is direct-licensed throughout the industry, BSA and

SPA offer a broad, comprehensive perspective that is difficult to ascertain from

a review of individual software companies. Consequently they merit inclusion

in any review of intellectual property management for software.

http://www.bsa.org
http://www.spa.org/textd.htm
http://www.microsoft.com/syspro/technet/servsup/service/piracy/licqa95.htm
http://www.microsoft.com/syspro/technet/servsup/service/piracy/licqa95.htm
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Review Questions

The following questions were used as a guide for gathering infor-
mation on the more than thirty intellectual property management
organizations reviewed as background for this report.

Service Provider Information and Background

Name/Contact

Year of formation

General description of the organization

Sponsoring or "incentive" organizations (i.e., external organiza-
tion^) or projects instrumental in the creation or development of
the service provider)

Size/Representation (number of rightsholders represented by the
organization /number of items in its repertoire)

Size of staff/Staff positions

Operations and Model

Does the organization follow a particular business or structural
model? (e.g., consortium, brokerage, collective, reseller, other)

Is it "for-profit" or "not-for-profit?"

What kinds of property rights does the organization manage? (e.g.,
reprographics, art, music, film, etc.)

Does the organization distribute content as well as manage rights?

If so, what is the distribution mechanism for the content? (e.g.,
ftp, CD-ROM, print, etc.)

Where is the content located/stored? (e.g., centralized on one
machine/at one site, decentralized at various sites or on rightsh-
olders' sites, other)

Who selects content for inclusion? (i.e., rightsholder, agency,
both)

In what format(s) is the content accepted? (e.g., digital, catalog
card, transparencies)

How is foreign rights distribution handled?

What added services does the organization offer? (e.g., scanning,
data formatting, indexing, product development, value-added con-
tent, etc.)

What are the fees for these services?

How does the organization market itself to potential user
communities?

Does the organization pursue infringement? To what extent?

How are rights permissions or privileges granted to users? (e.g.,
license, subscription, per program/use)

How are works licensed? (e.g., site, item, blanket, other)

What is the term (time frame) of the license? Is it variable? Is it
negotiable?

Has the organization considered and abandoned any particular kind
of licensing arrangement?

If so, why?

Uses

Has the organization set predetermined categories for use?

If so, what are the categories?

Does the organization accommodate the "fair use" doctrine?

How does it define "fair use"?

Who determines the appropriate types of use for intellectual prop-
erty? (e.g., rightsholders, rights organization, both)

Are there any restrictions on use?

How/when is usage reported to rightsholders?

Rightsholders

Who are the rightsholders? (e.g., musicians, museums, photogra-
phers, writers, graphic artists, publishers)

Relationship between the organization and the rightsholder:

Are there membership qualifications or fees?

What rights are transferred to the organization?

What rights are retained by the rightsholder?

What warranties are required of rightsholders to prove that they
have clear rights to their content?

What are the incentives for a rightsholder to join or contribute
their intellectual property to the service provider's organization?

Are there incentives for rewarding rightsholders who contribute
high-quality content? (e.g., greater royalty fees, greater/cheaper
access to agency services, etc.)
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Users

What is the user market for the particular content or rights? (e.g.,
teachers, students, photographers, studios)

Relationship between the organization and the user:

What are the end-user licensing categories? (e.g., education,
commercial, nonprofit)

How do users participate—what is the method? (e.g., online
applications/preregistered accounts/subscriptions/searchable
database repository)

What are incentives for users to use services provided by this
particular organization as opposed to another?

Are there any other costs that the user must assume (besides
license fees) in order to participate?

Is the user the "end user" of the product/service or an intermedi-
ary? (e.g., a library is an intermediary for its patrons, a corpora-
tion is an intermediary for its employees)

Economic Issues

What is the annual revenue of the organization?

What is the organization's chief source of revenue?

What is the organization's ratio of revenue to royalty distribution?

What is the total amount of royalties dispersed over time?

Besides licensing fees, what other sources of revenue does the
rights organization have? (e.g., usage fees, sell-back of value-
added services/content to rightsholders; subscriptions to database,
cancellation fees, etc.)

Pricing and royalty strategies:

Who sets fees? e.g., rightsholders, rights organization)

How are fees determined? (e.g., by census, by formula, flat
rate, percentage, etc.)

How are fees assessed on users? (e.g., by end-user category,
by search, by access time, usage of a work, etc.)

When are fees collected? (e.g., at time of use, prior to use,

within thirty days of use, etc.)

How are fees collected? (e.g., credit card transactions, debit
transactions, Digicash, etc.)

How are royalties determined? (e.g., by gross sales, by per-
centage split, by risk factor, by formula or calculations based
on selected criteria, etc.)

How are royalty payments distributed to rightsholders?
(e.g., by check, bank transfer)

When are royalties distributed to rightsholders? (e.g., yearly,
monthly, "advances")

Administrative Duties/Burdens (paperwork and personnel)

What are the administrative duties or burdens on the rightsholder \\
he or she joins a rights organization?

For example:
Does the rightsholder have to regularly contact or contribute
information to the organization?

Does the rightsholder have to appoint personnel as a single point
of contact for the rights organization?

Does the rightsholder have to contribute intellectual property to
the rights organization at regular intervals?

Does the rightsholder have to assume order fulfillment, billing,
updates?

Does the rightsholder have to reformat and retrospectively docu-
ment his or her intellectual property prior to its acceptance by the
service provider?

What are the administrative duties or burdens on the user if she or
he joins a rights organization?

For example:
Does the user have to collect, record, and report usage
information?

Does the user (if it is an organization) have to appoint personnel
as a single point of contact for the service provider?
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Questionnaire for Reviewing Intellectual Property
Management Service Providers

How to Use This Questionnaire:
As intellectual property management organizations proliferate, cul-
tural and educational institutions will face a daunting challenge in
culling through the offerings and services provided by these organi-
zations. This questionnaire was developed to assist with this task.
The questionnaire is a tool for collecting information about the ser-
vices and operational logistics of intellectual property management
providers, and offers institutions a structured way to gather and
record this information. Its primary purpose is not to yield statisti-
cal information but to provide a service provider "snapshot" com-
piled from primary (i.e., contract templates, presentations, etc.) and
alternative information sources (i.e., articles in journals, World
Wide Web sites, discussions with affiliated rightsholders and users,
etc.). Readers may choose to use the questionnaire singly to exam-
ine one organization, or may copy it and use it as a template to
standardize comparisons among several organizations.

The questionnaire is organized by topical areas corre-
sponding to issues discussed in various chapters of this report.
Each area (and in some instances, a particular question) is keyed
into the report with a notation (e.g., Chapter 4, pages 33 to 34) so

that readers can refer to a broader discussion of issues that underlie
the question if they so choose. Some questions will be irrelevant for
certain organizations and unanswerable for others. (Organizations
in a startup phase, for example, may not be able to answer certain
questions because their policies and procedures will not have yet
been established.) However, rightsholders and users must consider
all the issues identified in the questionnaire, even if they cannot get
answers to them, in order to make an informed decision about who
is best suited to address their various intellectual property needs.

The questionnaire may also be useful for those cultural and
educational institutions that are in the early stages of reviewing
their intellectual property management needs. In these circum-
stances, the questionnaire functions not as an instrument for data
gathering, but as a touchstone for provoking thought and careful
consideration of one's own intellectual property. Its topics may be
used as discussion points to foster dialogue and commentary that
can help an institution frame internal requirements for the manage-
ment of its intellectual property.

Permission is granted to individuals to copy this question-
naire for use as a template to assess intellectual property manage-
ment organizations. Any other use is prohibited without express
permission.

©The J.Paul Getty Trust, 1998
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Questionnaire for Reviewing Intellectual Property Management Service Providers

CONTACT INFORMATION

Legal Name of Organization:

Year of Founding: Year of Incorporation:

Address of Corporate Headquarters:

Telephone: Fax

E-mail: URL:

Contact Name:

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

A. HISTORY OF FORMATION (SEE CHAPTER 5, SECTION A, "HISTORY AND STARTUP RELATIONSHIPS,'
PAGES 41 TO 42)

What are the circumstances behind the organization's creation? Why was it created?

What other groups or associations were involved in its formation? (e.g., foundations, membership associations,
umbrella groups, etc.)

Are these groups or associations still involved with the organization?

Yes No

Is their relationship with the organization temporary or long-term?

If temporary, when will the relationship formally cease?

Do these groups or associations have input into the current governance and administration of the organization?

Yes No

If yes, what role do they play in governance or administration?

©TheJ. Paul Getty Trust, 1998
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B. ORGANIZATIONAL CONTEXT, SIZE, AND SCALE (SEE CHAPTER 5, SECTION A, "SIZE AND SCALE,"
PAGES 42 TO 44)

How many works does the organization represent in its repertoire of intellectual properties?

How many rightsholders (individuals and/or institutions) does the organization represent?

How many employees does the organization have?

What are their titles?

Is an organizational chart available?

Yes No Copy attached.

What is the organization's total annual revenue?

What is the ratio of revenue to royalty distribution?

C. ORGANIZATIONAL GOALS AND PLANS (SEE CHAPTER 5, SECTION A, "ORGANIZATIONAL MISSION,"
PAGES 44 TO 45)

Does the organization have a mission or corporate statement of purpose?

Yes No Copy attached

Does the organization have a strategic or corporate growth plan?

Yes No Copy attached

Are other planning documents available?

Yes No Copy attached

D. OPERATIONS (SEE CHAPTER 5, SECTION B, "MODELS OF OPERATION" AND "BASIC SERVICES,"
PAGES 50 TO 53)

What genres of intellectual property does the organization administer? (e.g., literary works, visual imagery, graphic
arts, music, etc.)

Does the organization administer the rights to the works in these genres?

Yes No

Does the organization distribute the works (or copies of the works)?

Yes No

©The J.Paul Getty Trust, 1998
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What is the organization's policy on pursuing infringement? (see Chapter 4, Section B, "Joining a Rightsholders'
Collective," pages 37 to 38) (e.g., doesn't pursue, issues cease and desist notices, litigates, etc.)

What ancillary services does the organization offer? (see Chapter 5, Section B "Basic Services," pages 51 to 53)

Technical services: (specify)

Offered to: Rightsholders Users Both. Fees:

Data enhancement services: (specify)

Offered to: Rightsholders Users Both. Fees:

Training and support: (specify)

Offered to: Rightsholders Users .Both. Fees:

Member benefits: (specify)

Offered to: Rightsholders Users Both. Fees:

Other services: (specify)

Offered to: Rightsholders Users Both. Fees:

©The J.Paul Getty Trust, 1998
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E. TYPES OF RIGHTS ADMINISTERED (SEE CHAPTER 5, SECTION B, "OTHER OPERATIONAL ISSUES,"
PAGES 53 TO 56)

What specific types of rights does the organization administer? (e.g., performance, mechanical, electronic use,
display, etc.)

F. MARKETS AND MARKETING (SEE CHAPTER 5, SECTION B, "OTHER OPERATIONAL ISSUES," PAGES 53 TO 56)

What is the organization's marketing strategy?

How does the organization implement this strategy? (e.g., through a parent organization, an internal marketing
department, etc.)

How effective is the marketing? (ask the provider for statistics on effectiveness)

What communities does the organization currently market to?

Are there any new markets that the organization has targeted?

What types of materials does the organization use to market itself? (if possible, obtain copies of print and electronic
marketing materials for review)

G. GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE (SEE CHAPTER 5, SECTION A, "GOVERNANCE STRUCTURES," PAGES 45 TO 46)

What is the organization's governance structure? (e.g., government department, for-profit corporation, etc.)

Is it legally registered in the state where it operates as an independent entity, or is it a program administered by a
larger independently registered organization? (e.g., a consortium operated by a parent organization)

©The J.Paul Getty Trust, 1998
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If it is legally registered, what category is it registered under? (e.g., 501 (c)3 organization, New York State
Membership corporation, etc.)

Who serves on the organization's Board of Directors?

What interests/audiences/markets do they represent that are relevant to the organization?

Does the organization report on its operations to the public?

Yes No

If so, in what forum or format? (e.g, annual report, press conference, newsletter, etc.)

H. INTERNATIONAL ADMINISTRATION (SEE CHAPTER 5, SECTION B, "OTHER OPERATIONAL ISSUES,'
PAGES 53 TO 56)

Does the organization administer foreign rights?

Yes No

Does it do so individually or through reciprocal agreements with foreign affiliates?

If through agreements with affiliates, which affiliates?

In which countries?

How does the organization address usage requests from foreign countries in which it has no reciprocity arrange-
ment with an affiliate?

Does the organization distribute works internationally?

Yes No

©The J.Paul Getty Trust, 1998
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Does the organization charge an additional tee tor foreign administration oí works?

Yes No

How much is this fee? How is it calculated?

Who pays the fee? Rightsholder User

Does the foreign affiliate charge a fee?

Yes No

How is it calculated?

Who pays the fee? Rightsholder User

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND ITS USAGE (SEE CHAPTER 6, SECTION B, "USAGE," PAGES 64 TO 68)

Who selects the intellectual property that will be included in the organization's repertoire?

Rightsholder Organization Both

What criteria are used for selecting this intellectual property? (e.g., marketability, quality/fidelity, documentation,
availability, no criteria, etc.)

What types of content will not te accepted into the repertoire? (e.g., contemporary works of art, works with uncer-
tain copyright)

What are the biases in the repertoire? (e.g., older works, works of a particular genre or subject matter)

Where are works in the repertoire located?

Organization's site Rightsholders' sites Other site (specify):

In what forms or media are the intellectual properties distributed? (e.g., CD-ROM or other fixed digital media,
online distribution (via ftp, World Wide Web), digital version of repertoire mounted at user's site; physical formats
(i.e..slides, transparencies), etc.)

©The J.Paul Getty Trust, 1998
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A. USES: (SEE CHAPTER 6, SECTION B, "USAGE," PAGES 64 TO 68)

1. Permissible Uses:

Who determines permissible uses for the intellectual properties in the repertoire?

Rightsholder Organization Both

When is the decision about permissible uses made?

At time of participation?

Ongoing throughout the term of agreement?

What factors are considered in determining permissible uses? (e.g., frequency of use, context of use, type of user,
medium, other)

2. Electronic Uses:

What electronic uses are allowed? (e.g., displaying, printing, downloading, backups, transferring, etc.)

What electronic uses are prohibited? (e.g., displaying, printing, downloading, backups, transferring, etc.)

What kind of electronic distribution is allowed? (e.g., Intranet or Internet distribution, fixed media on non-
networked machines, etc.)

What kind of electronic distribution is prohibited? (e.g., Intranet or Internet distribution, etc.)

What security measures are in place or are required as a precondition for use in electronic formats? (e.g., encryp-
tion, watermarking, passwords, low-resolution display)

Who is responsible for implementing these measures?

Rightsholder Organization User

Does the organization have a statement on derivative works in electronic media?

Yes No Copy attached
©The J.Paul Getty Trust, 1998
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If not, what is the organization's opinion on controversial uses that may or may not constitute derivative works?

Examples: Is a digital scan of a photograph a derivative work?
Is a color-corrected digital image a derivative work?

3. Restrictions on Use:

What restrictions are imposed on use? (e.g., physically altering a work, copying in unauthorized formats,
unapproved redistribution, etc.)

Who imposes these restrictions?

Rightsholder Organization Both

4. Fair Use:

What is the organization's stance on the fair use doctrine?

How does the organization accommodate fair use in its day-to-day operations?

RIGHTSHOLDER ISSUES (SEE CHAPTER 7, SECTION A, "RIGHTSHOLDER ISSUES," PAGES 70 TO 78)

How does the organization market itself to rightsholders?

What qualifications must a rightsholder have to affiliate with an organization? (e.g., proof of professional activity,
content, membership in a professional association, etc.)

What warranties must rightsholders provide the organization as a condition of participation? (e.g., legal documents,
contractual guarantees)

Are rightsholders required to pay a fee to join the organization?

Yes No

©TheJ. Paul Getty Trust, 1998
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If so, what is the fee?

How is it calculated?

Is it one-time or annual?

What other fees might rightsholders have to assume? (e.g., costs of data preparation, marketing materials fee, scan-
ning fees, distribution copy fees, processing fees for incorporating content into a repertoire, etc.)

A. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CONTRIBUTION (SEE CHAPTER 6, SECTION A, "CONTENT," PAGES 59 TO 64)

What is the minimum number of works a rightsholder must contribute to the repertoire in order for the organization
to agree to administer its intellectual property?

How soon must these materials be submitted to the organization once an agreement has been signed?

Must the rightsholder contribute a minimum number of works to the repertoire on regular basis as a condition of
participation?

Yes No

If so, what is the minimum number of works that must be contributed regularly?

How frequently must these works be submitted?

What kind of contextual information (documentation) must accompany the works?

How must this information be structured and formatted?

Who is responsible for structuring and formatting it?

Rightsholder Organization

Are there any processing fees associated with the submission of intellectual property to the organization?

Yes No

If so, what are these fees?

When must they be paid?

©The J.Paul Getty Trust, 1998
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B. INCENTIVES (SEE CHAPTER 7, SECTION A, "RIGHTSHOLDER INCENTIVES," PAGES 71 TO 74)

Besides centralized administration, management, and distribution of intellectual properties, what other incentives
does the organization offer rightsholders? (e.g., marketing channels, use of the repertoire, access to technology,
favorable terms and conditions, advice and consultation, etc.)

C. RIGHTS ASSIGNED (SEE CHAPTER 7, SECTION A, "ASSIGNING RIGHTS," PAGE 74)

What specific rights does the rightsholder assign to the organization? (e.g., right of representation in litigation, right to
represent rightsholders in negotiating uses of properties, right to place rightsholder's works in particular media, right to
distribute works, electronic usage rights, etc.)

D. TERMS OF AGREEMENT (SEE CHAPTER 7, SECTION A, "TERMS OF AGREEMENT," PAGE 75)

Does the organization have a "boilerplate" rightsholders agreement that can be reviewed?

Yes No Copy attached

What is the term of the rightsholder/service provider agreement? (e.g., two years, ten years, one year with automatic
renewals, etc.)

Is it exclusive or nonexclusive?

What are the conditions for terminating the agreement?

What are the warranties and indemnities for both the rightsholder and the organization?

What are the rightsholder's requirements in terms of intellectual property contribution, preparation, reporting?

What guarantees are offered for the availability of the repertoire should the organization go out of business?

For the return of materials to the rightsholder (if the properties are physically stored at the organization's offices?)
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Under what conditions can a rightsholder request removal of a work (or works) from the repertoire?

(Note: Prior to signing an agreement with any organization, all rightsholders should have an attorney review the
terms and conditions of their specific agreement.)

E. REPORTS TO RIGHTSHOLDERS (SEE CHAPTER 7, SECTION A, "REPORTING," PAGES 75 TO 76)

How does the organization report usage statistics to the rightsholder?

How frequently is this information reported (e.g., quarterly, annually)

Does the organization report on organization-wide activities to rightsholders?

Yes No

If so, how frequently?

By what means? (e.g., annual report, annual rightsholder meeting, newsletter etc.)

F. RIGHTSHOLDER ADMINISTRATIVE BURDENS (SEE CHAPTER 7, SECTION A, "ADMINISTRATIVE BURDENS,'
PAGES 76 TO 78)

What specific administrative duties does the organization expect the rightsholder to perform in the area of:

Notification to the organization? (e.g., changes in the status or availability of a work, new works, etc.)

Participation requirements of the organization? (e.g., does the rightsholder have to participate in specific activi-
ties of the organization like censuses, focus groups, evaluation groups, etc?)

Preparation and delivery of intellectual properties to the organization? (e.g., how does the rightsholder have to
prepare his or her works in order to comply with the organization's submission requirements? What must be
documented and formatted and how?)

Other obligations? (e.g., securing model and property releases, clearing underlying rights, fees, etc.)
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USER ISSUES (SEE CHAPTER 7, SECTION B, "USER ISSUES," PAGES 78 TO 79)

How does the organization market itself to users?

What kind of users does the organization serve?

What kind of markets are these users grouped into?

How are these markets defined by the organization?

How are these markets serviced by the organization?

Are users mostly individuals or institutions?

If institutions, who are the end users? (e.g, university: end users are students, faculty, staff)

A. INCENTIVES (SEE CHAPTER 7, SECTION B, "USER INCENTIVES," PAGES 79 TO 81)

Besides centralized administration, management, and distribution of intellectual properties, what other incentives
does the organization offer users? (e.g., repertoire of high-quality works, access to technology and tools, research)

B. USER PARTICIPATION (SEE CHAPTER 7, SECTION B, "USER PARTICIPATION," PAGES 81 TO 82)

How does a user communicate with an organization? (e.g., via traditional communication means such as telephone
and fax, online access, visits to the organization's offices, etc.)

C. TERMS AND CONDITIONS (SEE CHAPTER 7, SECTION B, "USER PARTICIPATION," PAGES 81 TO 82)

Does the organization have a "boilerplate" user's agreement that can be reviewed?

Yes No Copy attached
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What sort of contractual arrangement does a user enter into when obtaining permission to use a work?
(e.g., license, subscription, pay per use)

What is the term of the user/service provider agreement? (e.g., two years, ten years, one-time use)

Is it exclusive or nonexclusive?

What are the conditions for terminating the agreement?

What are the warranties and indemnities for both the user and the organization?

What are the obligations on a user if a rightsholder withdraws a work (or works) from the repertoire during the
user's term of agreement?

What requirements are made of the user in terms of usage reporting?

What guarantees are offered for the availability of the repertoire should the organization go out of business?
(e.g., copies in escrow, copies to users in event of default, etc.)

(Note: Prior to signing an agreement with an organization, all users should have an attorney review the terms and
conditions of their specific agreement.)

. USER FEES (SEE CHAPTER 7, SECTION B, "USER FEES AND COSTS," PAGE 82)

What fees are assessed on users for use of intellectual properties? (obtain a copy of the organization's fee schedule,
if available)

What other ancillary fees may be incurred by a user? (e.g., late fees, rental fees, research fees, service fees, media transfer
fees, etc.)

. ADMINISTRATIVE BURDENS (SEE CHAPTER 7, SECTION B, "ADMINISTRATIVE BURDENS," PAGES 83 TO 85)

What specific administrative duties does the organization expect the user to perform in the area of:

Usage reporting requirements? (e.g., type and kind of recordkeeping required, frequency of usage reporting)

Participation requirements of the organization? (e.g., mandatory surveys, evaluations, census participation)

©TheJ. Paul Getty Trust, 1998
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Other obligations? (e.g., securing rights clearance, display and credit specifications, redistribution to a larger end-user
community, etc.)

ECONOMIC ISSUES (SEE CHAPTER 8, SECTIONS A-D, PAGES 87 TO 94)

(Note: Obtain copies of the organization's latest annual report [if it has one], rightsholder report, or other docu-
ments that explain the organization's finances.)

From what sources does the organization receive its revenue? (e.g., usage fees, membership fees, ancillary service
fees, etc.)

What percentage of total gross revenues do each of these sources constitute?

Where does the organization incur costs? (e.g., constructing the repertoire, developing products, processing
requests, delivering content, etc.)

What percentage of total costs does each of these areas constitute?

How does the organization determine its pricing structure for works?

What criteria does it use to assess monetary value?

Who sets usage fees?

Rightsholder Organization Both

What is the fee structure? (e.g, transactional [item-by-item] pricing, volume pricing, both)

If transactional, what are some of the factors that add to the base price of a work? (e.g., distribution, type of
use, etc.)
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A. FEE COLLECTION (SEE CHAPTER 8, SECTION E, "COLLECTING FEES," PAGES 94 TO 95)

How does the organization collect fees from users?

When? (e.g., at or near time of use, at time of licensing, etc.)

What are acceptable forms of payment? (e.g., check, COD, credit card, online payment)

What are the terms of payment? (e.g., in full at time of use, lump sum advance and royalty installments, within
thirty days, etc.)

B. REDISTRIBUTING ROYALTIES (SEE CHAPTER 8, SECTION F, "REDISTRIBUTING REVENUES," PAGES 95 TO 99)

How does the organization monitor or track usage in order to determine royalties? (e.g., sampling, logs, census,
exact usage, etc.)

Does the organization track usage or does it rely on information supplied by user records and reports?

What formula does the organization use for redistributing revenues to rightsholders, itself, and other parties
involved (i.e., middlemen)? (e.g., formula, revenue split, combination of royalties and transaction charges, etc.;

What factors affect royalty calculations? (e.g., risk, domestic vs. foreign licensing, use of an intermediary
agent, etc.)

How do these factors affect the calculation? (specify):

How frequently are royalty payments made? (e.g., monthly, quarterly, when a minimum amount has accrued)

Does the provider offer the rightsholder an advance against royalties?

Yes No

If so, under what circumstances?

Are royalty distributions made only after user payment has been received, or within a guaranteed time period after
use is granted?
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Glossary

Art & Architecture Thesaurus (AAT)
A reference work that identifies and orga-
nizes art and architecture terminology.
Developed by the Getty Information Institute
and used as a standard for art and architec-
ture terms in the arts and humanities.

Berne Convention for the Protection

of Literary and Artistic Works
A multilateral agreement that recognizes
copyrights that arise in other member
countries. The Berne Convention has two
key precepts: 1) the concept of "national
treatment," whereby every member nation
agrees to extend the protection of its own
copyright laws to works that originate in
other member nations, and 2) minimum
standards of protection by which all treaty
members must abide.

blanket license
A type of license agreement that grants users
authorization to use every work in a reper-
toire as often as one wishes during the term
of the license.

bundled pricing
A pricing structure that offers users access
to and use of all the intellectual properties
in a service provider's repertoire for a
single fee.

collecting societies
A term used for intellectual property man-
agement providers whose role is to collect
royalties from users and distribute them to
rightsholders in a centralized fashion.

compulsory license
In music, a mandatory license issued on
behalf of the copyright owners after the pub-
lic release of the first recording of a musical
composition. In the United States there are
compulsory licenses for jukeboxes,
phonorecords, cable broadcasting, and
satellite transmissions.

consent decree
A judicial decree sanctioning a voluntary
agreement between parties in dispute. (From
Merriam Webster's WWW Dictionary:
http://www.m-w.com/cgi-bin/mweb.)

content broker
An individual or entity who facilitates access
to information ("content"), usually by com-
piling select information from worldwide
sources into a single resource, organizing it
according to a particular intellectual scheme,
and making it available to potential users.

copyright
A legal protection for "original works of
authorship," including literary, dramatic,
musical, artistic, and certain other intellec-
tual works fixed in a tangible medium of
expression. Copyright includes five basic
rights: the right to reproduce a work, to dis-
tribute it to the public, to perform it publicly,
to display it publicly, and to create derivative
works from it. Ideas, concepts, procedures,
and processes cannot be copyrighted until
they are converted from a mental construct
to a physical form.

derivative work
A creative work based on one or more
preexisting works, such as a translation,
musical arrangement, dramatization, fiction-
alization, motion picture version, sound
recording, art reproduction, abridgment,
condensation, or any other form in which a
work may be recast, transformed, or adapted.
A work consisting of editorial revisions,
annotations, elaborations, or other modifica-
tions that, as a whole, represent an original
work of authorship, is a "derivative work."
(From Section 101 of the U.S. Copyright
Code.)

digital lightbox
An online space where one can store and
view images preselected from a searchable
database of items in a service provider's

repertoire. The term "lightbox" is borrowed
from the concept of a slide lightbox. Digital
lightboxes allow users to "line up" their
selected images in a similar manner, so the
user can review the images next to one
another.

digital object
Content whose native form is digital rather
than physical. Digital objects are created in a
digital environment and can be used, trans-
ferred, or destroyed only in a digital environ-
ment. Examples include software, Web
pages, hypertext fiction, and digital art.

digital watermarking
A method of embedding identifier informa-
tion into image, audio, video, or multimedia
data for the purposes of protecting copyright
and uses on the Internet. A digital watermark
is an invisible identification code that is
permanently embedded in the data. For an
example of digital watermarking, see
http://www.thomtech.com/mmedia/becker/
wmark.htm.

electrical transcription rights
The rights that permit reproduction of music
in recordings made for the purpose of facili-
tating radio broadcasts or purposes other
than distribution to the public for their pri-
vate use. Examples include themes or intro-
ductions to radio programs, commercial
advertisements prepared for radio broadcast,
and transcription for background music ser-
vices (e.g., Muzak).

electronic rights management

systems (aka electronic copyright

management systems)
Software applications that administer infor-
mation on copyright, licenses, and usage for
various types of intellectual properties.
Although these applications vary greatly, all
of them are networked databases that com-
bine information on users, licenses, and
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rightsholders. Many allow users to clear
rights and retrieve intellectual properties
online, reducing the time and expense
placed on rightsholders.

encryption
A method of securing information on net-
works that involves mathematically trans-
forming a digital object so it can be
used only by someone who has the informa-
tion needed to reverse the mathematical
transformation.

exclusive rights
Rights transferred to a specific individual or
entity to the exclusion of all others.

first-use rights
The rights granted for the first-time use of an
intellectual property. Writers, for example,
usually grant first-time use rights to their
publishers for publication of a book or arti-
cle in print form. Any uses of the work after
this original publication (such as reprinting
the work in an online magazine) is consid-
ered a secondary use.

»P
An acronym for "file transfer protocol," a
common method for moving files between
two Internet sites.

grand rights
All dramatic performance rights associated
with large theatrical productions such as
comedy, opera, ballet, and theater. Because
rights associated with these productions
have a great monetary value and frequently
involve issues of artistic control, they are
usually negotiated and granted via direct
licensing between the rightsholder and
the user.

intellectual property
A concept in which the tangible expressions
of intellectual/creative pursuits (such as
inventions, designs, creative works, etc.) are
treated in legal and social spheres as prop-
erty, with all its attendant implications (e.g.,
ownership, use, economic transactions,
etc.). In the United States, intellectual prop-
erty is protected under the legal regimes of
patent, trademark, and copyright law.

license
A type of contract between an authorizing
party ("licensor") and another party
("licensee") that allows the licensee to exer-
cise a privilege that he or she normally does
not have the right to exercise.

mechanical rights
The rights from a music publisher or agent
that allow one to make a mechanical repro-
duction of a musical composition for the
purpose of distributing it to the public for
private use. Mechanical reproductions
include such items as audiocassettes, audio
compact discs, record albums, computer
chips in birthday cards, piano rolls, and
music boxes.

mechanical reproduction
Reproduction of music in a form that must
be heard with the aid of a "mechanical"
device, such as a compact disc player,
audiocassette recorder, or phonograph.

model release
A legal agreement between a photographer
and the person (or persons) he or she has
photographed that grants the photographer
permission to publish the images that con-
tain the person's (i.e., the "model's") like-
ness.

moral rights
Privileges believed to be innate to a creator
of a work. These generally include the right
to make the work available, to claim author-
ship, to insist on respect for the integrity of
the work, to withdraw or rescind a work, and
to disavow and disassociate oneself from a
work if the work has been altered by some-
one else in an unagreeable fashion.

nonexclusive rights
A set of rights that can be transferred (usu-
ally by sale) to any number of individuals or
entities any number of times.

online shopping cart
A concept borrowed from grocery shopping
and metaphorically applied to a parallel
online function. Users select items from a
service provider's online repertoire and add
them to their shopping cart. When the users

are finished searching, they can access their
shopping cart to review their selections,
remove or add items, and place a final order.

patent
A grant of a property right by the federal
government to the inventor which excludes
others from making, using, or selling the
invention. In the United States, patents are
granted for a term of twenty years (fourteen
years for design patents), which may be
extended only by a special act of Congress
(except for certain pharmaceutical patents).
After expiration of the term, the patentee
loses rights to the invention. (For further
information, see http://www.uspto.gov/
web/offices/pac/doc/basic/geninfo.html.)

per use license
Used synonymously with transaction
license.

phonorecords
A term used in the U.S. Copyright Act to
define any object in which sounds are fixed
and from which the sounds can be per-
ceived, reproduced, or transmitted directly
or with the aid of a machine. Examples of
phonorecords include audiocassettes, audio
compact discs, and records.

property release
A legal agreement between an individual or
entity and a property owner that authorizes
the individual or entity to photograph or
portray a property in an image, or to use
an already existing image portraying the
property.

public domain
Intellectual property rights that belong to
the community at large, are unprotected by
copyright or patent, and may be appropriated
or used by anyone. (Modified from Merriam
Webster's WWW Dictionary: http://www.
m-w.com/cgi-bin/dictionary.) Intellectual
property comes into the public domain in
one of the following ways: 1) the copyright
has been lost or expired, 2) the intellectual
property was created by the federal govern-
ment, or 3) the property was specifically
relegated to the public domain by the copy-
right owner.

http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/basic/geninfo.html
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public performance
In music, any vocal, instrumental, and or
mechanical rendition and representations in
any manner or by any method, or reproduc-
tions of performances and renditions by
means of devices for reproducing sound
recordings in synchrony or timed relation
with the taking of motion pictures. (From
ASCAP's license definition of public perfor-
mance: http://www.ascap.com/membership/
agreement/agreement.html.)

repertoire
The total number of intellectual properties
represented by a service provider.

rights and reproductions
department
The office or department in an organization
that administers and oversees permissions
for use of intellectual property owned by the
organization. Some common organizations
with rights and reproductions departments
are museums, visual resource repositories,
and publishing houses.

rightsholder
Any individual, institution, organization, or
estate that holds copyright to creative works.
An individual or entity becomes a rights-
holder in one of three ways: by creating a
work, by having copyright of a work trans-
ferred in a purchase, gift, bequest, or other
assignment, or by hiring someone to create a
work on one's behalf ("work for hire").

sampling
The process of using sound bytes from a
master recording in a device and incor-
porating them within another musical
composition.

service provider (aka intellectual
property service provider)
Organizations or entities that offer intellec-
tual property management and administra-
tion services to rightsholders and users.
These organizations include, but are not lim-
ited to, content brokers, membership-based
collecting societies, stock agencies, rights
and reproduction organizations (RROs), and
consortia.

shared digital lightbox
A digital lightbox that can be shared with
one or more clients or colleagues on the
Internet. Shared digital lightboxes are useful
tools for projects where content selection is
a group effort because they allow images to
be preselected once and temporarily saved
into a fi le where they can be reviewed there-
after by colleagues or clients.

shareware
Software distributed by its creator to users on
a conditional basis. The software is freely
available for trial use. If a user wishes to
continue using the software, he or she is
expected to pay the creator a (usually nomi-
nal) use fee.

shopping cart
See online shopping cart.

site license
A type of license whose terms extend to all
users at a particular location. A university
site license, for example, allows all users
affiliated with a university to use a product or
service under the terms of one license.

small rights
A term used for intellectual property rights in
which the cost of administration far exceeds
the income that can be generated from their
use. For example, the nondramatic public
performance rights for music are considered
"small rights" because the economic returns
(often only a few cents per use) is not great
enough to offset the costs that songwriters
would incur in trying to administer these
rights individually.

software piracy
The illegal distribution or copying of soft-

ware for personal or organizational use.
(From the Business Software Alliance:
www.bsa.org/piracy/piracy.html.)

stock photography agency
An organization that makes existing pho-
tography available for commercial or editor-
ial use under a licensing scheme. The stock

agency functions as a third-party intermedi-
ary between creators and commercial end

users. The content is either a preexisting
body of work that the agency "recycles" in
the commercial market, or works created
specifically for use in various types of mar-
kets. Stock agencies also exist for other
types of content like fonts, illustrations, and
digital graphics.

superdistribution
An approach to distributing digital informa-
tion in which digital information is made
available freely and without restriction, but a
user must pay for each use he makes of the
information.

synchronization rights
The rights to use recorded music in timed
combination with visual images ("synchro-
nization") such as music in films, television,
videos, computer programs, Web sites, etc.

tombstone data
Minimal categories of information that iden-
tify an object, image, or work. The phrase
appropriates the idea of the minimal identify-
ing information found on tombstones or
gravemarkers, which generally list only the
most succinct data needed (e.g., name, birth
and death dates) to identify the deceased.

trademark
A word, phrase, symbol, or design (or com-
bination thereof), which identifies and dis-
tinguishes the source of the goods or
services of one party from those of others.
A service mark is the same as a trademark
except that it identifies and distinguishes the
source of a service rather than a product.
(From the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office:
http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/tac/doc/
basic/basicjacts.html.)

transactional pricing
A pricing structure in which users are
charged a fee for each use of each work.

transactional license
A type of license in which a user must seek
permission, and is separately charged, each
time he or she uses a work or works.

umbrella license
A synonym for blanket license.

http://www.ascap.com/membership/agreement/agreement.html
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Union List of Artist Names (ULAN)
A reference work that identifies biographical
and bibliographical information on artists
and architects, including their variant
names, pseudonyms, and language variants.
Developed by the Getty Information Institute
and used as a standard for artist and archi-
tect names in the arts and humanities.

Universal Copyright Convention
An international treaty for intellectual prop-
erty which sets out the same provisions as
the Berne Convention (see above) but is less
protective of an author's moral rights. Note:
If a country is a signatory to both the Berne
and Universal Conventions, the provisions
of the former override the latter.

user
Any individuals, institutions, or organiza-
tions that wish to use the intellectual prop-
erty created by others.

warranty
An assurance that certain conditions exist
and will continue to exist for the duration of
a term of an agreement.

watermarking
See digital watermarking.

work for hire
A work prepared by an employee as part of
his or her employment, or commissioned for
use by another person. In "work for hire"

situations, the employer is considered the
author or creator of the work and owns copy-
right to the work.

World Intellectual Property

Organization (WIPO)
A United Nations organization "respon-
sible for the promotion of the protection of
intellectual property throughout the world
through cooperation among states, and for
the administration of various multilateral
treaties dealing with the legal and adminis-
trative aspects of intellectual property."
(From the WIPO Web site: http://www.wipo.
int/eng/.)

http://www.wipo.int/eng/
http://www.wipo.int/eng/
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